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FOREWORD, OR: VIVITUR INGENIO, CAETERA
MORTIS ERUNT

1

Guntram Geser and John Pereira
DigiCULT, http://www.digicult.info

1 Transl.“Genius lives on; all else is
mortal”. See the illustration in R. B.,
Choice emblems, divine and moral,
antient and modern, or, Delights for the
ingenious, in above fifty select emblems...
6th ed. London, Printed for E.
Parker, 1732, Emblem III,
http://emblem.libraries.psu.edu/
rb010011.htm.

It is with great pleasure and honour to publish alongside our series of DigiCULT Publications
a special edition on the digitization of emblem books.The twelve articles which stem from the
working conference on emblem digitization held in September 2003 at the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel, Germany, allow us to exemplify how scholars in a highly specialised area
of research together with digital librarians have taken advantage of information technologies, standards, and emerging best practices for the digitization of emblems and emblem books, and the
scholarly work related to them.
The complexity of practises put to good use by the emblem research community is illustrated
by the key issues and methods covered in this DigiCULT Special Publication: establishing metadata, using the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) standard, indexing emblems (e.g. with Iconclass),
collection-level descriptions, metadata exchange procedures, using the Open Archives Initiative
Metadata Harvesting Protocol (OAI-MHP) for emblem data, federated searching based on
ontologies, and establishment of an emblems portal.
In addition, the issue of how best to serve the requirements of users, be it through new tools
for the emblem scholar, online pathways into the emblematic tradition for students from various
disciplines (such as philosophy, theology, history, literature and the arts), or online presentation
environments for a broader audience, is also approached.
At the policy level the emblem community acknowledges an important aspect DigiCULT
observes over and over again, the importance of consensus building and co-operation on all levels, regional, national, and international. Both demand substantial investment of resources, as well
as the need to accommodate conflicting interests such as, for example, already implemented technical solutions, project specific goals, etc. But, as a show of success, the emblem research community has in recent years not only managed to set up several national digitization projects (for
example, Canada, Germany,The Netherlands, Scotland, Spain, USA), but also reached international consensus on many key issues.
In particular, the projects that participated in the Wolfenbüttel Conference have agreed to conduct their projects in a manner that encourages future interoperability and the sharing of metadata, and are considering the Open Archives Initiative Metadata Harvesting Protocol (OAI-MHP)
as a common standard for exchanging emblem metadata. A new group, OpenEmblem, was
formed to work on emblem digitization together, and the emblem community is also close to
realising the first draft of a new metadata schema for emblem books.
Since the Wolfenbüttel Conference, the OpenEmblem Portal has been launched. Hosted by
the Library of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, it aims to be a resource for
emblem book researchers from around the world, helping them share resources and engage in
fruitful discussions.
As outlined by David Graham from the Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada, these
achievements represent the beginning of a new, third phase of emblem digitization, that started
twenty years ago when emblem scholars in the face of major technical and market breakthroughs
such as the Macintosh computer with its GUI operating system, the first readily available scan-
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ners, and early graphics software, began envisioning a digitally enhanced scholarship.The third
phase now will be characterised by a common framework that allows for collaborative digitization on the basis of shared standards, ensuring high interoperability and, increasingly, integrated
access to a growing corpus of digitized European emblem books, also providing new tools for
studying emblems and exchanging new knowledge.
Together with specialised research in other domains, the emblem community clearly has made
it at the forefront of digitally enhanced scholarship in the Arts & Humanities.We wish them all
the best in achieving the far reaching goals they have set themselves for the present and future
phases of emblem digitization.
Finally, it is our aim that readers of this DigiCULT Special Publication will find valuable information as well as encouragement for their own projects in digitizing cultural heritage resources
and digitally enhanced scholarship.
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INTRODUCTION
Mara R. Wade
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), mwade@uiuc.edu

Thomas Stäcker
Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel (HAB), staecker@hab.de

he essays in this collection all stem from a roundtable working conference on emblem
digitization entitled “Emblem Literature: Digital Modeling of the Interrelationships
between Texts and Images,” financed by a TRANSCOOP grant from the Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation, and hosted by the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel (HAB), Germany, 11-13 September 2003.1 The conference is part of a three-year project,“Emblematica Online,” between the University of Illinois (UIUC) and the HAB supported by the TRANSCOOP
grant from the Humboldt Foundation.2
The title of the present volume is intended to direct users’ attention to the universality of the
specialized research conducted by the participants for a broad range of applications for digital collections in the area of library and information science and for cultural heritage institutions.While
we focus on an esoteric genre from the Renaissance, the European emblem, our research is very
broad in its scope and is potentially useful for a wide range of subjects and artifacts.
The participants in this conference were invited on the merit of their long-term efforts in digitizing the emblem, a bimedial genre which combines texts and images in an organic environment. These participants, who represent a number of projects and institutions across North
America and Europe, have worked for many years in the area of emblem digitization, developed
national projects associated with tier-one research collections, and invested much time and expertise in furthering the research of both emblem literature and its presentation on the Web.This pioneering collaborative research group can be said to have established the field of emblem
digitization and is currently working to advance common standards and best practices for emblem
metadata and its harvesting, multilingual thesauri, interoperability, and user accessibility and customizing for its projects. Our ultimate aim is to link our group of projects, providing multiple
points of access to a large corpus of illustrated Renaissance texts, while simultaneously offering
practical models for research in other disciplines.

T
1 For the conference report in English, see http://images.library.uiuc.
edu/projects/emblems/confrep.html.
For the conference program, see
http://www.hab.de/bibliothek/wdb
/emblematica/ag03-programm.htm,
and for the abstracts, see http://
www.hab.de/bibliothek/wdb/
emblematica/ag03-abstracts.htm.
2 http://www.hab.de/forschung/
projekte/emblematica.htm.
3 For a succinct definition of the
emblem, see the English Emblem
Book Project at Penn State University:
http://emblem.libraries.psu.edu/.
4 The focus of the Fifth International
Congress of the International Society
for Emblem Studies held 1999 in
Munich was the polyvalence of the
emblem, that is, its multiple levels of
meaning and diverse combinatory
possibilities for interpretation and
production of meaning. See Wolfgang Harms and Dietmar Peil, eds.,
unter Mitarbeit von Michael Waltenberger, Polyvalenz und Multifunktionalität der Emblematik, Mikrokosmos,Vol. 65 (Frankfurt: Lang,
2002).The articles in this double
volume are in English, German,
French, and Spanish.
5 See note 2 for a visualization of
the parts of an emblem.
6 For a collection of essays on
emblems not in books, see Gerhard
F. Strasser and Mara R.Wade, eds.,
Die Domänen des Emblems:Außerliterarische Anwendungen der Emblematik,
Wolfenbütteler Forschungen (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2004).
7 For a useful list of bibliographies
and other resources for emblem
books, see the University of Minnesota Library site: http://subject.lib.
umn.edu/hum/emblem.html.

o the uninitiated, the emblem is indeed an esoteric artifact from the Early Modern Period.3
Its combinatory possibilities, however, associate it in many ways with the ideal of the Renaissance individual - a person of many gifts and surprising talents whose charm consists of fresh new
perspectives and engaging ideas.The emblem is very much the product of its age, combining texts
and images in innovative ways for educational, devotional, entertainment, political, and amorous
purposes.4
The ideal emblem is typically described as a tripartite structure, comprised of motto (inscriptio), image (pictura), and epigram (subscriptio),5 and appeared in all European vernacular languages
and Latin.While emblems decorated secular and sacred architecture, objets d’art, and even everyday furniture and ephemeral art, such as triumphal arches for a monarch’s entry,6 often emblems
were published in books, and collections of emblems appearing in such volumes frequently, but
not always, centered on a special theme or topos.7 There are emblem books that feature groups

T
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of individual emblems on the themes of love, politics, and religion.8 For example, love emblems
were especially popular in the Early Modern Period, and Dutch emblematists excelled at this
genre.The Emblem Project Utrecht is devoted entirely to Dutch love emblems of the seventeenth
century.9 While emblems also are preserved in manuscripts, the projects presented here focus on
the printed artifact, and have a strong component for preservation of, and access to, rare books
and special collections.10
“Sic Orbis Iter,” Emblem number 7 from Peter Isselburg, Emblemata Politica (Nürnberg 1617)
serves to introduce the genre here.11

Illustration: Peter Isselburg, Emblemata
Politica (Nürnberg 1617), Emblem 7,
“Sic Orbis Iter.”

This digital image has been altered in order for us to present the German and Latin texts
together as one image and to provide a translation of the German verse into English.The sense
of this arcane image and its texts is something like the proverbial saying “two steps forward, one
step backward.”The reader must know something about natural history and that crayfish scuttle
backward.Thus, the crayfish with the globe on its back symbolizes the way of the world, or “sic
orbis iter.”The epigram deepens this message and relates it to a moral lesson, admonishing the
reader to avoid the slippery slope of worldly things and to follow the divine path.
On the one hand, this emblem is typical: the Latin motto is placed in a cartouche at the top
of a high quality, enigmatic engraving, depicting a crayfish with a globe on its back. Beneath the
engraved image is an epigram that extrapolates on the interrelationship between motto and
accompanying image. On the other hand, this very typical emblem immediately presents an
exception to the ideal: the German texts of the mottos and subscriptio are not found on the same
page. In the original 1617 edition, these texts are numbered and presented together as a list at the
back of the book. In the 1640 edition the German texts are presented on the facing page of the
image and Latin texts with which they belong. Isselburg’s emblems are well known examples of
emblem literature, yet these very typical examples of the genre begin to illustrate some of the
very basic issues which digital projects must confront and which pose fundamental questions faced
by all such initiatives concerning how we digitize and what we are digitizing.The quandary here
is whether to present all the texts and the accompanying images together or to present the book
as a digital edition from cover to cover as it is in its physical appearance.The two digital editions
by the UIUC and HAB show two solutions for dealing with this very easy problem.12 The projects associated with this working conference aim to solve even more complex issues and develop standards for the presentation of rare illustrated texts in a Web environment.
Isselburg’s Emblem 7 used here for purposes of introduction serves to highlight several features

10

8 For German political emblems at
UIUC, see Peter Isselburg, Emblemata
Politica… (1617), for love emblems,
see Triumphus Amoris… (1695), and
for religious emblems, see Josephus
Zoller, Maria Höchst-Wunderbarliche…
(1712) all of which can be viewed
via a search at http://images.library.
uiuc.edu: 8081/emblems/search_
frame.htm. For an example of religious emblems at the HAB, see
Daniel Cramer, Emblemata Sacra…
(1624) at http://diglib.hab.de/
drucke/th-470/start.htm; for political emblems there, see Peter Isselburg, Emblemata Politica…(1617) at
http://diglib.hab. de/drucke/uk40/start.htm, and for love emblems,
see Paris Gille, Novum Tres Inter Deas
Junonem,Venerem Et Palladem Paridis
Judicium … (1684) at http://diglib.
hab.de/drucke/xb-4f-386/start.htm.
9 http://emblems.let.uu.nl/
emblems/html/index.html.
10 For a list of emblem books digitized by the HAB, see http://www.
hab.de/bibliothek/wdb/barockdtd/
siglist.htm#Emblembuch.
11 For a facsimile reprint edition of
the imprint from Nürnberg (1640)
with an introduction by Wolfgang
Harms, see Peter Isselburg and Georg
Rem, Emblemata Politica… (Bern:
Lang, 1982). For digitized editions
made from different copies of the
1617 imprint, see note 8.
12 See note 8 for the urls for the
digital Isselburg editions.
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concerning digital collections simultaneously.These issues can be divided into two fundamental
groups: 1) book presentation and 2) book enrichment. For example, decisions must be made to
ensure uniform presentation across the individual projects; such decisions resemble traditional editorial decisions conforming the digital book to a uniform standard and pertain to the presentation
of the book on the Web. Book enrichment, however, involves going far beyond presenting a digital copy of the book on the Internet and involves creating multiple points of access for a variety
of metadata forms and allows for searching. In the future we would also like to provide indexing
features which will enable users to customize their research.13 All of the projects involved in this
conference seek solutions at both levels.At the level of book presentation, then, each project makes
the decision to present its emblematica in a certain fashion. For example, UIUC uses a commercial image database product, CONTENTdm, while the HAB presents a digital facsimile of the
book, whereby the user can turn each page, cover to cover. Each project has had to decide the
degree to which it will enrich the text, for example, to index the motto in Latin and in German,
to mark-up the text of the epigram, to provide book-level information such as publisher and place
and date of publication, and to offer descriptors for the images, to name but a few of the elements
which could provide searchable points of access to the digital book and to digital collections.These
decisions were often influenced by funding opportunities and by financial constraints incumbent
upon the individual projects and their home institutions.14 Some of these issues are explained in
the papers presented here.Also some of these projects originated very early on, and have adapted
to the rapidly changing digital and Web environments.While each project is the result of local talents, practical issues, and financial support, the projects represented here have been engaged in dialogue with each other, some since their inception, and have tried conscientiously to collaborate
on evolving standards and to establish best practices for these sorts of digital undertakings.
In addition to determining how a project can establish search capabilities across its own corpus of digitized emblem books, the projects represented here have taken active steps toward integration and have agreed on basic principles toward providing open standards which will facilitate
linking the projects in the future. Owing to the fact that emblem books are often not well catalogued, we are also hoping as our future goals to create registers of print and electronic emblem
books, so that users can become acquainted with both our physical and digital collections.15

13 See the contribution by Peter
Boot in the present volume.
14 For background on the Illinois
project, see Marshall Billings,“Digital
Emblematica:The Scholarly Background of ‘Digital Emblematica’ and
its New Direction,” Florilegio De
Estudios Emblematicos.A Florilegium
of Studies in Emblematics, ed. Sagrario
López Poza (Proceedings of the 6th
International Conference of The
Society for Emblem Studies.A
Coruña, 2002). Ferrol: Sociedad de
Cultura Valle Inclán, 2004. ISBN 8495289-45-8.
15 See the contribution by Beth
Sandore in the present volume.

The participants in the UIUC-HAB conference and their associated projects were:
• Peter Boot,The Emblem Project Utrecht,The Netherlands,
http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/html/index.html
• Hans Brandthorst, Mnemosyne Project,The Netherlands,
http://www.mnemosyne.org/mn_so_eb.html
• David Graham, Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada, which hosts
Bill Barker’s Alciato’s Book of Emblems , http://www.mun.ca/alciato/
• Wolfgang Harms, University of Munich, Past President,The International Society
for Emblem Studies
• Tom Kilton, UIUC, Digital Emblematica, http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/
• Nuala Koetter, UIUC, Digital Emblematica, http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/
• Andrea Opitz, HAB,Wolfenbüttel Emblematica Online - Entwicklung eines
Standards zur Erschließung von Emblembüchern im Internet,
http://www.hab.de/forschung/projekte/emblematica.htm
• Dietmar Peil, University of Munich, Digitalisierung von ausgewählten Emblembüchern der frühen Neuzeit aus den Beständen der Bayerischen Staatsbibliothek,
http://www.bsb-muenchen.de/mdz/dfgprojekte/muenchen_emblem.htm
• Stephen Rawles, Glasgow University Emblem Website, http://www.ces.arts.gla.ac.uk/
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• Beth Sandore UIUC, Digital Emblematica,
http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/
• Thomas Stäcker, HAB,Wolfenbüttel Emblematica Online - Entwicklung eines Standards
zur Erschließung von Emblembüchern im Internet, http://www.hab.de/forschung/
projekte/emblematica.htm
• Mara Wade, UIUC, Digital Emblematica, http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/
Additionally, Sagrario López Poza and Angeles Places Saavedra, Universidade da Coruña
(Spain), Biblioteca Virtual de Literatura Emblemática http://rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/cicyt were invited, but unable to attend.Their paper is included in the volume.
Wolfgang Harms provided some very much appreciated remarks about the deep structure of
emblematic literature at the working conference, but had wanted them to remain only as an oral
presentation.
Also in attendance, but not presenting papers, were David Weston, Keeper of Special Collections, Glasgow University Library,16 and Joaquín Moreno-Barrientos, HAB, from their project for
digitizing festival books,17 both of whom provided excellent commentary and contributed to the
discussions.
any of our conversations centered on global issues of building collections and sharing data.
We intend to explore further the ways in which TEI,18 OAI,19 and ICONCLASS20 can
be put to productive use for this genre of literature.We will also attend more carefully to user
needs21 and problems inherent in the polyvalent structure of the emblem,22 in order to provide
as many points of access as possible to our rich collections.
Even though the Spanish emblem team could not be present, we are very interested in their
ability to construct a method for federated searches across three digital libraries.23 As part of our
effort to strengthen these collaborative research bonds, it would be in our interest to develop an
XML schema definition for checking the validity of XML emblem metadata which would greatly enhance our ability to share data.24
In his contribution David Graham presents an overview of emblem digitization efforts and
makes concrete suggestions about the directions in which we should now move.25 There was a
general consensus on the part of the entire group to pursue his suggestions.
While there is general agreement to pursue actively more common goals, especially regarding
open standards, several goals of the meeting at the HAB have already been realized.The primary
concern was to reach some agreement on Stephen Rawles’ “Spine of Information” which was
thoroughly discussed and amended in light of those discussions.26 There is now a formal document to which we can all refer.
Most importantly, we were able to meet and exchange concrete ideas for solutions to our common problems and continue to work toward open standards and sharing the work of digitizing
this important genre of Renaissance literature.We fully understand that advances in our individual projects mean progress for us all.
Most significantly, we also productively explored ideas about the kinds of content an emblem
portal can include,27 and, owing to the efforts of Nuala Koetter, the University of Illinois’ Digitial
Emblematica Project has been able to launch the OpenEmblem Portal.Together with Peter Boot’s
help, she used the OAI metadata harvesting protocol to harvest Utrecht’s metadata for inclusion in
the OpenEmblem Portal - which represents an exciting advance for all of our projects.The portal is in its earliest stages at present, and we expect it to grow and change as a result of these very
fruitful collaborative efforts. Our ability to exchange metadata has been realized and represents an
enormous step forward.The portal is available at: http://media.library.uiuc.edu/projects/oebp/.

M
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16 http://special.lib.gla.ac.uk/ The
Glasgow University library is home
to the Stirling Maxwell Collection,
the premiere emblem collection in
the world. Glasgow University also
boasts the only Center for Emblem
Studies.
17 http://www.hab.de/forschung/
projekte/festkultur.htm.
18 See the contribution by Andrea
Opitz in this volume.
19 See the contributions by Nuala
Koetter and Thomas Stäcker in this
volume.
20 See the contribution by Hans
Brandhorst in this volume.
21 See the contribution by Tom Kilton in this volume.
22 See the contribution by Dietmar
Peil in this volume.
23 See the contribution by Sagrario
López Poza et al in this volume.
24 See the recently developed XMLschema developed by Thomas Stäcker (HAB), http://www.hab.de/forsch
ung/projekte/emblematica-e.htm
25 See the contribution by David
Graham in this volume
26 See the contribution by Stephen
Rawles in this volume.
27 See the contribution by Mara
Wade in this volume.
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THREE PHASES OF EMBLEM DIGITIZATION:
THE FIRST TWENTY YEARS, THE NEXT FIVE
David Graham
Professor of French, Dean, Faculty of Arts,
Memorial University of Newfoundland, dgraham@mun.ca

Abstract:
The paper situates current trends in emblem digitization in the historical context that has
made them possible.Taking as its starting point the 1983 release of the Apple Lisa, the first
commercially released personal computer with a GUI, the paper describes the first two
decades of work that have led to current collaborative efforts supported by major research
libraries and scholarly consortia. It attempts to pose the questions that will govern the next
five years and to describe some key goals that should be realisable in that time.

Keywords:
digitization, emblems, hypertext, SGML.

1 The first uses of computers to treat
emblematic material were in all
probability the “Macintosh Emblem
Project” described in David Graham,
“Personal Computers and Iconography: Issues and Lessons Arising from
the Macintosh Emblem Project,” In
Iconography in Cultural Studies: Papers
from the International Conference European Iconography East and West, ed.
Attila Kiss, vol.VII, Papers in English
and American Studies (Szeged, Hungary:Attila József University, 1996)
203-212; David Graham,“Putting
Old Wine in New Bottles: Emblem
Books and Computer Technology,”
Emblematica 5.2 (1992): 271-85;
David Graham,“The Emblematic
Hyperbook: Using Hypercard on
Emblem Books,” Hypermedia and
Literary Studies, eds. Paul Delany and
George Landow,Technical Communications (Cambridge, Mass.:The
MIT Press, 1991) 273-86, and Stan
Beeler’s implementation of the union
catalogue of emblem books prompted by Peter Daly’s Index Emblematicus
project.
2 Peter M. Daly, Digitizing the European Emblem: Issues and Prospects
(New York:AMS Press, 2002) has
some useful material, but is more a
compilation of accounts of existing
efforts than a forward-looking analysis.
3 See http://www.apple-history.
com/frames/?&page=gallery&model
=lisa.
4 On the ill-fated Star, which featured extraordinarily good multilingual capabilities and was the subject
of an article in Scientific American, see
http://xeroxstar.tripod.com/ among
other pages.

t is convenient to divide the history of emblem digitization into three phases, which span a
period somewhat longer than that covered by the fifteen years since the first initiatives took
place in the mid 1980s.1 In a first phase, lasting from 1983 to about 1993, a plethora of competing standards combined with costly and primitive technology made the very process of
emblem digitization difficult, cumbersome, and expensive, and essentially precluded most forms
of effective collaboration.The second phase, between 1993 and 2003, has been characterized by
a wave of convergence as cross-platform software standards came to be adopted, a development
that enabled the first discussions about implementation of collaborative solutions to take place.
We now stand at the beginning of a third phase, characterized by emergent solutions in which
common standards should enable the accomplishment of goals shared by the community of
emblem scholars.2
Though no emblems were in fact completely digitized before the late 1980s, the first phase of
emblem digitization can plausibly be dated from January 1983, which was the release date of the
Apple Lisa, the first successfully marketed personal computer to use a Graphical User Interface
(GUI).3 While the Xerox Star workstation antedated the Lisa by some four years and provided
the inspiration for it in many ways, it used a distributed architecture rather than a stand-alone
operating system and was never successfully marketed by Xerox, though members of the Star
development team, like Alan Kay, went on to play significant roles in the development of the Lisa
and Macintosh computers at Apple.4 While the Lisa’s market price of $9,995 was high enough to
preclude its use by all but independently wealthy academics, the publicity its operating system
received was such as to help ensure the success of the Macintosh, which was released in 1984.
It is impossible to overstate the importance of GUI operating systems in the history of emblem
digitization, as their development made it possible for the first time for scholars to imagine the
creation of computerized databases that would contain not only textual, but visual information
derived from emblem books.The development of the first readily available scanners on the market accompanied the progress of GUI operating systems, and the availability of early graphics soft-
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ware such as MacPaint, which was shipped with all Macintosh computers, ensured that scholars
would soon begin tinkering with digitization of emblem pictures as well as texts.5
One of the earliest scanners was the Apple Thunderscan, which was released in 1986.6 This
single-line scanner replaced the ribbon cartridge in a dot-matrix Apple ImageWriter printer and
enabled the scanning of images from single sheets of paper that could be fed through the printer mechanism.While the Thunderscan worked as advertised,7 it had many drawbacks. It was very
slow, since it scanned a single horizontal line of pixels with each pass: to scan even a small image
could thus take several minutes. Its resolution was very poor by today’s standards, since it was
directly based on that of the ImageWriter and the Macintosh screen. It was a “one-bit” scanner:
in other words, it produced only black and white images rather than grayscale or color; while this
drawback was by no means disastrous where emblem books were concerned, it must be said that
the images were relatively crude as a result. Because of the mechanical motion of the printer
mechanism, the scanner had a tendency to go slightly out of alignment as it progressed from top
to bottom of an image. Finally, it could scan only images on single sheets of paper: in practice,
this meant scanning photographs or, more commonly, photocopies.
These drawbacks were soon remedied with the widespread availability of the first flatbed scanners, which offered far greater speed, much better resolution, and the ability to produce grayscale
and then color images.This came at a steep price, however: while my Thunderscan had cost me
about $150 when I bought it in 1987, my first HP ScanJet cost nearly ten times as much a few
years later. Coupled with the steep price differential which in those days attached to Macintosh
computers (my first Mac Plus, purchased in 1986, cost over $4,000) compared to PC clones running a command-line operating system such as CP-M or DOS, this made emblem digitization
almost inaccessible for anyone without a substantial amount of research funding.
The release of Bill Atkinson’s free HyperCard program in 1987 made available for the first time
a software solution that offered emblem scholars the promise not only to digitize isolated images,
but also to link them to one another and to their accompanying texts.8 In other words, it made
possible the creation of the first widely available hypermedia databases, including the “Macintosh
Emblem Project.”9 During the final years of this first phase of emblem digitization, the use of
technologies such as HyperCard enabled the field of emblem digitization to develop to a point
where visual databases acquired a degree of maturity sufficient to persuade many emblem scholars, even those without an intrinsic interest in digitization, of the importance of this emerging
technology.
Despite this progress, the closing years of the first phase, between 1987 and 1993, made clear
the fact that the current state of emblem digitization was unsatisfactory for a number of reasons.
The most important of these concerned the proliferation of competing proprietary standards in
computer hardware and software. HyperCard, for example, was available only for Macintosh computers.The proliferation of competing graphics standards posed a serious problem.While the
CCITT and ISO working groups on bit-mapped photographic encoding had begun meeting
jointly as early as 1985 as the “Joint Photographic Experts’ Group,” the JPEG standard itself was
not published as ISO IS 10918-1 until 1994.10 In the meantime, any number of different standards emerged, found favor, and disappeared, including the original MacPaint format, the PICT
format which existed in multiple versions, and the Graphics Interchange Format (GIF) developed
by Compuserve and introduced in 1987.11
In the case of textual encoding, a similar situation applied.While the origins of the Standard
Generalized Markup Language, or SGML, can be traced as far back as the 1960s, SGML itself
became an ISO standard only in 1986.12 Even after its adoption as an international standard, its
method of implementation was by no means a simple matter, and only the work of the Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI) from 1987 onward eventually produced a workable set of standards.13
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5 For early graphics formats including MacPaint, see “From MacPaint
to JPEG: File Formats for Computer
Images”; http://www.lowendmac.
com/macdan/010606mm.html.
6 See http://www.home.eznet.
net/~pjsucy/History/1986.htm.
7 The images in Graham (1991) and
Graham (1992), see footnote 1, were
produced with a Thunderscan.
8 See http://www.w3.org/People/
Raggett/book4/ch02.html for a discussion that places HyperCard in the
context of HTML and the worldwide Web.
9 See footnote 1, Graham (1991) and
Graham (1992).
10 See http://www.c3.lanl.gov/
~brislawn/JPEG_demo/tsld002.htm.
11 See http://www.geocities.com/
marcoschmidt.geo/gif-image-fileformat.html.
12 See Robin Cover’s history of
these developments at http://www.
oasis-open.org/cover/sgmlhist0.
html.
13 See http://www.tei-c.org/.
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Advances in textual markup methods were critically important for the simple reason that like
other software standards, the encoding of textual characters was frequently platform dependent
to a very high degree.This was especially true where characters beyond the “normal” range used
by English were concerned: even the encoding of common characters from other western European languages that were not part of the basic English character set could pose severe problems
when files were transferred from one computer and one software package to another. Once the
TEI had produced a workable standard for the encoding of texts through SGML, the time was
ripe for the birth of the world-wide Web, an event that would mark the beginning of the second
phase of emblem digitization efforts.
Before that milestone could be reached, however, a number of substantial obstacles in computer storage and processing had to be overcome. During the 1980s, mass storage was extraordinarily costly by today’s standards: even without making allowances for the effects of inflation, the
cost of disk storage has declined in the past fifteen years by four orders of magnitude, or a factor
of 10,000, from about $25/MB in the mid 80s to about 1/4 of a cent in today’s terms. Given the
size of scanned images, the advent of cheap mass storage was critically important for the ability
of scholars to store large numbers of emblem pictures. Like disk storage capacity, processor speeds
have vastly improved and prices have dropped, resulting in a decrease of about three orders of
magnitude in effective cost.The much slower processors commonly available in the 1980s caused
large images to display far more slowly than is now the case, even where scholars were able to
store emblem pictures.
A final area of technological challenge in the first phase of emblem digitization lay in the area
of network communications. Relatively very few computers were networked at that time; this
was particularly true where high-speed networks were concerned.Very slow (300-1200 bps) dialup connections were the norm, so that even scholars who had managed to create prototypical
visual databases found themselves unable to share them.This was all the more true because of the
limitations of removable disk media, whose capacity at that time seldom exceeded 1MB.Although
the first CD-ROM drives began to be used toward the end of this period, the ability to create,
or “burn” one’s own CDs did not arrive on the scene until much later. Even the physical transfer of visual materials through the mails thus encountered technological hurdles.
The first phase of emblem digitization was thus characterized by sporadic efforts to create the
first visual databases of emblematic material, but these efforts were hampered by proliferating
incompatible hardware and software standards – especially where image file formats were concerned, lack of any suitable method of compensating for the difficulties inherent in encoding
non-English texts, the high cost, difficulty of production and relatively low quality of the scanned
images themselves, the relatively high cost of mass storage media, insufficient processor speeds,
and the lack of high-speed networks. Between 1993 and 2003, these problems essentially disappeared as standards converged, prices dropped, and speeds rose dramatically, and high-speed worldwide computer networks emerged.
ust as the release of the Apple Lisa may be taken as the seminal event for the first phase of
emblem digitization, so does the first release of NCSA Mosaic in 1993 mark the beginning of
the second phase.14 While command-line browsers had existed prior to the release of Mosaic, the
advent of a GUI browser catapulted the World Wide Web to a new position of prominence in the
world of personal distributed computing, and revolutionized the ways in which scholars, among
others, thought of the computer. Rather than as a tool for the storage of information belonging
to an individual, the computer began to be seen increasingly by scholars as an instrument of communication that could enable the sharing of information over world-wide networks. For the first
time, it became possible to think in terms of a distributed network of digitized emblem books

J
14 The title of the page http://www.
cedmag ic.com/history/mosaic1993.html is significant:“1993:The
Graphical WWW is Born with the
Release of NCSA Mosaic.”
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rather than of isolated undertakings. By encouraging users to think in terms of shared data, the
Web promoted an environment in which the creation of common open standards became a priority. As a result, many of the technical problems that had characterized the first phase ceased to
be problematic early in the second phrase.Where multiple graphics standards had competed for
users’ attention, for example, soon the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) and JPEG standards the latter being in effect embedded in the former - came to predominate where bitmapped
graphics were concerned.15
In similar fashion, many of the other obstacles that had stood in the way of effective collaboration among emblem scholars with an interest in digitization were also dissipated during the
1990s.The development and implementation of Extensible Markup Language (XML), for example, provided a common standard both more flexible and more manageable than the full SGML
implementation.The adoption of ICONCLASS, first developed for iconographic classification
but adaptable to other systems of image keyword tagging,16 provided a standardized controlled
vocabulary that was to a large extent already suitable for the description of emblematic images in
a way that had previously been impossible: early efforts like the “Macintosh Emblem Project” had
been bedeviled by precisely this lack of a controlled keyword set that would enable scholars to
describe images in predictable and standard ways.17
These common standards shared one key characteristic: they were both platform- and vendorindependent to a very high degree.This convergence towards open standards with implementations on multiple hardware and software platforms, together with the development of the
high-speed networks and transfer protocols that made effective distributed computing possible
across great distances and made possible the first meetings of scholars to discuss the possibility of
sharing digitization efforts in order to avoid duplication and share technical advances.The first of
these meetings was organized in Glasgow by Alison Adams in June 2001, with subsequent meetings in Mallorca and A Coruña, Spain (organized respectively by Antonio Bernat-Vistarini and
Sagrario López-Poza and their respective research teams) and the Herzog August Bibliothek,
organized by Mara Wade and Thomas Stäcker. It is a significant index of the will to develop common approaches that each of these meetings was organized by a group from a different national
background with significantly differing technical philosophies and scholarly interests.
The result of this extremely important second phase of emblem digitization has been substantial agreement on a number of key basic principles.These include the need to agree on shared
and largely open standards, the importance of sharing the actual labor of digitization, which can
be costly in terms of the hours required to scan the images, enter and proof the texts, and tag
both; and growing awareness of the significance of reaching agreement on intellectual property
issues.This last element is vitally important because of what has been, outside of purely technical advances, the most significant advance of the past decade, namely the decision of the great
emblem libraries to join the work of digitization.Without the participation of the libraries in
whose stacks are to be found the most important collections of emblem books, no collective
efforts towards digitizing the European emblem could hope to succeed.
The situation, then, at the close of the first two decades of work in the field of emblem digitization, is as follows.We have reached broad agreement on the need to employ standards as shared
and as open as possible for storage and markup of graphics and text; we agree that the actual work
of digitization must be spread among as large a group of participating scholars and institutions as
possible.We have a consensus that the intellectual property rights of the individuals and institutions who own the actual copies to be digitized must be respected; it is our common view that
the corpus should be displayed through the world-wide network rather than distributed on physical media; finally, we agree that where possible, the digitized emblem corpus must be made freely
available to scholars and others with an interest in it, and that wherever possible, commercial con-
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15 See http://www.scarse.org/docs/
tiff/tiff6.pdf for the TIFF specification, dating from June 1992.
16 See http://www.iconclass.nl/
texts/history05.htm#systematic.
17 I and my student research assistants had, in fact, spent a good deal
of time developing a tagging vocabulary for emblematic images that was
much less satisfactory in the end than
ICONCLASS would have been, if
only we had known about it and it
had been available in a usable electronic form. Peter Daly and his team
developed a systematic vocabulary
for describing emblematic images
rather than tagging them, and used it
extensively in the Index Emblematicus project.
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tracts must include a proviso to make the digitized content available after a time sufficient to allow
the original publisher to recoup the costs incurred in performing the work of digitization and
distribution.
What remains, then, is making effective the principles enunciated above so that a truly collaborative effort towards digitizing the European emblem corpus can begin without further delay. For
this to happen, we need to make publicly visible our commitment to a common effort, and it will
be important to reach agreement on some matters that until now have been left in abeyance,
though to some extent they are implicit in agreements already reached. Ensuring interoperability
and establishing consensus on expected audience are two areas of emerging importance.
he third phase of emblem digitization, potentially the most productive by far, will thus be
characterized by a set of emergent resolutions intended to formalize existing consensus in
the public arena and to move beyond the fundamental agreements of principle that we have
already reached to a framework that will permit collaborative digitization of the corpus to proceed as expeditiously as possible while ensuring maximal interoperability. In other words, we now
need to move beyond shared standards to a set of shared goals that we can state publicly without
delay.
Our public statement should include formal agreement on commitment to a core set of technical standards.18 It should also set out our agreement, where possible, on core content and metadata and on the standards to be employed in encoding those features.19 It should list which teams
will be responsible for digitizing various emblem titles and give adequate information on the
provenance, ownership, and bibliographical particularities of the copies used.20 Most importantly, this statement should include a commitment to make digitized content publicly available
through a single point of public access: the commitment by the project members at the University of Illinois to implement an emblem portal is clearly a first important step in this direction.21
To a large extent, a decision to flow basic content and metadata - provided that data structures
and tagging are indeed consistent from one project to another - through a portal should obviate
concerns about interface design, leaving individual projects free to design their own interfaces based
on their own preferences.The question of audience level, however, has not yet been settled and
should no doubt be treated as a matter of priority.A decision about whether we intend primarily
to make as much emblem content as possible available to scholars or whether our main goal is to
ensure that the European emblem reaches the widest possible audience will have far-reaching
implications for design and implementation. At present, it is probably fair to say that the scale of
the work to be undertaken simply to digitize the primary emblem content is such as to preclude
any realistic possibility of adding vernacular translations - beyond those intrinsically part of the
emblem corpus - or glosses on the content. At a later stage, however, it will be important to add
such material as part of the increasing need to make research results accessible to a broad educated public: this, in turn, will no doubt bear directly on our ability to secure funding for our efforts.
Within a year, then, we should have reached final agreement on all core standards, including
technical specifications and the structure of core content and metadata.We should also have an
explicit agreement by that time on which teams will take responsibility for digitizing the “primary corpus,” which in practice can be taken to mean that set of emblem material to which each
team has ready access and which it considers to be its highest priority. Finally, we should have
established a formal consortium and published our core standards in order to stake a clear public
claim to our areas of main interest.
Within about three years, the primary corpus should be completely digitized and published
on the sites of the individual teams. Core content from all emblematic material from the primary
corpus should be available through a common portal interface with links back to the originals so

T

18 On the basis of discussions to
date, these would probably include
publication of medium-resolution
JPEG images drawn from archivalquality TIFFs; storage of emblem
texts in text-only files; tagging of
texts using a set of XML structures
to be refined on the basis of work
done primarily in Utrecht (http://
emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/html/);
tagging of image data using ICONCLASS identifiers as suggested by
Peter Boot, and Peter van Huisstede
(see http://www.mnemosyne.org/).
The work of Tamás Sajó of Studiolum falls into a separate category, as
it uses proprietary commercial software, distribution on CD-ROM, and
a publication process that is apparently independent of emblem library
collections.
19 Further work needs to be done
on mapping Dublin Core metadata
structures to the “Spine of Information” drawn up by Stephen Rawles.
As well, it seems clear that some
projects (e.g., Glasgow, Utrecht, La
Coruña) will aim to include full-text
searching, while others (Illinois and
the HAB,Wolfenbüttel) will digitize
entire books, but only the mottos
and the descriptors for the images
will be searchable.As long as there is
agreement on how included content
is stored, tagged and retrieved, this is
by no means problematic, as missing
content can always be added at a
later date.
20 In some cases, it will almost
certainly be necessary to supplement
incomplete or defective copies with
material taken from different copies;
such cases should be clearly documented.
21 http://images.library.uiuc.edu/
projects/emblems/.
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that users can have ready access to additional content not deemed to be part of the common core,
where teams choose to add it.We should also have reached agreement by that time on the “secondary corpus,” that set of emblematic material deemed not to have sufficient priority to form
part of the first collaborative effort but important enough to warrant inclusion in the project.
Within five years, by the end of 2008, the primary corpus should be freely available, including
those parts of it digitized and distributed through commercial publishing ventures. Efforts to digitize and distribute the secondary corpus should be well under way.
After some fifteen years of attempts to create visual emblematic databases, and fully twenty
years after the release of the first personal computers whose operating system allowed us to begin
imagining the creation of such research tools, we may fairly say that we stand on the brink of
truly remarkable progress in the field of emblem digitization.Technical advances have been vitally important, especially in eliminating our dependence on single-platform solutions, but mental
advances have played an even more critical role.The participation of the great emblem research
libraries and of teams of scholars determined to share their knowledge in a context of institutional and personal collaboration is the key factor that will finally make publicly accessible, within the third decade of emblem digitization, the first great shared databases of emblematic pictures
and texts.
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A SPINE OF INFORMATION HEADINGS FOR
EMBLEM-RELATED ELECTRONIC RESOURCES
Stephen Rawles
Honorary Research Fellow, Humanities Advanced Technology and Information Institute,
University of Glasgow, S.Rawles@hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk

Abstract:
The “Spine of Information Headings” is an attempt to relate the taxonomy of emblems to
the requirements of their digital presentation.While the terminology used is based on “traditional” usages, the headings employed here are sufficiently flexible to be usable with any
emblematic format.The Spine reflects an ideal; the reality will require careful adjustment to
accommodate restrictions imposed by conventions of Dublin Core and OAI.The Spine
does, however, enjoy acceptance from a wide community of scholars working in the digitization field, notably those connected with the OpenEmblem initiative.

Keywords:
Information Headings, emblems, taxonomy, digital presentation.

he Spine has been devised in the belief that for any meaningful cooperation between
projects aiming to present emblematic material on the Web it is necessary to agree a
minimum (and, at the same time, optimum) set of data categories for use in such projects.The need for this became apparent at the first workshop on the digitization of emblems, held
by the Centre for Emblem Studies at the University of Glasgow in June 2001, and the Spine has
undergone continuous development since then. It is now in a form to which participants in the
OpenEmblem project can, in principle, subscribe.1
The Spine presented here is a new form of what was previously called a “Template.”2 The
change of terminology indicates a further distancing from any implied link to an existing emblem
digitization project, or reliance on any existing software system. In the same way the word “Heading” is used instead of “Field” to try to disengage from any implied data record, sorting, or storage convention. Similarly, no attempt has been made to relate to Dublin Core metadata
conventions. The mapping of these headings to Dublin Core, and data recording and storage
mechanisms now needs to be undertaken in the context of the OpenEmblem Project.
An earlier version of the Spine was posted in September 2003, prior to the working conference held at the Herzog August Bibliothek, in Wolfenbüttel, 9-13 September 2003.The version
presented here embodies changes and improvements made in the light of discussions there, and
of comments and suggestions made since.
Information on the digitized images is not included; the Spine is concerned with the recording of information about the images.That does not mean that the quality and nature of scanned
images is not important.
It seems useful to separate information about the books used in digitization projects (for which
there is already an formidable body of existing material, both paper and electronically stored,
recording their nature and location, a point agreed upon and emphasized in Wolfenbüttel), and
information about individual emblems which is our more direct concern, and which therefore
receives more detailed attention.

T

1 http://media.library.uiuc.edu/
projects/oebp/.
2 An early state of the template was
published by Peter M. Daly, Digitizing the European Emblem: Issues
and Prospects (New York:AMS
Press, 2002).
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Terminology
There has been considerable debate on the desirability of differentiating between the various
types of text found in emblematic material; the imposition of a strict typology to the emblem is
ultimately not helpful, since it could impose a straight-jacket of expectation and interpretation.
At the same time, a proliferation of sub-categories of text-type (e.g.“Prayer,”“Meditation”) would
open the possibility of over-elaboration, on the one hand, and inevitable incompleteness, on the
other. 3
I have therefore settled,“en connaissance de cause,” on the following terms to indicate the parts
of emblems.While the terms are open to discussion, and indeed not necessarily appropriate in all
emblems, they are well-understood, and solid enough to carry the discussion forward.
• Emblem: an ensemble (usually bimedial) of motto(s), pictura(e), and subscriptio(nes), which is
sometimes accompanied by commentatio(nes). In any given emblem all or only some of these
may be present, as may more than one of each. In some cases the borderline between subscriptio and commentatio may be difficult to define, and hence it is difficult to decide whether
commentatio is properly part of an emblem. In so far as it matters, I have assumed for our
purposes that commentationes are part of an emblem.
• Motto: the title or (often) aphoristic phrase usually deemed to be the first element of an
emblem.
• Pictura: the woodcut / engraving / etching / painting / drawing providing the visual as
opposed to verbal element. Other elements from an emblem may be found in the pictura,
e.g., motto.
• Subscriptio: the text, usually in verse, to be considered in conjunction with the motto and
pictura.
• Commentatio: text providing a further gloss on the combination of Motto / pictura(e) /
subscriptio(nes). In some cases (e.g., in prayers, or spiritual reflections found in some religious
emblem books) the use of commentatio as a label may be deemed inappropriate, but for the
present the portmanteau term is retained.

Transcription Norms
A matter requiring urgent examination, albeit outwith the strict requirements of the Spine, is
the means of indicating norms of transcription, and usages in the representation of obsolete characters and abbreviations. In this context Unicode presents the only sensible transcription medium.

Format
The current format of the Spine is designed for ease of consultation and the illustration of basic
principles, in due course it will be expanded with, for example, the mapping of Dublin Core
metadata tags, and with illustrations and examples to aid implementation. It is also deemed
inevitable that the Spine will be subject to development and change, and that implementation
strategies will need to allow for flexibility of application.

Layout
Some explanation of layout is required:
• Column 1 contains a Heading label for convenience of reference.
• Column 2 describes the nature of the Heading.
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• Column 3 indicates whether or not there is a requirement to allow for multiple sub-headings, e.g., when there is more than one artist involved in a book, or when there are multiple subscriptiones in an emblem; this requirement is indicated here.
• Column 4 indicates the status of Headings:“minimal” indicates Headings which all projects
should include;“optimal” indicates headings which would be found in an ideal project;
“normalized” indicates headings which would be recorded in a normalized format.
• Column 5 provides comment on the nature and function of the Heading concerned.
¶ indicates explanatory and other comments.

I: Information Headings for Copies of Books
[Status column: M: minimal; O: optimal; N: normalized or standardized]

B.1

Heading

Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

Work identifier

Single

M

Short unique identifier of the
work.
¶ This heading indicates a new/
distinct digital work.

B.2

Digitization details

Single

M/N

All or part/parts of the book
¶ E.g.: cover to cover; engravings
only; mottos and engravings only;
...

B.3

Digitization

Single

M/N

Either “complete” or “incomplete”
in terms of B.2.

B.4

Work URL

Multiple

O

URL of the work.

B.5.
1-∞

Copy/copies
identifier(s)

Multiple

M

Code indicating Library and Call
Number of the copy/copies being
used; establish according to an
accepted (inter)national norm.
¶ Indicates the copies on which the
new work in B.1 are based.

B.6

National code

Single

M

ISO 3166-1; encoded as subfield or
XML-attribute to B.1.
¶ “Nationality” of the copy/copies
digitized - i.e., indicating the
country/ies in which they are now
housed.

B.7.
1-∞

Other holdings

Multiple

O/N

Probably restrict to Libraries (not
call numbers); establish according
to an accepted (inter)national
norm.

B.8.
1-∞

Author / authors

Multiple

O/N

Establish according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

B.9

Title

Single

M

Title in full transcription. Short
title info in subfield.

B.10

Place of Publication

Multiple

O/N

Establish according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.
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Heading

Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

B.11

Publisher/Printer

Multiple

O/N

Establish according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

B.12

Date of Publication

Single

O/N

Roman numerals into arabic;
dating here to year only; precise
dating to be given in notes.

B.13
1-∞

Languages used

Multiple

M/N

List of 2 character codes for
languages used in the book as a
whole, up to a total of 5; otherwise
indicate polyglot. Use ISO 639-1.

B.14.
1-∞

Names

Multiple

O/N

Establish according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.
¶ E.g.: Artists; Dedicatees; Liminary
Authors, with an indication of role
in a subfield or attribute.

B.15.
1-∞

Notes

Multiple

O

Description of the work and its
significance.
¶ Provenance or other remarkable
issues.
¶ Details of Book format/size (use
metric measurements).
¶ Details about emblem structure
pertaining to whole work (e.g.,
Cats; Partheneia sacra); use of
printers’ marks.
¶ Details about the condition of
the book (e.g., leaves missing,
misbound).

B.16.
1-∞

Secondary references
for the Work

Multiple

O

¶ E.g., to Praz, Landwehr, Campa,
Daly/Dimler, BFEB; OPAC
records.

B.17.

Liminary texts
(transcript)

Multiple

O

May require a means of linkage to
“names.”

1-∞
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II: Information Headings for Individual Emblems
The simplest version of the Spine as it addresses individual Emblems would include only the
main headings, which are given in Italic Bold across the table below; refinements are added below.
[Status column: M: minimal; O: optimal; N: normalized or standardized]
Heading

Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

Single

M

The means of easy
identification, and linkage
with Book/Copy details.
This identifier will necessarily
include B.1.

Multiple

M

Usually part of, or identical to
URL(s).

E.1: Unique identifier
E.1

Unique Identifier

E.2: Access point(s) to images
E.2.
1-∞

Access point(s) to
images of individual
emblem

¶ Multiple access, because a
single emblem may comprise
several pages or openings.

E.3: Page reference
E.3

Page reference

Single

O

The reference should be to the
beginning of the Emblem, using
pagination, foliation or signature
references, according to the
usage of the book.
¶ Allowance will need to be
made for errors.

E.4: Emblem number
E.4

Emblem Number

Single

O

Ideally the numbering used in
the chosen Edition; otherwise a
sequential order imposed from
the copy digitized, allowing for
manifest misbindings.

Single

O

To allow linkage between
different orderings of emblems
in different editions of the same
work.

E.5: Standard number
E.5

Standard Number

¶ E.g., “Daly” numbers in
Alciato.
E.6: Dedication of individual emblem
E.6.
1-∞

Dedication of
individual emblem

Multiple

O

Establish according to an
accepted (inter)national norm.
¶ N.B.: Dedication of complete
books is dealt with in the Book
area (B.14).
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Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

Multiple

O/N

Establish according to an
accepted (inter)national norm;
indicate role (e.g., artist,
engraver).

Multiple

O/N

Woodcut; Engraving; Etching;
Drawing; Painting; other.

Single

O

For Editions in which emblems
are formally divided into
grouped sections. Language
indicated using ISO 639-1.

E.7: Artist(s) of individual pictura
E.7.
1-∞

Artist(s) of individual
pictura

E.8: Medium of pictura
E.8.
1-∞

Medium of pictura

E.9: Section title
E.9.A

Section title, original
language(s), original
spelling

¶ Also to be noted in Book area.
E.9.B

Section title, original
language(s), modern
spelling

Single

O

Language indicated using ISO
639-1.

E.9.C

Section title,
translation

Single

O

Language indicated using ISO
639-1.

E.10: Section sub-title(s)
E.10.A.
1-∞

Section sub-title(s),
original language(s),
original spelling

Multiple

O

For editions in which emblems
are subdivided further.
Languages indicated using ISO
639-1.

E.10.B.
1-∞

Section sub-title(s),
original language(s),
modern spelling

Multiple

O

Language indicated using ISO
639-1.

E.10.C.
1-∞

Section sub-title(s),
translation

Multiple

O

Language indicated using ISO
639-1.

Multiple

M

Language indicated for each
motto using ISO 639-1.

E.11: Motto(s)
E.11.A.
1-∞

Motto(s), original
language(s) and
spelling

Subfield or attribute indicating
prose or verse.
Subfield or attribute indicating
whether the text is presented as
a quotation.
Subfield or attribute indicating
to which internal grouping of a
work a text belongs.
Author information according
to an accepted (inter)national
norm.
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Heading

Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

E.11.B.
1-∞

Motto(s) original
language(s), modern
spelling

Multiple

O

Language indicated using ISO
639-1.

E.11.C.
1-∞

Motto(s) in
translation

Multiple

O

Language(s) of translation
indicated using ISO 639-1.

E.11.D.
1-∞

Motto(s) in English
keywords

Multiple

O

E.11.E.
1-∞

Source(s) of motto(s)
stated in the original

Multiple

E.11.F.
1-∞

Source(s) of motto(s)
editorially supplied

Multiple

O

References to sources of mottos
(Biblical, etc); ideally establish
according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

Multiple

O

Transcription of the
primary text(s) immediately
accompanying the pictura in
its/their original languages and
spellings; language indicated
using ISO 639-1.

References to sources of mottos
(Biblical, etc); ideally establish
according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

E.12: Subscriptio(nes)
E.12.A.
1-∞

Subscriptio(nes),
original language(s)
and spelling

Subfield or attribute indicating
verse or prose.
Subfield or attribute indicating
whether the text is presented as
a quotation.
Subfield or attribute indicating
to which internal grouping of
a work a text belongs (e.g., in
Cats).
Author information according
to an accepted (inter)national
norm.
E.12.B.
1-∞

Subscriptio(nes),
original language(s),
modern spelling

Multiple

O

Transcription of the
primary text(s) immediately
accompanying the pictura in
its/their original languages but
in modern spellings; language
indicated using ISO 639-1.

E.12.C.
1-∞

Subscriptio(nes) in
translation

Multiple

O

Translation of the primary
text(s) immediately
accompanying the pictura.
Language(s) of translation
indicated using ISO 639-1.

E.12.D.
1-∞

Subscriptio(nes) in
English keywords

Multiple

O
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Heading

Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

E.12.E.
1-∞

Source(s) of
subscriptio(nes) stated
in the original

Multiple

O

Standardized References
to sources of subscriptio(nes)
(Biblical, etc); ideally establish
according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

E.12.F.
1-∞

Source(s) of
subscriptio(nes)
editorially supplied

Multiple

O

Standardized References
to sources of subscriptio(nes)
(Biblical, etc); ideally establish
according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

E.12.G.
1-∞

Meter stated in
original

Multiple

O

E.12.H.
1-∞

Meter editorially
stated

Multiple

O

Multiple

O

E.13: Commentatio(nes)
E.13.A.
1-∞

Commentatio(nes)
original language(s)
and spelling

Transcription of original
explanatory material in the
original language(s) but in
modern spellings; language
indicated using ISO 639-1.
Subfield or attribute indicating
verse or prose.
Subfield or attribute indicating
whether the text is presented as
a quotation.
Subfield or attribute indicating
to which internal grouping of
a work a text belongs (e.g., in
Cats).
Author information according
to an accepted (inter)national
norm.
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E.13.B.
1-∞

Commentatio(nes)
original language(s),
modern spelling

Multiple

O

Transcription of original
explanatory material in the
original language(s) and
spellings; language indicated
using ISO 639-1.

E.13.C.
1-∞

Commentatio(nes) in
translation

Multiple

O

Translation of original
explanatory material.
Language(s) of translation
indicated using ISO 639-1.

E.13.D.
1-∞

Commentatio(nes) in
English keywords

Multiple

O

E.13.E.
1-∞

Source(s) of
commentatio(nes) stated
in the original

Multiple

O

Standardized References to
sources of commentatio(nes)
(Biblical, etc); ideally establish
according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.
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Heading

Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

Comment

Source(s) of
commentatio(nes)
editorially supplied

Multiple

O

Standardized References to
sources of commentatio(nes)
(Biblical, etc); ideally establish
according to an accepted
(inter)national norm.

Multiple

O

Standardized References made
explicitly in the original edition
to outside sources, other than
those already noted in E.1113.E-F.

Multiple

O

Standardized References to
outside sources made editorially,
but not mentioned in the
original

Derivation(s) and
influence(s) of
Emblem, partial and
full

Multiple

O

Emblematic sources for and
reuses of the emblem.

Relationships
(definite or possible)
to other digitized
emblems

Multiple

O/N

E.14: Original References
E.14.
1-∞

Original References

E.15: Editorial references
E.15.
1-∞

Editorial References

E.16: Parallelism
E.16.A.1
1-∞

E.16.B.1
2-∞

¶ Cautiously indicate the
direction of influence if possible.
Reference would consist
of: Project identifier; work
identifier (B.1); emblem
identifier (E.5).

E.17:Textual notes
E.17.A.
1-∞

Textual notes,
authorial

Multiple

O

E.17.B.
1-∞

Textual notes,
editorially supplied.

Multiple

O

Variants; glosses on the text;
references to secondary
literature; etc., pertaining to
individual emblem.

Multiple

O

Listing of motifs (including all
proper nouns) in the original
language and ?English

Pictorial Motifs
labeled in original
pictura(e)

Multiple

O

Topic(s)

Multiple

O

Single

O

E.18:Textual motifs
E.18.
1-∞

Textual Motifs
mentioned in
original texts

E.19: Pictorial motifs
E.19.A
1-∞
E.20:Topics
E.20.B
1-∞

E.21:Theme
E.21

Theme
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Single/
Multiple
Provision

Status

E.22: Controlled vocabulary

28

E.22.A
1-∞

Iconclass terms

Multiple

O

E.22.B
1-∞

Other controlled
vocabulary

Multiple

O

Comment
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USING ICONCLASS FOR THE ICONOGRAPHIC
INDEXING OF EMBLEMS
Hans Brandhorst
Mnemosyne, info@mnemosyne.org

Abstract:
As more and more of our cultural heritage is being digitized, a major question becomes ever
more urgent: how do we give access to the subject matter of the products of the visual arts?
This paper addresses this issue with the help of one of the most important sources of early
modern cultural history, the emblem book. It demonstrates in a very practical manner how
the Iconclass system can be used to classify the themes and motifs we find in them.

Keywords:
book illustration, systematic iconography, subject access, guided navigation,
applied emblematics, emblems.

Introduction
he text found below is a modified version of a paper delivered at the working conference held at the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, 10 - 13 September 2003,
under the title,“Emblem Literature: Digital Modeling of the Interrelationships between
Texts and Images.”
I left Wolfenbüttel with some new ideas and a few of my older ideas modified. I also carried
one old idea unchanged back with me, namely that one hour is not enough to clarify all the implications of the use of Iconclass to index the picturae of emblems.The subject is simply too rich to
be dealt with in an hour. I decided, therefore, to rewrite my contribution to the Arbeitsgespräch and
add some further observations about the applicability of Iconclass. I also decided that it would be
more useful to integrate these addenda into the text than to simply append them to it.
On various occasions in the next pages you are invited to follow hyperlinks.These usually lead
you to the Website of the collection of Illuminated Manuscripts of the Museum MeermannoWestreenianum. Soon these will be replaced by hyperlinks to our own Mnemosyne site.
In the field of the digitization of historical sources, in general, and of pictures, in particular, it
is far too early to reach a consensus about the giants upon whose shoulders we can stand. For the
time being, therefore, you are invited to choose your own champion.The first candidates are in
illustration 1.

T

Illustration 1:Alciatus, Emblematum libellus. Paris:
Christian Wechel, 1534, Emblem 22,“Mutuum
auxilium” (The halt leading the blind).
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Aspects of iconographic description
Iconclass and the “Spine”
Stephen Rawles’“Spine of Information Headings for Emblem-Related Electronic Resources”
includes Iconclass as a recommended feature of the information provided about digital emblem
books.Yet, from the place it has been assigned in this list of desiderata for electronic resources, it
is not apparent what role Iconclass should or could play in this scheme.The present paper intends
to clarify that point. It does not aim at prescribing ex cathedra how others should create their
iconographic information. It will simply show - in the guise of an extended “scope note” – how
we at Mnemosyne use Iconclass.

What to do with picturae ?
In the “Spine” section E.19 is labeled Pictorial motifs and section E.22 is assigned to Iconclass
terms.This suggests that Iconclass is to be applied to something other than “pictorial motifs.”
Since Iconclass is an iconographic classification system, this is confusing.What the “Spine” actually intends to say here is that if you want to use a controlled vocabulary for the indexing of the
contents of pictures, Iconclass is the preferred one. In current practice, some digitization projects
do employ Iconclass for this purpose, while others create subject access to pictures with the help
of keywords or prose descriptions.
To decide whether and, if so, how to apply Iconclass, we need to assess the role it can play in
the creation of subject access to pictures.To be able to do so we also need to have an idea of the
factors that generally determine the description of pictures, whether they are emblematic or not.
Paradoxically enough, these factors have almost as much to do with things that are not visible in
the picture as with things that are visible. I propose we first have a brief look at those visual and
non-visual factors. I shall do this in a selective but more or less systematic way, focusing on four
postulates.

Emblems are not isolated historical phenomena
It would be hard to find a student of emblems who disagrees with this point. So, the first illustrations shown here are hardly more than a symbolic reminder of the fact that emblems are
important elements of a much wider historical context.

Illustration 2:Valerius Maximus, Des faits et des paroles
mémorables, f. 321r (Koninklijke Bibliotheek, KB 66 B
13): Quintus Sertorius orders two men to pull the hair
from a horse's tail.An illustration of the theme of
“Slow perseverance over hasty violence.”
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Illustration 3: Otho Vaenius, Emblemata Horatiana.
Amsterdam: Hendrick Wetstein, 1684, Emblem 31,
“Niet te haestig” (Festina lente).Transforming the
theme of ill. 1 into an emblem.

Illustration 4: Printer’s device of Reinerius Velpius,
“Ingenium plus quam vires,” slightly shifting the
emphasis:“Ingenuity more powerful than force.”

What you see in illustrations 2 - 4 and 5 - 7 are two manuscript illuminations, two emblems,
and two printer’s devices.The first three pictures use the story of Quintus Sertorius to illustrate
the themes of Slow Perseverance over Hasty Violence, and Ingenuity more powerful than force.
In the second group the emblem and printer’s device tell us about Simulation with the help of
the image of the ostrich that has wings, but is unable to fly.The manuscript illumination is added
simply to show that an ostrich with a horseshoe can be found in medieval border decorations.
Whether here, too, it is to be interpreted as an image of simulation or as a reference to extreme
digestive capabilities - the bird was thought to be able to digest iron - is an open question on
which only further comparative research can shed light.

Illustration 5: Book of Hours, f. 60v (Koninklijke Bibliotheek , KB, 135 E 22): Ostrich with horseshoe (border
decoration).
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Illustration 6: Geffrey Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes.
Leiden: Franciscus Raphelengius, 1586, Emblem 51,
“Nil penna sed usus.”

Illustration 7: One of the printer’s devices of Daniel
Willemsz van der Boxe,“Nil penna sed usus.”

As it is one of the aims of emblem digitization, as we see it, to help us understand the weblike connections between emblems and between emblems and other historical phenomena, information about their iconography should help us understand:
• the themes we find in emblems;
• the stories and images expressing those themes;
• the pictorial means used to tell those stories.

Emblems are parts of books, books are parts of collections
For the limited purpose of this discussion, an emblem book may be seen as a collection of pictures that have to be described in a more or less consistent way.This amounts to saying that the
individual picturae are not to be treated as isolated pictures, but as parts of series. At the level of
such a series the descriptions should strive for consistency.Themes, stories, and details described
in one picture should be described in others as well.The same holds true on the level of individual emblem books.As we envisage in emblem digitization projects, individual books are published as parts of larger collections.Whether emblem books form a collection in a physical sense,
such as “the emblem books of the Stirling Maxwell collection” or in a thematic sense, such as “the
Love emblems of the EPU project,” one should coordinate the description of pictures on the collection level.

WYSIWYK: What you see is what you know
Clearly, these wider contexts influence our choice of descriptors and indexing depth, but it is
the “con-textual” information surrounding the picture, i.e., the motto, the epigram and the commentary, that quite literally tells us what we are looking at.Without textual information we would
often be clueless and unable to provide a correct description of the picture. By way of example
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let us look again at the three Sertorius pictures (ill. 2-4). It is naive to think that an uninformed
viewer would describe what is happening in these three pictures as “men pulling horses’ tails,”
instead of, to give just the most obvious alternative, as “men trying to stop horses from running
away by holding them by their tails.” If we miss the fact that the scenes illustrate the story of Sertorius, there is only a very slim chance that we might call the man who is holding the tail with
both hands “a young man trying to tear off the whole tail of a weak horse,” and the other man
as “an elderly man gradually plucking the tail of a strong horse.”
It would be impossible to identify the scene as a piece of strategic, military advice that Sertorius supplied to the Lusitanians when they wanted to engage the Roman army. Its transformation into a much more general piece of advice - patient perseverance to be preferred over violent
rashness - would, of course, elude us.

The re-use of an emblem may demand a different description of the pictura
All parts of an emblem, in particular its inscriptio and its pictura, are prone to repeated use. Over
time an emblem may reappear, in part or in whole, as the device of a printer or bookseller; it may
be used to decorate the façade of a shop; and it may be encountered in paintings and wall decorations. And, of course, existing emblems often provoke new interpretations by other writers of
emblem books.
Different usage of the same image may either trigger a fresh interpretation or follow in the wake
of a new interpretation. In any case, the adaptation of the same picture to a new context with a
different meaning forces the indexer to consider modifying the description as well.The reverse is
also relevant: a new image may be chosen to express the same, or closely, related meanings.
To show some of the permutations of form and meaning, a few pictures from the collections
we have indexed so far are presented here. Some of them were used earlier in our article about
laboriousness and vigilance.1
There is a vigilant crane, the leader of his flock, standing guard to protect the others (ill. 8).
Should the stone drop from his claw because he dozes off, the noise will wake him up again.
Next, there is a watchful shepherd’s dog guarding a herd for his master (ill. 9). In spite of the subtle differences, e.g., in the social position of the crane and the dog, the motto of both emblems,
“Pro Grege,” is the same and expresses that they are there to “serve and protect.”

Illustration 8:“Pro Grege,” from Peter Isselburg,
Emblemata Politica (1617).
1Hans Brandhorst and Peter van
Huisstede,“Weest altoos vigilant en
arbeytsam. Drukkersmerken een
mentaliteitshistorische bron?”
NieuwLetterkundig Magazijn 1999.
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Illustration 9:“Pro Grege,” from Julius Wilhelm Zincgreff, Emblematum ethico-politicorum centuria. Heidelberg:
Theodor de Bry, 1619, Emblem 2, the watchful dog.

The next cranes, too, express the concept of vigilance, but with an additional twist. Illustration
10 is from Giovio’s Dialogo dell’Imprese Militari et Amorose.The same image is repeated as the printer’s device of Jean Cordier (ill. 11).Their motto, “Officium natura docet,” focuses on the aspect
of duty which is assigned to them by nature, an interpretation with an emphasis that is slightly
different from the previous one.

Illustration 10: Giovo’s Dialogo dell’Imprese Militari et
Amorose. Lyon: Guillaume Rouville, 1574, Emblem,
cranes as vigilance.

Illustration 11: Printer’s device of Jean Cordier.
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Summary
When we determine what we are going to say about the pictures in emblem books we have
to make decisions in the following areas:
• how to connect the descriptions of emblems to descriptions of other kinds of pictures;
• how to connect the descriptions of one emblem to other emblems in a series and of one
emblem book to other emblem books in a collection;
• how to use the sometimes extremely detailed information supplied by the epigram, motto,
and commentary;
• how to adapt descriptions to the changed meaning of a picture due to a change in usage.

The role of Iconclass
The question must now be posed about where Iconclass fits in the broader context of the decisions listed in the first part of this paper.Actually, and perhaps surprisingly, it does not.The decisions concerning which parts of a picture to describe and how many descriptors to use for that
purpose are independent of the decision to use Iconclass to express those descriptors. It is only
after decisions about the goal and the depth of our indexing have been taken that Iconclass is
brought in. It then serves a simple, yet crucial, purpose: it is there to help us be more systematic
in our descriptions.
By limiting the variety of our vocabulary and applying a coherent structure to it, we automatically cause the pictorial elements we select for indexing to be grouped in a systematic way.With
almost 30,000 concepts present in the schedules, many of which can be expanded and adapted to
individual pictures, the limitations of Iconclass certainly do not prohibit a rich subject access.
Rather than writing about this in an abstract way, I will attempt to demonstrate how this works
with the help of a number of examples. Some of these examples are taken from our own projects. Other examples were supplied to us from other projects, in particular from the German
Emblem Project, Digital Emblematica, at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, for
which I thank Marshall Billings and Mara Wade.

The Tom-Thumb paradigm
When we start to think about describing and indexing historical pictures, it is essential to
decide on the purpose and the status of our descriptions.We have to ask ourselves whether it is
our ambition to give a precise and detailed ekphrasis of each picture, either to evoke it for those
who do not have it in front of their eyes, or to provide the viewer with a historical explanation
of what he sees.This exercise, intended to sharpen the eye, is a standard feature of most art historical curricula and to have mastered this art of description, is considered a hallmark of the art
historian.The alternative is that we identify and label the pictorial elements which we consider
important enough to act as access points in a retrieval procedure. Clearly, this ambition is more
modest. It does not aim to produce descriptions that are the final result of research. On the contrary, it aims to produce iconographical data that will facilitate and stimulate new research.
How do we create descriptors that are as effective as the pebbles Tom Thumb dropped behind
him to find his way back again and how does Iconclass help us to accomplish that? In answering
this question, I shall look first at how the hierarchical structure of Iconclass helps us if our descriptors are of divergent levels of precision. I will then pay attention to the way problems of ambiguity are solved in a systematic classification. Next, I will discuss the “economics of indexing,”
when I look at the benefits of composite descriptors. How the use of a published standard allows
the end user access to the same facilities as the original indexer will be my last topic.
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Ornithological (im)precision
Let us have a look again at illustration 8, representing a crane standing alone in a river landscape, holding a stone in its claw, with the motto “Pro Grege” above its head. It is to be found in
Peter Isselburg’s Emblemata Politica, a copy of which is available at the UIUC website.2 It was discussed at the working conference against the background of the following question:“Is it possible to codify this image as ‘Crane with rock as vigilance’?”
The purpose of this question was to find out whether Iconclass provides the terminology to
index the meaning of the crane as vigilance.The schedules of Iconclass contain many abstract
concepts. One of them is defined as Alertness,Vigilance; “Guardia,” “Vigilanza,” “Vigilanza per
difendersi & oppugnare altri” (Ripa), so the answer to the question is a simple yes. As the printer’s devices in illustrations 12 - 14 demonstrate, however, the concept of vigilance, even if a crane
is used to express it, can assume different shades of meaning.

Illustration 12: Printer’s device used in 1618 by Jan
Lamrinck (Franeker). Motto:“Aldus moet men slapen
/ Sic dormire licet” (i.e.,“This is how you should
sleep”). It is highly likely that this device refers to 1
Thessalonians 5:2 and 5:6:“For you yourselves know
perfectly that the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief
in the night...” and “...Therefore let us not sleep, as do
others; but let us watch and be sober.” Sleeping like a
crane is not sleeping at all.This adds then a very specific coloring to the concept of “vigilance.”

Illustration 13: Printer’s device used in 1627 by Herman Theunisz Kranepoel (Haarlem). Motto:“Mihi
autem absit gloriari nisi in cruce Domini” (i.e., Galatians 6:14:“But God forbid that I should glory, save in
the cross of our Lord”).The crane on the shield below
the cross is a visual pun referring to the last name of
the printer: Kranepoel (Dutch for: pond with cranes).
Whether any association with the concept of “Vigilance” was intended is uncertain. Depicting the bird
with one leg drawn up may simply be a way of saying:
“This is a crane.”

Illustration 14: One of several variants of the printer's
device that was frequently used by Arnoud Leers (Rotterdam) in the second half of the 17th century. Motto:
“Labore et vigilantia.”The crane with a stone is one of
the attributes of Vigilanza as defined in the Iconologia
by Cesare Ripa.The association with Labor may indicate that Leers wanted to connect Watchfulness and
Studiousness.

2 http://images.library.uiuc.edu/
projects/emblems/.
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The question asked at the working conference takes for granted that the indexer recognizes
the bird in the picture as a crane and its posture as holding a rock. It is the epigram of the emblem
that gives this away, i.e., to everyone who knows that Palamedis avis (the bird of Palamedes) is
indeed a crane. It thereby avoids the issue addressed here, which is what happens if we do not
know that the bird is indeed a crane or if we want to be able, later on, to retrieve this picture
along with pictures of other birds. If the indexer does not recognize the bird - either because he
has limited ornithological expertise or because the draughtsman was not very precise - he will
need to use a more general term than “crane,” e.g.,“wading bird” or simply “bird.” Obviously, if
the indexer encounters birds he does recognize in the course of a digitization project, he will use
their proper names.
Having accepted the postulate that series of emblems (and series of emblem books) should be
indexed with a certain measure of consistency, we inevitably run into trouble when we have to
mix proper names of birds with general descriptors like “wading bird” or “bird.” Imagine having
to query a database for pictures of a cormorant, a bittern, a crane, a gull, a heron, an ibis, a lapwing, a snipe, and a stork, without knowing whether these wading birds are actually represented,
but also while having to take into account that they may be hidden under more general terms
like “shore and wading birds” or even “birds.” If this were the case, would it not be practical if you
could start by querying the system for one of these specific names, and then broaden the scope
of your query by simply asking for all pictures of shore and wading birds or even of all birds?
If you click on one of the highlighted names of birds you will see that this is exactly what the
hierarchical structure of Iconclass is about. By using one of those specific names embedded in an
Iconclass notation, you filter the database for that particular animal. By simply ascending the hierarchical tree, you automatically broaden the scope of you query.

Ambiguous and composite descriptors,
the indexer and the end user
The meaning of “crane”
It may seem a little trivial, but it should be kept in mind that the English word “crane” not
only can indicate the bird discussed above, but can also mean a piece of equipment to hoist building materials.We can even find an emblem with this other crane in its pictura. In Boria’s emblem
(ill. 15), this type of crane is used to illustrate the same concept of Ingenuity over force which
was also the theme of the printer’s device of Reinerius Velpius. In our present context, i.e., of
emblems and devices, asking for “crane,” the bird, will not produce a significant number of false
hits. Still, the confrontation of the bird with the construction equipment alerts us to the difference between assigning words and assigning concepts to a picture.

Illustration 15: Joannes de Boria, Moralische Sinn-Bilder,
Berlin: Johann Michael Rüdiger and Ulrich Liebpert,
1698, Emblem LI:“Verstand geht über die Kräfte”
(Ingenium vires superat).A crane carrying a weight.
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This difference is immediately apparent in the two lists given below. In a systematic classification like Iconclass, every entry is a link in a hierarchical chain of concepts showing the chains for
“crane as a bird” and “crane as building equipment.” Because no term exists outside such a conceptual chain, a systematic classification by definition only contains terms that are semantically
unambiguous.
2 Nature

4 Society, Civilization, Culture

nature
25 earth, world as celestial body

47 crafts and industries

earth, world
25F animals

47G building activities

animal
25F3 birds

47G6 tools and machines ~ building

bird
25F37 shore-birds and wading-birds
shore-bird, wading-bird

47G6(CRANE) tools and machines ~
building (with NAME)

25F37(CRANE) shore-birds and wadingbirds (with NAME)
crane

Every notation in the classification hierarchy printed in bold is the unique placeholder for, and
at the same time a concise expression of, the concept to which it is linked.Therefore, the notation
is all that is necessary to copy to the data file in order to connect the concept and the picture.
To help its users find the most suitable concept(s) to assign to a picture, a classification system
comes with an entry vocabulary. On the left you can see (in green) the keywords in the Iconclass
entry vocabulary that lead to a specific concept in the chain.The hierarchical subdivision of the
concepts speaks for itself.The number of hits from a database will decrease or increase with the
scope of the concept chosen for retrieval.The shorter the notation, the more general the concept
and thus the larger the number of hits from the database.

Composite descriptors
Much more could be said about the inner workings of classification systems, but that would
lead us too far away from our next subject, i.e., composite descriptors.To see what I mean by that,
please have a look at the question accompanying the picture of Atalante and Melanon (ill. 16).
This question, brought forward at the working conference, actually addresses the issue of the biblical and classical stories, themes, and motifs that are stock features of the European visual and literary arts.The story of Atalante simply is just one of a myriad of stories that have re-appeared
time and time again in European culture.
In all, Iconclass contains some 10,000 definitions, or ready-made descriptions, of this kind of
subject matter. See the stock definition of the key moment from the tale of Atalante and Hippomenes that best suits this pictura (ill. 16). Because it includes many elaborate entries of this kind
in its schedules, Iconclass offers the indexer a quick solution for the description of subject matter that normally is cumbersome to describe. It may be superfluous to emphasize that such stock
definitions should not be seen as descriptions that are tailored to each and every individual representation of the story. Distinctive features, of course, may be indexed with additional terms (see,
for example, ill. 17, with Iconclass indexing).
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Illustration 16: Does Iconclass give us a single entry to
replace “Atalante, Melanon, woman, man, race, golden
apple”?
Iconclass stock definition: 95B(ATLANTE)2111 during the foot-race Hippomenes drops the three golden
apples;Atlante stops to pick up, and is thus beaten.
Image from:Anonymus, Triumphus Amoris.Augsburg:
Joseph Friderich Leopold, 1695, Emblem 37,“Die
Liebe ist listig”,Atalante and Melanon.

Illustration 17:The Last Judgement, from a Book of
Hours, c. 1495. Koninklijke Bibliotheek (The Hague),
135 G 19, f. 81v.The longest composite descriptor we
find in Iconclass is the following stock definition:
11U1 comprehensive representation of Last Judgement: Christ (with sword and lily), often surrounded
by elders and sometimes accompanied by Mary and
John the Baptist, appears in the sky with trumpeting
angels (and sometimes angels holding the instruments
of the Passion); after the resurrection of the dead the
blessed are led to heaven by angels, and the damned are
dragged into hell by devils.

Needless to say, composite descriptors are governed by the same principles of hierarchical subordination as the rest of the system.The chain of concepts that leads up to the story of the race
between Atalante and Hippomenes easily demonstrates how the hierarchical structure of the system ensures the implicit retrieval of the specific story of Atalante when the system is queried for
a specific concept, e.g.,“heroic legend.”

Indexer and end user
A fundamental problem of retrieval systems, even of those that employ a controlled vocabulary, is that the end user rarely has access to the vocabulary from which cataloguers pick their
terms.The end user, therefore, seldom knows which terms the indexer used.This may lead to a
situation where retrieving information is like trying to find the light-switch in a pitch-dark room.
But even if the room is (dimly) lit, it may not be easy to fathom the consequences of this situation. In a large system with full text searching capabilities - think Internet - there is almost
always a result to a keyword query, but there is no way of telling how much the system is lying
by omission. In systems that offer alphabetically ordered flat picklists of descriptors used, it is easy
to miss synonyms, related terms, or relevant broader or narrower terms. Even systems that have
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organized their descriptors in a thesaurus will have done so according to rules that are unlikely
to be tailored to the needs of objects of cultural and historical heritage.
Simply said, to a thesaurus which is not specifically adapted to historical material a mouse is
just the narrower term for rodent and a related term to mouse-trap (compare: Library of Congress,Thesaurus for Graphic Materials; see ill. 18-19). For Iconclass, the keyword mouse refers the
indexer to the protection Saint Gertrudis of Nivelles offers against the little pests. It also points
the indexer to the fact that mice were considered holy animals by the Philistines (see 1 Samuel
4:7-11) and by the Cretans of Knossos (see Apollo Smintheus, or mouse-like Apollo).

Illustration 18:A mouse contemplating the benefits of
captivity and freedom - metaphor of being in love or
not ... from: Daniël Heinsius, Emblemata amatoria,“iam
demum emendata,”Amsterdam: Dirck Pietersz Pers,
1608.The keyword mouse in the Iconclass entry vocabulary also refers to: 34B121 cat and mouse.

Illustration 19:“Captiva sed secura,” Jacques Callot,
Lux Claustri,Augsburg: Kolb, 1720, Emblem 10.The
monastery is compared to a prison: it limits the freedom of the monk, but it also is a safe haven and it protects its inhabitants from the seductions of the world.

Here, however, the fact that Iconclass provides these hints that are potentially useful to students
of history and the various arts is secondary to the fact that these clues are available to both the
indexer and the end user, simply because the system is available in its entirety for both to consult.

The Spine revisited
While occupying a slot of its own in the “Spine of Information Headings” is an honorable position for the Iconclass System, as long as we do not define or suggest what kind of information can
be expressed with this controlled vocabulary, it is unlikely to be put to use. I therefore propose to
explore which of the Spine’s categories would profit from Iconclass indexing. Let us first look at
the most obvious candidate,“Pictorial motifs” which in the present revision of the Spine is labeled
E.19. Instead of forcing my own definition on the reader of what pictorial motifs are, I shall simply follow the divisions the University of Illinois’ German Emblem Book project, from which I
took an example.The relevant portion of the record created for the emblem (ill. 20) is as follows:
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Illustration 20:“Die Hitze zu löschen,” Jacques Callot,
Lux Claustri.Augsburg: Kolb, 1720, Emblem 12.

Motto (Latin): FLAMMAM SOLANTUR UNDAE
Motto (Early Modern German): Die Hize zu löschen
Motto (German): Die Hitze zu löschen
Descriptors: stag
shadow
stream
Topos: Stag cooling itself in a stream
Theme: Tears of penance wash away sin
The keywords in the field “Descriptors” are a list of the “pictorial motifs” the indexer wanted
to record.These keywords seem perfectly reasonable to me, although I have one small remark. I
assume the choice for “shadow” instead of e.g., “tree” was somewhat influenced by the motto,
because this speaks of trying to take away the heat.
An Iconclass encoding of these motifs would be rather straightforward:
• 22C8 shadow
• 25F24(STAG)(+1) hoofed animals (with NAME) + used symbolically
• 25F24(STAG)(+536) hoofed animals (with NAME) + lying animal
• 25G3(+371) tree + dead, withered plant
• 25H212 brook
As you can see, I have elaborated a little bit and stated that the stag is lying down. It is not there
simply to be a stag, but to convey some meaning.This I called “used symbolically.” I also added a
notation for the tree which seems to produce rather more shadow than its withered state warrants.This detail may, of course, be irrelevant, but that does not necessarily make mentioning the
tree superfluous.Things get more interesting when we look at the next field, called topos. Here
it says “stag cooling itself in a stream.”The difference between the descriptors and the topos is the
remark that the animal is “cooling itself.” Here we seem to find ourselves in a curious predicament. How do we decide whether “cooling itself ” is a pictorial motif or not? Obviously, without the texts that surround the picture we would not know that the stag is lying down in the
water to escape the heat. So we would not add it to our descriptors. Not knowing this, however, would also mean that we would not, or could not, incorporate it in the description of the
topos. Once we know it, in other words, we cannot “un-know” it.The information has become
an inescapable element of the meaning of this picture.
Is it really important to draw a sharp line between “pictorial motif ” and “topos”? To be quite
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frank: I do not think so. Providing subject access to pictures is not an exercise in epistemology. It
is a practical matter.All we really need to decide is whether we want to use the concept of “coldness” as one of the search terms to retrieve this picture and, thereby, this emblem. If so, the Iconclass concept 22E2 coldness can simply be added to the list given above.
This leaves us with what in the UIUC database is called the “Theme,” which I understand to
be identical with E.21 of the Spine.The theme of this picture is concisely described as “Tears of
penance wash away sin.” In a limited sense, obviously, this is not something we see in this picture.
In fact, the picture does not give us any clue that this is its theme.To establish that, we must know
that Callot’s Lux Claustri is a book that uses emblems to tell a monk how to build his relationship with God, himself, and his fellowmen. Moreover, we need this specific emblem’s texts to
understand that the water of the river is a metaphor for the tears of a penitent monk or friar.
Again, while we should avoid giving ontological definitions of what motifs, topoi, and themes
are, we should ask the practical question: do we want this emblem to be retrieved when we
query our data for concepts like “monks,” or “penance,”“forgiving,”“absolution” or perhaps “the
seven Sacraments”? If so, we have to make another decision whether to apply Iconclass to this
task. I am beginning to repeat myself, but that, too, is a practical issue and nothing else. Below
is a list of concepts from the Iconclass system that could be used for making up category E.21
of the “Spine”:
• 11P31521 monk(s), friar(s)
• 11Q732321 penance,'Poenitentia'; 'Contritione' (Ripa) ~ part of the confession
• 11Q732323 absolution, forgiveness of sins ~ part of the confession
• 31B6214 weeping
• 57A74 Forgivingness
While it is immediately apparent that the concept “Tears of penance wash away sin” is not present as a compound entry among Iconclass’s stock of ready-made definitions, many of its building blocks are, thus recommending this classifications usefulness for several categories of emblem
indexing. For a comparable Biblical image requiring composite descriptors, see illustration 21.

Illustration 21: Crucifixion from a Missal; Koninklijke
Bibliotheek (The Hague), 128 D 29, f. 128v.The subject matter of this picture may be summarized as
“Christ's death on the cross with St. John and Mary.”
But how do we disentangle the knot that ties this subject to themes like “sacrifice,”“redemption,” and “central mystery of the Christian faith”? Would it have
been possible for, let us say, a fifteenth-century audience to see the one and not think the other? In a very
interesting study on iconography, Staale SindingLarsen's Iconography and Ritual (Oslo: Universtitetsforlaget, 1984), one of the chapter headings reads:
“ The Iconographical Subject as a Process and as a
Flexible Entity.” That about sums it up ... I’m afraid.
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CONCLUSION
My contribution began by stating that this paper is not intended to prescribe how to tackle
the issue of subject access to pictures, whether they are part of emblems or not. I have also emphasized that even if Iconclass is used some fundamental decisions must still be made and Iconclass
provides little help in that area.
If you have already drawn the conclusion that our approach to iconography is extremely narrow minded because we seem to be using Iconclass for just about any task that comes along, then
I might just as well tell you we have even experimented with indexing the mottos, epigrams, and
commentaries with it.You will therefore already consider us as lost causes anyway.
If you think we have made one or two useful points, but you prefer to follow your own path,
e.g., to use Iconclass simply to index the equivalent of UIUC’s descriptors or perhaps to build
your own keyword system, then at least you now do so with more information about the possible role of Iconclass than when you started to read this.
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NOBODY’S PERFECT: PROBLEMS IN
CONSTRUCTING AN EMBLEM DATABASE
Dietmar Peil
Professor of German, University of Munich,
D.Peil@lrz.uni-muenchen.de
Trans. Marshall Billings, MA, UIUC 1

Abstract:
The present contribution treats only some of the diverse problems encountered during my
work on the Munich emblem database.The first question to be clarified was whether or not
the emblem book constitutes an independent, clearly defined genre.Then criteria had to be
established to distinguish emblems from emblem-like illustrations. Encoding the meaning of
an emblem posed further difficulties. Even the description of the pictura, or emblem image, is
not unproblematic, considering the semantic relevance, on the one hand, and the possibilities
for its visualization, on the other.This applies particularly to complexly structured images.
The classification of textual elements in emblem books can be considered a further difficulty. If a way of treating these problems can be drawn from the problems described here, then
it is the following: an emblem database should have as much data as possible - even if only as
an image file - and the designers and managers of the database should rely on the acumen
of the users.

Keywords:
ideal emblem, image descriptors, encoding meaning, problems of genre, imprese.

his paper presents some of the various problems which arose during work on the
Munich Emblem Database and which, we believe, can only be resolved and clarified by
making pragmatic decisions.2 The decisions are pragmatic in the sense that they both
necessitate a readiness to make concessions and also a willingness to do without a logical and consistent terminological system which could then be translated into realistic best practices.This discussion is by no means restricted to questions of a purely theoretical nature nor can it be ignored
as mere terminological hairsplitting, rather this discussion entails fundamental decisions of an
essential nature. In our case these pragmatic decisions led the evaluators of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation) to reject the arguments of the applicants of the
Munich project, and to recommend continuation for only six months after having initially
approved a two-year funding period.
Problems first begin to arise in the initial phases of planning an emblem database, at a stage when
the structure of the database and its technical realization have received little, if no, attention. Fundamental questions arise: From what sources do we acquire our data? What is an emblem book?
Is the emblem book an independent genre at all? Years ago in a discussion of the concept of
“applied emblematics,” I attempted to demonstrate that the choice of titles for a given work should
in no way definitively decide its status as an emblem book and that it would be useful to differentiate between “emblem books” and “books with emblems,” whereby these oppositions are understood as extremes with the possibility of some flexibility and overlap.3 As an example of an emblem
book in the narrower sense I introduced Johann Mannich’s Sacra Emblemata (Nürnberg 1624),4

T

1 The author would like to thank
Marshall Billings for his translation of
this paper from German into English.
2 http://www.bsb-muenchen.de/
mdz/dfgprojekte/muenchen_
emblem.htm.
3 See Dietmar Peil,“Zur Diskussion
über ‘angewandte Emblematik’,” Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrift 29
(1979): 200-207.
4 See Emblemata. Handbuch zur
Sinnbildkunst des XVI. und XVII.
Jahrhunderts, ed.Arthur Henkel and
Albrecht Schöne (1967; Stuttgart/
Weimar: Metzler 1996) XLVIII; see
also John Landwehr, German Emblem
Books 1531-1888.A Bibliography
(Utrecht: Dekker & Gumbert 1972)
no. 416; and VD 17, 1:078927E;VD
17 = Das Verzeichnis der im deutschen
Sprachraum erschienenen Drucke des 17.
Jahrhunderts available at http://www.
vd17.de.
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while Johann Michael Dilherr’s Heilig-Epistolischer Bericht (Nürnberg 1663) assumes a middle
position,5 and finally the emblematically illustrated editions of Johann Arndt’s popular religious
didactic work Vom Wahren Christentum, or On True Christianity, which was published with
emblematic illustrations some 50 years after Arndt’s death and thus could then be placed at the
other end of the scale in the category of “books with emblems” or “emblematically illustrated
books.” 6
For the Munich Emblem Database such differentiations have led to pragmatic consequences,
so that the “emblem books in the narrower sense” have been fully digitized as picture files from
the first to last page. In the case of “books with emblems,” in addition to title information and
pertinent indices, only the pages containing emblems and those text passages which are relevant
to understanding the emblems have been taken into account. In both cases para-textual emblems
are also included, that is, any emblematic publisher’s or printer’s devices on the titlepage or in the
colophon and the emblematic titlepages, which may also reappear in the actual text and thereby
lose their para-textual status. 7
ntries in the VD17 (Index of German Imprints of the Seventeenth Century*) show that the
generic-concept “emblem book” still remains to be adequately defined. Certainly, one must
concede the possibility of polyvalence within the concept of genre, but this possibility should be
used only in a limited fashion. A pair of examples illustrates this point.The Jesuits of Cologne
celebrated the wedding of the Bavarian Elector Max Emanuel to Maria Antonia of Austria with
the publication of a thin Festschrift, which presents various texts and ten complexly structured
engravings with unambiguously emblematic elements (see also below).8 Under the rubric of
“Gattung/Fach” (genre) the VD17 lists this text as: “Ordensliteratur: Jesuiten - Gelegenheitsschrift: Hochzeit - Gedichtsammlung” (Literature of a Holy Order: Jesuit - Occasional Work:
Wedding - Poetry Collection).Thus, the title would not be found by a search under the generic
concept “Emblem Book” in the VD17. On the other hand, the 1640 publication for the jubilee
of the Cologne Dreikönigsgymnasium entitled Annus secularis Societatis Jesu Adumbratus Ex Anno
Temporali A Gymnasio Tricoronato Ubiorum is identified as “Gelegenheitsschrift: Jubiläum Schulschrift - Ordensliteratur: Jesuiten - Emblembuch” (Occasional Work: Jubilee - School Publication - Literature of a Holy Order: Jesuit - Emblem Book) even though its more than 350 pages
contain only five emblematic copper plates.9
Johann Michael Dilherr’s Augen- und Hertzens-Lust is an emblematically illustrated collection
of sermon outlines: “Jn welcher zu finden Erstlich / der Inhalt der Evangelien; Zum Andern /
die fürnehmste darinnen enthaltene Lehren; Zum Dritten / ein darauf gerichtetes Gebethlein;
Zum Vierdten / ein Lied / so auf das Evangelium /und auf das Emblema oder Sinnbild /
gerichtet”10 (In which first is to be found the content of the Gospel; second, the most valuable
teachings contained therein; third, a brief prayer on the theme of the Gospel; fourth, a song
according to the Gospel and the Emblem or Sinnbild; Nürnberg 1661).11 This book is listed in
the VD 17 exclusively under the genre “Emblem Book,” while Heinrich Engelgrave’s similarly
emblematically illustrated sermon collection Lux Evangelica is only listed as “Ordensliteratur:
Jesuiten” (Literature of a Holy Order: Jesuit).12

E

t would go beyond the limits of this paper to attempt a thorough discussion of the question
of what form the interaction of text and image in a given emblem must take in order to be
included in an emblem database, however, a few observations can be made on this point.The
handbook Emblemata of Henkel and Schöne which, in its turn, patterns itself after Picinelli’s
Mundus symbolicus offers a methodological model for modern emblematic databases.13 Its methodology poses the question whether an emblem database should deal with emblem books in the
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* See note 4.
5 See footnote 4, Landwehr (1972),
no. 228;VD 17, 23:269038A. For
Dilherr's emblem books see James
Wietfeldt, The Emblem Literature of
Johann Michael Dilherr, diss., U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 1974
(Nürnberg: Stadtarchiv 1975); see
also Dietmar Peil, Zur “angewandten
Emblematik” in protestantischen Erbauungsbüchern. Dilherr - Arndt - Francisci
- Scriver (Heidelberg:Winter 1978)
9-45.
6 For the emblems in Arndt’s book,
see Elke Müller-Mees,“Die Rolle
der Emblematik im Erbauungsbuch,”
diss., University of Köln, 1974; see
also note 5 Peil (1978), 46-62; and
for the different illustrated editions,
see Dietmar Peil,“Zur Illustrationsgeschichte von Johann Arndts ‘Vom
wahren Christentum.’ Mit einer Bibliographie,” Archiv zur Geschichte des
Buchwesens 18 (1977): 963-1066.
Many editions mentioned by Landwehr (see footnote 4, 1972, no. 44118) are not illustrated, thus we
cannot really rely on the so-called
bibliographies of emblem books.
7 For example, most of the emblems
on the frontispiece of Giovanni
Ferro, Teatro d’Imprese (Venice: G.
Sarzina 1623) part 2, are explained
in the text.
8 Paul Aler, Foedus leonis et aquilae
(Köln: P.W. v.Alstorff, 1685); see also
footnote 4, Landwehr (1972), no.
198;VD 17, 12:128578K.
9 See footnote 4, Landwehr (1972),
no. 35;VD 17, 12:116479Z.
10 Johann Michael Dilherr, Augen
und Hertzens-Lust (Nürnberg: Endter,
1661) titlepage.
11 See footnote 4, Landwehr (1972)
no. 227; and VD 17, 23:269030Q;
SinnBilderWelten. Emblematische Medien in der Frühen Neuzeit. Katalog der
Ausstellung in der Bayerischen
Staatsbibliothek München, ed.Wolfgang Harms, Gilbert Heß, Dietmar
Peil, Jürgen Donien (Neustadt a. d.
Aisch: Schmidt, 1999) no. 19.
12 See footnote 4, VD 17, 12:
106334B. For the different editions
which appeared in Cologne, see
Landwehr (1972), no. 266-267.
13 Picinelli’s emblem encyclopedia
was first published in Milan 1653. In
1681 Augustinus Erath translated the
work into Latin, enlarged it and
chose other illustrations; see Mario
Praz, Studies in Seventeenth-Century
Imagery. 2nd ed. (Rome: Ed. di Storia
e Letteratura, 1964); see also John
Landwehr, French, Italian, Spanish and
Portugese Books of Devices and Emblems
1534-1827.A Bibliography (Utrecht:
Dekker & Gumbrecht, 1976) no.
592-601; see footnote 10, SinnBilderWelten (1999) no. 51.The Erath edition has been reprinted in New York
(1976) and Hildesheim: Olms 1979
(with an important introduction by
Dietrich Donat).
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(1996), XXXIII.
15 See footnote 4, Henkel/Schöne
(1996), XXXVIII-XL; and Landwehr
(1972) no. 162-176.
16 See footnote 4, Henkel/Schöne
(1996), XLV; and Landwehr (1972)
no. 355.
17 See footnote 4, Henkel/Schöne
(1996), XLIXf.; and Landwehr
(1972) no. 497.
18 See Erasmus Francisci, Das
unfehlbare Weh der Ewigkeit für die
Verächter der Gnaden-Zeit (Nürnberg:
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Peil (1978): 65-66.
19 See Mason Tung,“Impresa or
Emblem Book? A Note on the Confusion over Camerarius’s Symbola et
emblemata,” Emblematica 10 (1996):
423-435.
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(1976) nos. 25 (Alciato) and 532 (de
Montenay).
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broadest sense or with individual emblems.This question, in turn, demands a clear answer to the
question of what is an emblem.
While Henkel and Schöne’s encyclopedia deals primarily with individual emblems, it also treats
complete emblem books (see the “Beschreibung der benutzten Emblembücher” [Description of
Used Emblembooks]).14 The editors and their coworkers allowed themselves to be led by an idealized notion of the emblem and made their selections accordingly. For example, while all the
emblems from the collection of Joachim Camerarius are analyzed,15 a selection of 28 samples
from Holtzwart’s Emblematum Tyrocinia seems to have sufficed.16 In contrast to Henkel and Schöne
the Munich Emblem Database prioritizes the emblem books themselves. In spite of the redundancies this produces, emblems from texts such as Holtzwart’s Emblematum Tyrocinia as well as
Reusner’s Aureolorum Emblematum liber singularis are taken in their entirety,17 without differentiating between apparently borderline and ideal emblem types. The emblems in the Munich
emblem database are not required to correspond to a specific criterion, rather their inclusion is
legitimized by their authors and users as belonging to the genre “emblem.”Whatever they considered to be an emblem, Sinnbild, or Symbolum is represented in the database. In extreme cases,
for example, this could include illustrations which bear no mottos, but are nonetheless understood as emblems by their authors.18
The Munich Emblem Database also ignores the distinction between emblem and imprese. On
the one hand, the borders between the two are unclear, as Camerarius’ borrowing from the Italian imprese demonstrates,19 and, on the other, it appears that no strict consciousness of generic difference between the two developed in the sixteenth century, in spite of the long-lived theoretical
discussion on the subject in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.Aresi’s Imprese sacre are, thus,
functionally almost indistinguishable from Dilherr’s Sinnbilder.20
Other problems similar to those encountered in the definitions of “emblem book” and “emblem”
can also arise. For example, the question must be posed according to what criteria the corpus of
emblem books for a given database should be selected, in the event that the ideal book conservationist solution of digitizing a library’s entire collection is impossible.A natural solution would
be a national-philological approach, whereby Spanish projects concern themselves with Spanish
emblem books (which is, in fact, the case), and North American and British researchers would
find their ideal field of research in the English emblem books. Even this solution does not eliminate the possibility of overlaps and conflicts, as John Landwehr makes clear by including both
the Latin-German Alciato edition (Paris 1542) and the multi-lingual emblem book of Georgette
de Montenay in his romance-language catalog as well as in the index of German emblem books.21
It is also highly questionable whether such an approach can do justice to the international character of Early Modern learned culture.A thematic approach, such as currently in progress by the
EPU (Emblem Project Utrecht) which will digitize only love emblems, also seems thoroughly
reasonable, especially since the Dutch emblem authors excelled in this field of seventeenth century emblematics. However, from a book conservator’s perspective this approach may be too limiting. (And it must be noted here that the Munich project, which was funded under the auspices
of the DFG’s Retrospective Digitization Program, is obliged to take the conservator’s perspective
into account). From the perspective of international emblem research, however, the thematic
approach is only tenable if the remaining areas of emblematica are handled by other projects, as
is fortunately the case at the moment.
Those of us involved in the Munich project have developed an alternate route, feeling ourselves bound to the principle of the emblem congress “Polyvalence and Multifunctionality of the
Emblem,” which we hosted in 1999.The corpus of emblem books to be digitized must make the
polyvalence and multifunctionality of emblematica visible, while simultaneously allowing insight
into previously unknown or little regarded emblem books.The project should then also address
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issues of book conservation.Thus, for preservation reasons, it seemed inadvisable for us to include
emblem books in our database which are already, at least partially, available to scholarship through
Henkel and Schöne, or which are available as reprints or through other projects (for example,
emblem books by Alciato and Paradin). For these reasons our text corpus is open to the accusation that it is not representative of the Munich collection - which ultimately also contributed to
the failure to gain extended funding.Therefore, in the event of possible future funding which
deprioritizes the conservationist aspect, I would advocate the inclusion of titles which have already
been reprinted, such as the Symbola of Typotius and the Symbolographia of Boschius,22 that is, cases
where the reprint offers no more accessibility to emblem researchers beyond the original indexes. For example,Typotius lacks an index of image motifs and Boschius is missing an index of mottos.23 Emblem research can complain about similar lacunae in the often reprinted Thesaurus
Philo-Politicus by Meisner and Kieser, since later reprints offer an index of places, but no index of
emblematic motifs and mottos. The influence of this relatively early work should not be underestimated and this volume should be included in a German emblem database.
Rather than devote further discussion summarizing the input of data and the search mask of
the Munich Emblem Database as a whole - Thorsten Löffler has already presented the most
important elements in La Coruña, I would like to concentrate on a single point. My central question is no longer: How much data does a person need? But rather: How much meaning does a
person need? Or, more simply: Man and meaning! It is completely understandable that a given
recipient of an emblem would like to know what meaning hides behind the ensemble of text and
image.As a rule the subscriptio makes it possible to solve the putative riddle,25 and often the motto
alone reveals the meaning of the image. If Amor’s arrows bounce off the shield of Minerva, and
Gilles Corrozet gives it the motto: “Chasteté vainc Cupido” (chastity conquers cupid), then it
requires no further commentary, especially since Corrozet’s verses remain on the mythological
level and in no way clarifies that Pallas/Minerva is to be seen as chastity in this emblem. If, as
given in Henkel and Schöne the marginalia “Keuschheit” (chastity) is supposed to indicate the
complete meaning of the emblem and in the index of meanings only the keyword “Keuschheit”
appears,26 then it must be said that this definition constitutes an abbreviated meaning. Similar
reservations could probably be expressed concerning Picinelli’s marginalia and corresponding
index entries. Henkel and Schöne provide Rollenhagen’s pelican emblem with the marginali
“Fürsorge des Fürsten” (the prince’s caring), which corresponds completely to the distich.27 In
the pictura, however, which is not reproduced in Henkel and Schöne, the crucified Christ, whose
bloodstreams are caught by people standing under the cross, can be seen in the background, while
a pelican nests on the cross (ill. 1).

22 See footnote 13, Praz (1964) 283
(Boschius) and 518f. (Typotius); see
footnote 4, Landwehr (1972) no. 143
(Boschius) and 600-603 (Typotius).
23 Boschius provides an Index figurarum et lemmatum, which is a combination of an index of image motifs
and mottos.
24 See footnote 13, Praz (1964),
417-420; see footnote 4, Landwehr
(1972) no. 426-433. For the special
structure of this collection of
emblems, see Dietmar Peil,
“Emblematik zwischen Memoria
und Geographie. Der Thesaurus PhiloPoliticus. Das ist: Politisches Schatzkästlein,” Erkennen und Erinnern in
Kunst und Literatur, ed.Wolfgang
Frühwald, Dietmar Peil, Michael
Schilling, Peter Strohschneider
(Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1998)
351-382.
25 Concerning this problem, see
Peter M. Daly,“Emblem und Enigma. Erkennen und Verkennen im
Emblem,” Erkennen und Erinnern
(1998), see footnote 24) 325-349.

Illustration 1: Gabriel Rollenhagen, Selectorum
Emblematum centuria secunda… Arnhem: J. Janson, 1613,
emblem II, 20 (BSB: Res/4 L.eleg.m. 180).
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26 See footnote 4, Henkel/Schöne
(1967) 1734 (with ill.) and 2049
(index).
27 See footnote 4, Henkel/Schöne
(1967) 811.
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Along with the political-moral meaning of the distichon, the image confirms an additional
religious meaning of the emblem, which the marginalia “Fürsorge des Fürsten” naturally fails to
grasp.28
It can be even more difficult to assign a meaning to more complexly structured picturae with
a keyword entry. Dilherr includes a personification of death with the biblical story of the resurrection of Jairus’ daughter (ill. 2).

28 For the relationship between the
main motif and the background
illustration in Rollenhagen’s
emblems, see Dietmar Peil,“Emblem
Types in Gabriel Rollenhagen’s
Nucleus Emblematum,” Emblematica 6
(1992): 255-282, esp. 266-275; for
the pelican emblem, see 271.

Illustration 2: Johann Michael Dilherr, Augen- und
Hertzens-Lust, Nürnberg: Endter, 1661, p. 218 (BSB:
Res/4 Hom. 2403 g).
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He discusses the meaning of the individual attributes in the commentaries prefacing the emblems:29
JSt der Tod / der erstlich / auf dem Haupt einen Krantz von Cypressen=zweigen hat /
welche nicht verwelcken: weiln kein Mensch also stirbt; daß er ewiglich todt bleibt; sondern wieder auferstehen muß. Zum andern / hat er einen Churrock und einen
Bauern=Kittel an; weil er keines Stands verschonet. Zum Dritten / hat er / unter dem
rechten Arm / ein Küssen / und / unter dem lincken Arm / einen Bund von Dornen;
weiln er den Frommen ein süsser Schlaff / den bösen aber ein Gang zur Straff ist.
[Here is death who first wears a wreath of cypress twigs, which do not wilt, upon his
head: because no one who dies remains dead eternally, rather he must rise again. Second,
he wears an electoral prince’s robe and a peasant’s smock, because he spares no social
class.Third, he has a cushion under his right arm and a bundle of thorns under his left,
because he is a sweet sleep to the righteous, but to the evil he is a road to punishment.]
The motto reduces this three-part interpretation to a single feature:“Den Frommen ist der Tod
ein Schlaff: | Den Bösen eine fahrt zur straff ” (To the righteous death is a sleep:To the evil a journey to punishment).The heading of the subscriptio (“Deß Todes Gewißheit und Vngleichheit” (on
death’s certainty and inequality) summarizes the message of the motto with the word “Vngleichheit” (inequality), while “Gewißheit” (certainty) probably refers to the inevitability of death and
thereby adds another aspect to the spectrum of the commentary’s meaning.The four lines of the
subscriptio merely repeat the second and third thoughts of the commentary, without addressing
the meaning of the cypress wreath again:
DEm Tod ein Bauren=Kittel gilt
So viel / als Chur=rock / Helm und Schild
Dem Frommen er ein Küssen bringt:
Zum Bösen er / zur Pein / sich dringt.
[A peasant’s smock is as valuable to death as the Elector’s cloak, helm, and shield. He
brings a cushion to the righteous. He hastens to punish the wicked.]
To capture the multiple meanings of this emblem completely in keywords, at least four entries
are necessary.
Fortunately, there are also emblem books that largely rule out the question of possible multiple interpretations.The Emblematische Gemüths-Vergnügung, first published in Augsburg in 1693,
belongs to this group.30 It contains fifty copperplates each of which have twelve to fifteen
emblematic medallions (ill. 3), and for each of these a Latin, German, French, and Italian motto
as well as a brief description of the image, which, however, offers no clues to the meaning.

29 See footnote 10, Dilherr (1661), f.
***ij verso. Nearly the same explication is given on p. 218 beside the
subscriptio.

Illustration 3: Emblematische GemüthsVergnügung,Augsburg: Kroninger /
Goebel, 1693, pl. 18 (BSB: Res/4
L.eleg.m. 86 m).
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30 See footnote 13, Praz (1964), 315;
see also footnote 4, Landwehr (1972)
no. 455-459; and VD 17, 3:302165E.
For the origins of this collection, see
Wolfgang Harms and Dietmar Peil,
“Zum emblemhistorischen Kontext
der Vorlage der Dresdener Embleme
sowie Überlegungen zu ihrer
Auswahl und Funktion,” Das Kügelgenhaus in Dresden und seine emblematische Deckendekoration (Neustadt a. d.
Aisch: Schmidt, 2000) 25-37; esp.
25-28.
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Certainly, a meaning could be assigned to many of them through further research, but such a
step would fail to recognize the character of the emblem as an open form and would deprive the
recipient of the freedom to assign a meaning to the emblem which differs from the primary
sources.The Munich Emblem Database seeks to do justice to this problem as far as the emblem
books permit.The Munich project does one of three things: 1) interprets the relationship between
the pictura and its possible meaning; 2) uses the author’s elucidation as commentary (as cited from
Dilherr); or 3) provides no reference to meaning (as in the Emblematische Gemühts-Vergnügung).
he examples cited below may clarify the decision not to draw conclusions about the meaning of an emblem through an index. Instead users can carry out a full-text search by entering self-selected keywords into the input field or form their own hypotheses about meaning by
looking at the available text selections from the emblem book themselves.
The Augsburg publishing house of the art dealer and engraver Jeremias Wolff published the
three-part Emblematischer Parnassus by Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt (1673-1739), a protestant minister and member of the Pegnesicher Blumenorden, who was primarily known as an author of
religious songs.31 In each of the three volumes of the Emblematischer Parnassus 500 emblems are
distributed over 42 pages. Each emblem contains four engraved mottos in Latin, French, Italian,
and German. A page with the description of the pictura and a distich in German precedes each
plate.An independently paginated appendix entitled “Moralische Applicationes” (Moral Applications), which provides moral and spiritual interpretations of the emblems, follows the section with
the plates.This emblem encyclopedia provides the ideal opportunity to pursue the question of
whether I know what I see, or do I see what I know.This question addresses the problem of identification in the description of the image, a central point in managing an emblem database.
The fourth medallion in the first plate (ill. 4) of the third volume (ill. 5) shows a creek or river
with two anglers and several trees on the shore.

T

31 See footnote 13, Praz (1964) 539;
see footnote 4, Landwehr (1972) no.
646.

Illustration 4: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer
Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, p. 5 (ZIKG:
SB 327/6 R).
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Illustration 5: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer
Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, emblem no. 4
(p. 4, detail, enlarged; ZIKG: SB 327/6 R).

The German motto reads: “Mit gantz geheimem Zwange” (With entirely hidden force French “Par force secrete”).The most important bearers of meaning for this emblem are neither
the body of water nor the anglers. It is certainly not the trees, but rather a detail which is barely
recognizable in the engraving and is only revealed in the description of the image together with
the accompanying distich (ill. 6):
EJn heller Wasser=Bach / auf dessen Grunde der Sand mit fort geflüthet wird
Er bleibt an disem Ort / doch muss der Sand mit fort.
[A bright stream of water, because of which the sand is pulled away.
It remains in this place but the sand must be carried away with it.]

Illustration 6: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer
Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, p. 4 (ZIKG:
SB 327/6 R).
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The interpretation of the emblem also focuses on this image, which is, however, invisible in
the pictura.The religious interpretation appears to equate the sand with reprehensible persons who
attend religious services for dishonest motives and yet are converted against their will (ill. 7).

Illustration 7: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer
Parnassus. Part 3,“Applicatio Moralis,”Augsburg: J.
Wolff, 1730, p. 3 (ZIKG: SB 327/6 R).

Mancher ruchloser Mensch geht zwar fleißig in die Kirche / aber wohl nie sich aus
GOttes Wort zu bessern; sondern in gantz anderer fleischlichen Absicht. Gleichwohl
geschieht es auch / daß er wieder seinen Willen und Vorsatz gebessert / und der
Ruchlosigkeit mehr und mehr zuwider wird.
[Many a reprehensible person attends church regularly, but probably with no intention of
bettering himself through God’s word, rather with a completely different carnal motivation. Nevertheless it might happen, that he may be improved against his will and intention, and that dastardly behavior become more and more repellent to him.]
The moral interpretation may - I myself am not sure on this point - even elevate the creek to
the central position:
Grosse Gemüther lassen sich in ihrem Tugend=Lauffe nicht hindern; Sondern zerstreuen
ihre erdultende Verleumdungen durch richtige Unschuld und Sanfftmuth.
[Persons of great character do not allow themselves to be hindered in their quest for
virtue, instead they dissipate the slander they have suffered with true innocence and
gentleness.]
The anglers and the trees are dispensable to the emblematic interpretation and seem to serve
instead to provide an illustrative context for the main emblematic motif. If the description of the
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pictura in the database restricts itself to the most important visual motifs which are central to
emblematic interpretation, then the mention of the fishermen and the trees is unnecessary.An art
historical description of the image, such as ICONCLASS, would require these details to be
indexed, however. In response to the question posed above, this example leads to the following
conclusion: what I see is not important, and what I should see, I cannot see until I know what is
important.
Often the description of the image is also not especially useful to the task of decoding a pictura. Emblem 278 from Woyt’s third volume (ill. 8) states:32
Die Sonne / wie sie im höchsten Grad auf die Erde scheinet / da sich zwey Tauben an
einem feuchten Wässerlein befinden; deren eine sich schon gebadet / und nun an der
Sonne liegt / wieder zu trücknen: Die andere aber badet würcklich noch.
[The sun shines upon the earth from the highest point as two doves sit by a damp
pond; one of them has already bathed, and lies again in the sun to dry: but the other
truly still bathes.]

Illustration 8: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer
Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, emblem no.
278, p. 51 (detail, enlarged; ZIKG: SB 327/6 R).

From the motto,“Wie hoch, so grosse Hitze” (The higher, the greater the heat), one begins to
sense that the doves are completely trivial to the interpretation, as the distich confirms:“Je kleiner man sie sieht / so wärmer ihre Güt” (The smaller it looks, the more generous its nature).The
central thought of this emblem can hardly be seen, yet can be sensed in any case: when the sun
reaches its zenith and thus appears to be at its greatest distance, it produces the most heat.The
religious interpretation takes up this thought again: 33
Wenn fromme Christen meynen / GOTT sey sehr ferne von ihnen; so ist seine Hülffe
gemeiniglich am nächsten um sie. Cleophas und sein Gefehrte glaubten JEsum über alle
Berge weg zu seyn: Und siehe! Er wandelte mit ihnen auf dem Wege dermassen nahe /
daß auch ihr Hertz darüber brannte.
[When pious Christians think that God is very far away from them; then his help is usually closest to them. Cleophas and his companion believed Jesus to be beyond all reach, and
look! He traveled so closely with them along the way that He caused their hearts to burn.]
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32 Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt,
Emblematischer Parnassus (Augsburg:
J.Wolff, 1730) part 3, 50.
33 See footnote 32,Woyt (1730),
“Moralische Applicationes,” 43.
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The moral-political interpretation does, however, not do justice to the content:
Die Unterthanen müssen gemeiniglich viele beschwärnüssen leiden / wenn ihr
Landes Herr weit von ihnen residiret.
[The subjects must endure many difficulties, when their lord resides far from them.]
The relationship between image and meaning appears simpler in Woyt’s emblem 329, which
shows a cupid next to a plant (ill. 9):34
Ein schöner frischer und grosser Nessel=Strauch auf dem Felde; woran ein Genius, sie
abbrechenwollende / die Hände dermassen verbrennt / daß er mit den Füssen strampft /
und die Hände vor Schmertzen schlenckert.
[A lovely, fresh and large nettle bush in the field; where a little cupid wanting to pluck it,
burns his hand to such a degree that he stamps his feet and shakes his hands because of
the pain.]

34 See footnote 32,Woyt (1730), 58.
35 By using such an image,Woyt
goes against the advice of earlier
emblematists, as formulated, for
example, by Georg Philipp Harsdörffer in his Frauenzimmer Gesprächspielen. In the Gesprächspiel about “Der
Sinnbilder Figuren” Harsdörffer proposes the following rule:“The pictures should not be completely
unknown and misshapen.” Harsdörffer is aware of the fact that “Indian
animals and plants” are not recommended as the bearers of emblematic
meaning without further explanation. On the contrary he claims:
“Without an explanatory text almost
all the medicinal plants in the picture
can not be recognized, as well as the
trees and the birds, which should not
be used in emblems…” However,
Harsdörffer’s arsenal of items which
require further explanation is not
exhausted with these examples:
“Among the number of things
which are barely known or generally
have hidden meanings are artificial
tools and objects (…) just as all
things with symbolic effects which
can not be recognized from the picture, such as the mercurial nature of
quicksilver, the attraction of magnets,
and the virtuous properties of
bezoars and “Paradißholtz,” and so
on. See Georg Philipp Harsdörffer,
Frauenzimmer Gesprächspiel (1644;
Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1968) Vol. 4,
233-245.

Illustration 9: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer
Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, emblem no
329. p. 59 (detail, enlarged; ZIKG: SB 327/6 R).

The distich - “Man sieht es keiner an / wie sie verletzen kan” (One does not see how it can
do harm) - and the motto - “Mit gantz geheimen Tücken” (With completely hidden peril) appear to be imminently reasonable, but only if one knows what one is seeing: a stinging nettle.
I doubt that this pictura would be suitable as an illustration in a biology text.35
The examples of such dilemmas are numerous and I must break off the discussion of this problem here and be satisfied with a summary dictum. In emblem studies I must know what I am seeing when the pictura contains images of objects which are not immediately identifiable, such as
exotic plants whose characteristics are not representable, such as, for example the color of a flower;
although European trees and flowers are also not necessarily identifiable in every pictura. Also,
internal characteristics such as the reported imperviousness of the diamond to fire and mechanical violence (for example, emblems of the hammer and diamond) must be known before they
can be recognized within the pictura.
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he religious didactic book of the Friedberg preacher Franz Xaver Dorn, which circulated
in several editions and was also translated into German is an example of an emblematically
illustrated Lauritanian litany, and is heir to the Asma poetica, which was composed by the Marianite congregation in Linz in 1636.36 The structural principle of this type of work is based upon
the assignation of illustrations to the individual invocations of the litany. For Dorn’s illustrations,
which are signed by Joseph and Johannes Klauber, a formal similarity to the emblem as well as
the adoption of individual emblematic motifs can be noticed. From this perspective, the invocation is to be understood as a motto, while a Bible quote is inserted as the epigramm.37 The images
are completed by orationes, which continue with a prayer. Dorn’s book, like other moral didactic
texts of this type, is intended to encourage the reader to meditate about the images, since the
complexly rendered illustrations cannot be accessed by a superficial summary. One of Dorn’s
plates serves to illustrate the following question: How many emblems can a single image contain?
This example will help to clarify the problems of unraveling complex emblematic image structures.This example poses the question: where is the motto? And at the same time, Dorn opens
the possibility of contemplating complex textual formats beyond the three-part ideal emblematic structure.
In plate 29 from Dorn (ill. 10) the mirror motif is used repeatedly to illustrate the invocation
“SPECULUM IUSTITIAE.”38

T

Illustration 10: Franz Xaver Dorn, Litaniae Lauretanae,
Augsburg: J. B. Burckart, 1750, plate 29 (BSB: Chalc.
249).

The visualization of the Marian honorific can be seen as the main motif: Mary appears within a cartouche, which can be seen as the frame of a mirror, with the Christchild on her arm; the
second element of the title is brought into the picture by the scales of justice.The epigrammatic
line “Videmus nunc per speculum” (I Cor. 13, 12: For now we see through a glass...) evokes eschatological imagery, yet it can also be understood as a reference to the image in the lower part of
the plate.There a Devil, a human, and an angel see their image in a mirror which bears the broadly inscribed motto “cuique suum.”The “Marian mirror” in the upper part of the image is circumscribed with a further Bible verse, which is likewise typical of representations of Mary:
“Speculum sine macula Dei Maiestatis” (Prov. 7, 26: A mirror without flaw of the majesty of
God.). In the above left portion of the image, the sun along with the name of Christ,“Sol iusti-
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36 See Cornelia Kemp,“Emblem,”
Marienlexikon, ed. Remigius Bäumer
and Leo Scheffczyk,Vol. 2 (St.
Ottilien: EOS, 1989) 331-334, esp.
333.
37 See Gregor Martin Lechner,
Emblemata. Zur barocken Symbolsprache. 26.Ausstellung des Graphischen Kabinetts und der Stiftsausstellung, Jahresausstellung 1977
(Furth: Stift Göttweig, 1977) 33.
38 See footnote 11, SinnBilderWelten
(1999) no. 31.
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tiae,” underscores the second component of the name of Mary.The database treats this plate as
four separate entries or individual emblems, respectively.The honorary title “Speculum iustititae”
is assigned as a motto for the central pictura, which shows Mary in a mirror behind a scale holding the Christchild. Almost the same image (without the scale) comprises the second individual
emblem with the motto “Speculum sine macula Dei maiestatis.” One could, however, interpret
both individual emblems as a single emblem with a double motto.The sun is the third emblem
and it bears the motto “Sol iustitiae.” At the same time, this is the only emblem on this plate to
which the Biblical quote from the letter to the Corinthians can not be applied as an epigram.
The fourth emblem makes up the lower part of the plate with the motto “Cuique suum.” In this
case, the authentication and interpretation of the mottos is relatively simple, if one ignores the
problem of the doubled mottos in the upper mirror emblems.That the honorific, “Speculum
iustitiae,” should be interpreted as a motto and not as a mere thematic heading is legitimated by
numerous examples from the field of applied emblematics, in which the pictorial motifs are taken
from the Lauretanian Litany and the corresponding invocation is employed as the only motto.39
In Dorn’s example all component images from the plate can be seen as individual emblems.
he following example from political emblematics demonstrates that it is possible to combine emblematical and non-emblematical motifs in the same illustration. On the occasion
of Elector Max Emanuel’s marriage to Maria Antonia of Austria, the Jesuits of Cologne published
the richly engraved and illustrated dedicatory text Foedus leonis et aquilae which was written by
Paul Aler.40 The volume contains ten allegorical plates with interspersed emblems and thorough
Latin commentaries.The main idea of the text is to symbolize the marriage between the Elector
and the daughter of the Emperor as an alliance between the most powerful animals of the land
and air, the lion and the eagle, which are likewise the heraldic symbols of the Wittelsbach and the
Habsburg dynasties.The plate on page E 1 (ill. 11) praises the marriage as the union of Austrian
wisdom with Bavarian generosity (“FOEDUS SAPIENTIAE AUSTRIACAE, & GENEROSITATIS BAVARICAE”).

T

39 See the examples in Cornelia
Kemp, Angewandte Emblematik in süddeutschen Barockkirchen (München and
Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1981)
329-330 (Wallfahrtskirche Maria Hilf
in Amberg).
40 See footnote 11, SinnBilderWelten
(1999) no. 195; see also footnote 8,
Aler.

Illustration 11: Paul Aler, Foedus leonis et aquilae,
Köln, P.W. v.Alstorff, 1685, folio E 1 recto (BSB:
Res/2 Bavar. 296 a).
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Mars and Athena dominate the image from the left and right borders, respectively; a battle is
depicted in the background.The eagle and lion stand next to one another in the clouds.Two
cherubs blow trumpets whose flags bear the corresponding inscriptions “CONSILIO ET INDVSTRIA,” again proclaiming the wedding as an alliance. Still another pair of cherubs in the sky
present two emblems which explain the strengths of the eagle and lion. Under the motto
“LIBRAT ET EVOLAT” (It maintains balance and thus flies) the eagle defeats a heron (or a
stork).The motto “PAR ANIMO ROBUR” (Strength through courage) comments on the lion’s
victory over the dragon.
The eagle and lion emblems can be understood as individual emblems without difficulty.The
database also sees the inscriptions on the cherubs’ banners (CONSILIO ET INDVSTRIA) as
mottos of an emblem, in which, on the one hand, the eagle and lion, and, on the other, Athena
and Mars are interpreted as image motifs, even if it may be somewhat unconventional to see Mars
as a personification of industry. No emblematic motifs are ascribed to the various cherubs and
the battle in the background; the cupids take on something of a deictic function, inasmuch as they
present the individual emblems and the motto, respectively, and, thus, could be seen as emblematic caryatids.
or the final problem to be addressed here - the question of the location of the mottos examples are taken from two works which are noteworthy for the varied structure of their
textual components.The volume Quinquagena Symbolorum heroica, in præcipua capita et dogmata S.
Regulæ Sanctissimi Monachorum Patris et Legislatoris Benedecti was published in 1741 in Augsburg.41
In this text Chrysostomos Hanthaler, the librarian of the Lilienfeld Cistercian community, who
was also known as a numismatist, portrays the Order of St. Benedict in 50 emblems. Hanthaler
clearly structures the organization of the individual chapters which each occupy approximately
two pages. Following the number of the emblem, which Hanthaler identifies as a “symbolum,” is
the general title which can be seen as a thematic designation. For the sixth emblem (ill. 12), the
title reads “Prodesse debet, quisquis praeest.”

F

Illustration 12: Chrysostomus Hanthaler, Quinquagena
symbolorum heroica,Augsburg / Linz: F.A. Ilger, 1741, p.
11 (BSB: Res/2 L.eleg.m. 61).
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41 See footnote 13, Praz (1964) 363;
see also footnote 4, Landwehr (1972)
no. 331; footnote 37, Lechner (1977)
42-43; and footnote 11, SinnBilderWelten (1999) no. 42.
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Following this is the appropriate quote from the Benedictine rules, which is titled the “Textus.” Corresponding authentication provides immediate commentary; in the sixth emblem this
has to do with requests, with which the abbot must comply.The relatively small-format copper
engraving of the pictura also presents the engraved motto:The eagle flying with its young toward
the sun bears the title “PRAEEVNTEM SEQVVTVR” in our example. Finally, a verse and a
prose interpretation follow. In the previous example the abbot is commanded to teach, through
this example, the young to bear the brightness of the sun (“Solis lumina ferre”).The exhortations, which are formulated on the metaphorical level in the distichs, are expounded once again
in the nonmetaphorical language of the prose commentary.The entire volume follows this pattern consistently.While several texts are associated with this emblem, the motto is unambiguously identifiable as the only text within the engraving.
here are, however, also emblem books which contain fewer textual components than Hanthalers Quinquagena Symbolorum herocia.These texts demand some astuteness from the reader who wishes to identify the motto.
In 1629 the Munich art dealer and engraver Peter König published the volume Lieb über alle
Liebe which was printed by Anna Berg.42 It offers a selection from Snijders’ Amoris divini et humani
Antipathia.43 In fifty-eight emblematic plates, which were probably cut by König, the eminence
of divine love over worldly love is praised, and the reader is warned against worldly love.The variable textualization strategy employed in this text leads to different results, such that it cannot
always be clearly determined what is the motto, subscriptio, or marginal commentary. Some examples to this point follow.
For example König’s sixth emblem deals with the tyranny of worldly love (“Der Weltlichen
Lieb Tyranney”).After this heading are three Biblical quotations (ill. 13):
EJn jeder der die Sünd thuet ist ein Knecht der Sünd
(John 8:34:Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin).

T

Jhr habt mich dienen machen in Sünden
(Isaiah 43:24:Thou hast made me to serve with thy sins).
Wehe euch über die das Vnrecht zieht mit Truegstricken
(Isaiah 5:18:Woe unto them that draw iniquity with cords of vanity).

42 This edition is mentioned neither
by Praz nor by Landwehr, see footnote 4.
43 Praz gives no author for this title
(see footnote 13 Praz [1964], 255).
Landwehr records it in 1970 under
the name of the publisher Michael
Snijders, while 18 years later, he
gives, like Praz, no author for this
book. See John Landwehr, Emblem
Books in the Low Countries, 15541949. A Bibliography (Utrecht:
Dekker & Gumbert, 1970, nos. 617622; see also John Landwehr,
Emblem and Fable Books printed in the
Low Countries 1542-1813.A Bibliography. 3rd ed. (Utrecht: HES Publishers, 1988) no. 37.

Illustration 13: Lieb über alle Liebe, Munich: P. König,
1629, folio B 1 verso (BSB: Rar. 1426).
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The engraving shows Venus in a triumphal chariot; the goddess is accompanied by two doves.
Cupid drives the chariot and whips the soul with a loosened bowstring (ill. 14).

Illustration 14: Lieb über alle Liebe, Munich: P. König,
1629, emblem no. 6 (BSB: Rar. 1426).

The quotation from John 8:34 is the heading of this plate and at the same time it can be seen
as the motto which is translated by two lines of German beneath the engraving:
Wer sich in sünden lasset ein
Der mueß ein knecht der sünden sein.
[Whoever allows himself to fall into sin Must become a servant of sin.]
This German distich is clearly to be understood as the German motto.
After the engraving, the heading of the chapter and the German distich are repeated, and then
the chapter is closed by some German verses which function as a subscriptio (ill. 15):
O Fleisch du schnöde Madenspeyß /
Wieuil hastu betrogen /
Wer dir vertrawt merck auff mit fleiß /
Dein Warheit ist erlogen /
All Lieb vnd Trew wird man ohn schew
Mit dir ins Grab einscharren /
Weh / wem die Welt / so wol gefällt /
Mueß letzlich mit jhr fahren.
[Oh flesh, you contemptible food of maggots /
How many have you deceived /
Whoever trusts in you should take note /
Your truth is a lie /
All love and truth will be put unhesitatingly
Into the grave / with you. /
Woe to him who loves the world so much / and
Must ultimately share its fate.]
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Illustration 15: Lieb über alle Liebe, Munich: P. König,
1629, folio B ij (BSB: Rar. 1426).

This chapter offers a heading, three Bible quotations, a German translation of the first quotation, and a German subscription in verse. Only the second and third Bible quotations require
attention here as they raise the question whether they are variants of the motto or extraneous
commentary.
n 1694 a subsequent edition of Snijders’ Antipathia was published in Salzburg.44 In this edition
the heading of the emblem of ‘Venus in her chariot’ appears with a prose commentary which
draws on and unites a number of sources.The engraving employs the same Biblical quotation as
motto, or heading, as König’s 1629 text. A French distich and three Spanish verses follow the
engraving (ill. 16):
C'est bien ainsy que Venus traitte
Ceux qu'elle attele a sa charrette.

I

El Amor siendo carnal
Es amigo tan cruel
Que alaga con vn cordel.
[Love being carnal
Is so cruel a friend
That it lashes with a string]

44 Antipathia amoris divini et humani,
Salzburg: J.B. Mayr, 1694; see footnote 13, Praz (1964), p. 255; see footnote 4, Landwehr (1972), no 549.
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Illustration 16: Antipathia amoris divina et humani,
Salzburg: J. B. Mayr, 1694, p. 55 (BSB: Res/ L.eleg.m.
70 m).

These verses are not to be regarded as variants of the motto, but as alternate subscriptiones,
because they do not translate the Latin motto, but interpret the picture.This invites comparison
to König’s much earlier edition from 1629. In emblem 37 two quotations follow the heading, the
second of which is taken from 1 Corinthians (ill. 17):
Ainigung der Lieb.
ER hats formirt in Fewr / in Kohl mit den Hämmern.
Wer Gott anhangt / wird ein Geist mit jhm
[I Cor. 6,17: But he that is joined unto the Lord is one spirit].

Illustration 17: Lieb über alle Liebe, Munich: P. König,
1629, folio E 8 verso (BSB: Rar. 1426)..
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Illustration 18: Lieb über alle Liebe, Munich: P. König,
1629, emblem no. 37 (BSB: Rar. 1426).

As a kind of motto we find the Latin version of the heading “Unio Amoris.” As is typical of
König’s and Snijder’s edition, the heading and the German motto are repeated on the third page
of the chapter. Four German verses, attributed to St. Bernhard, conclude the chapter as a subscriptio (ill. 19):
Ainigung der Lieb.
Jesu mein Hertz zum deinen Schmidt /
Daß sie vonander scheyden nit.
DA suecht man vnnd kennt Jesum wol /
Wo das Hertz brinnt wie Fewr vnd Kohl.
Je mehr man suecht / ie mehr es brinnt
Dardurch so wird es rain von Sünd.
[Union of love.
Jesus weld my heart to yours /
So that they may not part from one another.
One seeks and knows Jesus best /
Where the heart burns like fire and coal.
The more one seeks, the more it burns
Thereby it becomes pure from sin.]
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Illustration 19: Lieb über alle Liebe, Munich: P. König,
1629, folio F 1 recto (BSB: Rar. 1426).

It is possible to say that the last three examples demonstrate that many textual elements cannot be unambiguously identified as the typical textual components - motto and subscriptio - of
the emblem. Biblical quotations can function either as mottos or as auxiliary commentary. Headings indicate the theme, but sometimes they can take on the role of the motto as well.And even
the distinction between motto and subscriptio is not always easy, as the French and Spanish verses
demonstrate.
rom the many examples discussed above it is evident that digitizing the European emblem
is neither a simple nor straightforward process. Nevertheless, it is a rewarding endeavor which
provides rich resources for the study of the Early Modern Period.

F
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STANDARD APPROACHES TO PROVIDING
DIGITAL EMBLEM BOOK TITLE-LEVEL AND
COLLECTION-LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS
Beth Sandore
Associate University Librarian for Information Technology,
Planning and Policy and Professor of Library Administration,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library,
sandore@uiuc.edu1

Abstract:
This paper examines two basic points in the development of cross-collection search capabilities:The first point examined here is how institutions with digitized emblem books might
share title-level information in a form that is searchable across collections.The second point
presented here is a recommendation that the emblem community consider creating a collection-level registry, with references to current emerging practices in the work on collectionlevel description for digital collections. Both points involve the creation of registries at the
item and collection levels. Each type of registry will provide a different, but, one might
argue, uniquely significant type of information for the user.Taken together, these two types
of structures might enable scholars to identify individual emblem titles as well as determine
the scope and coverage of digital emblem collections.

Keywords:
Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), Collection Level
Description (CLD), Dublin Core metadata element set, University of Illinois Library at
Urbana-Champaign, German Emblem Books.

Introduction

1 The author wishes to thank the
following people who have contributed to the development of this
paper through discussions and sharing of related information: Sarah
Shreeves, Coordinator for the IMLS
Digital Collections and Content
Program at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign; the members
of the Metadata Roundtable at the
University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library and Information
Science; and colleagues from the
eight institutions represented at the
working conference on Emblem
Modeling at the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel, Germany.

The international emblem community has converged around the digitization of emblem books
as an opportunity to embark on an open exchange and ongoing discussion of best practices and
standards.We are now creating our respective virtual emblem book collections by digitizing, transcribing, and encoding metadata that represents the physical books, similar in layout and format
and finite in number.The question that must be addressed in our collective efforts is how we can
provide sufficient information for users about our physical and our digital collections at both the
title and the aggregate collection level, using standard data interchange methods, so that they can
better determine the breadth and depth of digital emblem collections across institutions.
Some investigation is warranted based on the results of recent discussions in this community
about providing systematic discovery tools that work across digitized emblem collections internationally and on the recent work of projects focused on exposing metadata for diverse digital
collections held by many institutions. We need to establish the most effective methods for
exchanging information about our collections in the aggregate, their content, and the individual
objects in those collections, regardless of the manner in which we have locally conceptualized
our collections. Metadata harvesting using the OAI protocol for metadata harvesting may be an
achievable first method, but certainly not the only approach.While this type of work could be
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helpful within the community of emblem scholars, a goal of equal importance is to increase
awareness of digital emblematica.
This paper examines two basic points in the development of cross-collection search capabilities: the first point examined here is how institutions with digitized emblem books might share
title-level information in a form that can be searchable across collections.The second point presented here is a recommendation that the emblem community consider creating a collectionlevel registry, with references to current emerging practices in the work on collection-level
description for digital collections. Both points involve the creation of registries - item and collection level. Each type of registry will provide a different, but, one might argue, uniquely significant type of information for the user.Taken together, these two types of structures might enable
scholars to identify individual emblem titles as well as determine the scope and coverage of digital emblem collections.
While we are all working essentially with similar materials in a well-defined genre, our local
needs and our research perspectives on these collections may result in institutions taking different choices in the digital capture, the creation of metadata, and the provision of digital access to
the content of emblem books.The approaches suggested here seek to identify opportunities for
discovery across collections, a commonly agreed-upon goal that emerged from the Wolfenbüttel
seminar.

Title-Level Information
One of the primary motivations in the emblem studies community for sharing information
about collections is for both scholars and curators to know not only the depth and breadth of the
print collections, but also which ones have been, will be digitized (emblem images, mottos,
accompanying texts) and the encoding schemes used for the texts and images.There are a number of challenges to the easy sharing of this information using traditional means.To begin with,
the universe of printed emblem books is finite, yet there is no single published and accessible
source, either print or electronic, that describes either print or digital emblem collections and
holdings across institutions.To date, there are a number of excellent print publications and works
that describe discrete collections and that aggregate the titles of emblem books in those collections.2 There is even a database that attempts to serve the laudable purpose of a union catalog of
emblem books, but this resource is far from complete, and it is not publicly accessible for searching by scholars or other users. Prospective users must request a password from the database administrator to gain Web access to this resource, which in itself presents a significant obstacle to access.
There is also the practical issue of knowing what titles other institutions have digitized or plan
to digitize. On the face of it, duplication would appear to be a problem.While the universe of
emblem books is finite, the fact that two institutions are digitizing the same title may provide the
research community with an invaluable source of comparative information across editions, as
opposed to what might appear to some a needlessly duplicative effort suggested by one author.
Due to the unique nature of book publishing in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, two
institutions digitizing the same title may deliberately seek to provide access to different editions
containing substantive or significant differences in content.This is one case where duplication
should be encouraged, rather than discouraged, and also where it would be helpful to collocate
information about digitization plans across the institutions working with similar content, as in
the emblem community. One such project under way in the United States is the Registry of Digital Masters, an endeavor still under development, co-sponsored by the Digital Library Federation and OCLC. The intent of the Registry of Digital Masters is to provide a venue for
institutions to contribute information to a database about materials (serials, monographs, born-
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digital) which they either plan to digitize or are in the process of digitizing. International participation would need to be organized among emblem collections in order to make this a useful
endeavor.
Another potential solution to address the issue of providing title-level access might have been
for each institution to contribute cataloging records to a bibliographic cataloging utility database,
such as OCLC. If a catalog record for an emblem book were contributed to a shared cataloging
database such as the OCLC database, then it would be discoverable to a broader audience of
scholars. However, there are some fundamental drawbacks associated with this straightforward
approach. Since emblem books are held in special collections, there is no guarantee that they will
have been cataloged, or that the catalog records for the emblem books would have been contributed to any number of shared cataloging utilities, such as OCLC (Online Computer Library
Center).At the University of Illinois Library, for example, we found that very few of the Library’s
approximately 70 German emblem books that are being digitized had MARC cataloging records
available in either the local public catalog or the OCLC Worldcat database.The definitive resource
for access to the University of Illinois Library’s emblem collection is that compiled by McGeary
and Nash, and available only in print.
If they have not yet cataloged their books, libraries often make special collections such as
emblem books accessible through internally-developed finding lists that may contain only basic
bibliographic information about the book with shelf location information (unclassified), making
it difficult to determine the exact nature of the publication. Even if all the books were cataloged
in all the emblem collections, there are differences across the participating countries in the format and rules for cataloging, not to mention the fact that not all institutions may contribute cataloging for these materials to bibliographic utilities like OCLC within or outside their country.
The overall challenge of making title-level information, not to mention the texts and images of
digitized emblem books accessible and uniformly searchable across institutions, is not neatly

Institution

Country

Metadata
scheme

URL

Memorial University
Newfoundland

Canada

MARC

http://www.mun.ca/alciato

Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek

Germany

SGML/TEI

http://www.bsb-muenchen.de/mdz/
dfgprojekte/muenchen_emblem.htm

Herzog August
Bibliothek

Germany

XML/TEI

http://www.hab.de/bibliothek/wdb/
barockdtd/index.htm

Mnemosyne/KB

Netherlands

SGML/TEI

http://www.mnemosyne.org

University of Utrecht

Netherlands

XML/TEI

http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/
html/index.html

University of Glasgow

Scotland

“Spine”
- native

http://www.ces.arts.gla.ac.uk/html/
spine.htm

University of La
Coruna

Spain

MARC

http://rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/emblematica/

University of Illinois

USA

Dublin Core
Qual.

http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/
emblems/

Table: Metadata schemes employed by selected Web-based
emblem collections.
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resolved.The author’s informal survey of nine Web-based emblem collections indicates that at
least four types of metadata schemes are being employed across the nine institutions that were
included in this review. It would not be possible to implement a cross-collection search without
taking some intermediary step that would involve normalizing by means of a standard metadata
interchange format. All institutions would need to agree to expose either their native metadata
or some common form of their metadata so that it could be reviewed, or harvested, to produce
a registry of title-level information about each digital emblem book.
The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)3 presents a standard solution for providing item-level access to the digitized books in emblem collections, since
most, although not all, emblem collections present metadata that treats the book as the unit of
description and those who do not can derive a title-level record for each book. Koetter, in her
article in this same volume, provides a detailed description of the implementation of the OAI
protocol to harvest item-level metadata from the University of Illinois’ Digital Emblematica collection.Another very helpful primer on OAI is the OAI FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) Web
page.4 Institutions who implement OAI must expose their metadata in the standard Dublin Core
simple format, which involves the mapping of metadata from the native format (e.g.,TEI, MARC,
etc.) into Dublin Core. Once the native metadata is mapped into Dublin Core format, the itemlevel records can be harvested and aggregated with records from other collections into one searchable repository. The beauty of OAI lies in the simplicity of the protocol. Although there are
tradeoffs in terms of the depth and richness of metadata represented in the OAI repository for an
item, it is relatively simple to implement an OAI repository and provide searching across multiple collections within a short time period.5

Collection-Level Information
The availability of the cataloging record for an individual book or title-level information for
a work that is represented by a particular encoding scheme (TEI, Dublin Core) does not provide
any indication of an institution’s aggregate holdings or the depth of the collection. Further, the
availability of the full texts and images of each of the books, although it will be a very rich
resource, does not indicate the scope and depth of a collection.These approaches to access do not
resolve the need for providing information about the properties and strengths of a particular collection of emblem books that would enable a scholar to determine to what extent a library’s collection of emblem books, print or digital, could meet his or her research needs.6
One might conclude that since a number of the institutions who hold major emblem collections are engaged in digitizing their holdings that this would obviate the need to provide collection-level information, since all the titles would eventually be available as distinct and searchable
entities.The author would like to suggest that as we plan for cross-collection access to emblem
collections, we carefully consider the role that collection-level information can play in enhancing the research and discovery process.
Ongoing work by a number of collaborative initiatives to build collection-level description
schema provides a firm foundation for envisioning how collection-level description can enable
the discovery of resources across groups of institutions.The initial work in this area was pioneered
by the UK Office of Library and Information Networking’s (UKOLN) Research Support
Libraries Program (RSLP).An early study undertaken by Michael Heaney outlines both the practical reasons for developing collection-level metadata schema and the theoretical basis from which
the schema can be developed.7 In this publication Heaney develops the analogy of the information landscape as a contour map, on which specialized, significant collections might appear as
sharp peaks or “high points,” (depending on the perspective of the user vis-à-vis the particular
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3 http://www.openarchives.org.
4 http://www.openarchives.org/
documents/FAQ.html.
5 See, for example, the OAI-harvested metadata from the Emblem Project Utrecht at the OpenEmblem
portal: http://media.library.uiuc.
edu/projects/oebp/.
6 See, for example, a start in this
direction by the Digital Emblematica
Project at UIUC: http://images.
library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/.
7 Michael Heaney, An Analytical
Model of Collections and their Catalogues, http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/
metadata/rslp/model/. UK Office
for Library and Information Networking (UKOLN); third issue,
revised; January 14, 2000, Oxford,
UK.
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collections) where “the potential for gleaning desired information by visiting that spot (physically or by remote means) is greater than that of other areas.”8 A collection-level registry serves to
help organize aggregated information from a number of institutions, and serves to make the
online resources more visible and discoverable to the user. Further development by the Collection Description Working Group of the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) proposes a
schema for collection description based on properties used by the RSLP model.9
The Digital Collections and Content Project, sponsored by the U. S. Institute of Museum and
Library Services, seeks to build both a collection-level and an item level registry that will facilitate discovery and searching across IMLS-funded grant projects to create digital content since
1998 (over 100 projects).10 The IMLSDCC project’s Web site also provides useful pointers to
related research in the development of collection-level schema, including links to sites that provide working examples of searchable collection registries.11
In summary, the emblem community has the opportunity to build a rich and searchable suite
of content across our institutions by implementing both collection- and item-level registries,
combined with OAI protocol for metadata harvesting.The decisions of the Wolfenbüttel group
will help shape how these efforts will move forward in the near future.
Since the presentation of the paper at the September, 2003 international seminar on the digital modeling of the interrelationships between text and images in emblem books, held at the
Herzog August Bibliothek, in Wolfenbüttel, Germany, agreement was reached on three significant points that will greatly facilitate the creation of both collection-level and item-level registries
of digital emblem books. First, the eight participating institutions agreed to examine the Open
Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) as a standard for metadata
exchange. Second, the group also agreed that each institution will endeavor to implement certain required elements of a collaboratively-developed TEI DTD for encoding emblem books.12
Third, the group agreed that the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign implement an
OpenEmblem portal that incorporates an OAI harvester for the emblem book collections across
the eight institutions.Thus the groundwork for creating a collection-level and an item-level registry for emblem books has been set, and we are awaiting each institution’s subsequent work on
mapping metadata to an agreed-upon Dublin Core scheme.

8 See note 7, Heaney (2000) 3.
9 Pete Johnston,“DC Collection
Description: Collection Description
properties from RSLP CD Schema,”
http://homes.ukoln.ac.uk/%7Elispj/
dc-cd/rslpcd.html. UKOLN,
25 Feb. 2002.
10 IMLS Digital Collections
and Content project Web site,
http://imlsdcc.grainger.uiuc.edu/.
11 The IMLS “Resources” page
contains links to several working
collection registries, including the
National Science Foundation’s
National Science Digital Library
(NSDL), Cornucopia, a registry of
United Kingdom museum collections, and the Online Archive of
California, http://imlsdcc.grainger.
uiuc.edu/ resources.htm#CLD.
12 See Stephen Rawles’s paper in the
present volume.
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INDEXING EMBLEM BOOKS ON THE INTERNET THE OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY TEI
Andrea Opitz
Wolfenbütteler Digitale Bibliothek, Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel, opitz@hab.de

Abstract:
This paper explores how TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) can be used to mark up a special
genre of Renaissance publication, the emblem book,which consists of both texts and images.
As part of a project at the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel, for developing Document Type Definitions (DTDs) for a range of Early Modern genres, we tested prototypical
practical solutions of structuring and indexing with TEI DTD in XML-format for emblem
books.The following paper presents our experience and results.

Keywords:
TEI, DTD, XML, emblem.

he demands on, and limits of, retrospective digitization of printed documents and their
computer-aided publication have been discussed with growing interest during recent
years.The fact that there are many isolated digitization projects - even in the field of
old books - raises questions about homogenous indexing standards.The most important topics
of this discussion are what is the most suitable form of indexing, what sort of metadata is appropriate, how do global and specialized search engines find documents on the Web, and how can
data about old books be administered, exchanged, and even presented in the best possible way.
By now, XML (Extended Markup Language) has been established as the markup language for
the Internet,1 and TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) has gained acceptance as the de facto standard
for the humanities and social sciences.2 The HAB uses both XML and TEI in their emblem digitization project, and both of these standards create a basis for interoperability.Thus, in the future
it should be possible for TEI-based digital collections with similar content to be combined, not
only on the bibliographical level, but also on the level of content.
This paper describes to what extent TEI is suitable for electronically indexing old books, especially emblem books.This report is based on the experience gathered from the HAB’s digitization project, “Document Type Definitions zur Erschließung barocktypischer Gattungen im
Internet”(Document Type Definitions for the presentation and retrieval of early modern genres
via the internet).3
In this project, which was funded by the German Research Foundation, the HAB tried to
develop document type definitions (DTDs) accessible via the Internet for five genres characteristic of the seventeenth century, including emblem books.4 Beyond the author/title and subject
approach which can be found in every online-catalogue, we tried to encode the structure of these
genres so as to create a terminological and structural basis for their web-based digital publication.

T

1 http://www.w3.org/XML.
2 http://www.tei-c.org/.
3 See http://www.hab.de/biblio
thek/wdb/barockdtd/index.htm.
4 http://www.dfg.de/.

What is the TEI?
TEI is short for Text Encoding Initiative.The TEI was founded in 1987 to develop guidelines
for encoding machine-readable texts in the humanities and social sciences.The TEI is organized
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as a member-funded consortium, to which the Association for Computers and the Humanities
(ACH), the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL), and the Association for Literary
and Linguistic Computing (ALLC) belong. “The Guidelines were delivered in 1994 and have
become the de facto standard for encoding literary and linguistics texts, corpora, and the like.”5 As
is stated: “However, the guidelines are based on the assumption that there is a common core of
textual features shared by virtually all texts and virtually all serious work on texts. In brief, the
TEI Guidelines define a general-purpose encoding scheme which makes it possible to encode
different views of text, possibly intended for different applications, serving the majority of scholarly purposes of text studies in the humanities. However, no predefined encoding scheme can
serve all research purposes.Therefore, the TEI also provides means of modifying and extending
the encoding scheme defined by the Guidelines.”6
Even though TEI at first was developed in SGML, an XML version has since become available.
Providing a “fully XML-compliant version of the TEI Guidelines is a significant advance, placing
TEI firmly in the mainstream of current digital library and World Wide Web developments. In simple terms, the TEI Guidelines define a language for describing how texts are constructed and propose names for their components. By defining a standard set of names the Guidelines make it
possible for different computer representations of texts to be combined into databases, and they
also provide a common language for scholars wishing to work collaboratively.There are many such
standard vocabularies in the industrial world - in banking, or in chemical modelling, for example.
The TEI’s achievement has been to try to do the same thing for textual and linguistic data.”7
Thus, even though TEI was designed primarily to mark up text, the TEI Guidelines also allow
the description and indexing of images. That is extremely important for the indexing of rare
books, as we usually do not have machine-readable digital texts, but image sequences which are
put on the Web.

The TEI Document Type Definition
If we decide in favor of XML as our mark-up language, then we have to ask the question which
DTD should be used. DTD’s describe the logical structure of a certain type of document in formal notation, and are therefore the rules for XML structures. Homogeneity is guaranteed only
with such DTD’s which facilitate standardized retrieval and Web-based work. DTD’s make possible the automatic validation of documents, the development of standards, uniform retrieval, and
even the use of decentralized captured data on the Internet.With the TEI DTD, an open standard
has been established for the humanities which permits a whole host of scaling-possibilities.8
“The TEI DTD was designed for marking up any existing document in any language in order
to facilitate their analysis. For this reason it has a very loose structure, and uses generic section
dividers to separate out sections of documents.”9 Its openness regarding the recording of document structures is an important feature of the operability of the TEI DTD, and makes it possible
to consider the variety among different documents.Thus, the TEI DTD was extremely useful to
our project, even if TEI does not explicitly take the text form “emblem” into account.
The full TEI DTD is a huge DTD, and the official documentation runs over 1400 pages. However, it is possible to do useful work with the DTD using a much smaller sub-set. We use a
reduced set of elements and attributes, about which I will go into more detail below.A TEI document is composed of a header and a body of text. In simple terms, the header contains all the
meta-information, which belongs to the title, while the resource is encoded in the body. Bibliographical information can be stored both to the electronic document and to the printed source.
The TEI displays its greatest benefit in the indexing of source material with regard to content
below the title-level.The scale extends from the rough mark-up to the edition.
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5 http://www.tei-c.org/
Faq/index.html.
6 http://www.tei-c.org/
P4X/AB.html.
7 http://xml.coverpages.org/
tei.html.
8 See: http://www.tei-c.
org/P4X/ST.html.
9 http://gutenberg.hwg.org/
teidtds.html.
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The TEI Header
According to present international standards, metadata is of particular significance for retrieval,
and it will become even more important in the future. Clear and accurate metadata will also be
critical for the identification of sources on the Internet and questions of long-term archiving.
How can an electronic document be described, “so that the text itself, its source, its encoding,
and its revisions are all thoroughly documented? Such documentation is equally necessary for
scholars using the texts, for software processing them, and for cataloguers in libraries and archives.
Together these descriptions and declarations provide an electronic analogue to the title page
attached to a printed work. Every TEI-conformant text must carry such a set of descriptions.The
set is known as the TEI Header.”10
For the HAB project we have selected the bibliographical metadata elements for the electronic
documents on the basis of the TEI Guidelines. Usually, a large part of the desired metadata can
be taken from the existing catalog records of the online catalog for both the electronic document
as well as for the printed source, provided that the print edition is already catalogued.This metadata becomes the hierarchically structured content of the TEI element “TEI Header.” A script
specifically developed for this converts the relevant catalog data and inserts this data into TEIconformant XML documents according to the DTD.The Dublin Core metadata elements for
the encoding of Internet sources can be added at the transformation to HTML.
A TEI Header can be a very large and complex object, or it may be a very simple one.We made
use of a simple model, using the following header for the electronic edition:

Illustration 1: Example of a
TEI Header for Isselburg’s
Emblemata Politica, Herzog
August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.

The TEI Textblock <body>

10 http://www.tei-c.org/P4X/
HD.html.

Independent of the type of source, the metadata for the electronic document has a uniform
structure consistent with the DTD in the header. In the textblock <body> the structural features
of the original text are marked up.The components for recording and subject indexing of the
source differ according to their genres.That means that an analysis of the documents first had to
be carried out for each genre, in which the features of the genre were defined and formalized for
the DTD components. For emblem books, the following structure emerged:The basic unit of
our digitization is the entire emblem book, not the individual emblem.We digitize and structure
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page by page from front to back. Our orientation toward the structure of the book makes it possible to mark up accompanying texts and commentary and the like.We also indicate the language
of these texts - German, Latin, and so forth. Therefore, we have arranged features specific to
emblems as well as the general structural features of the book in divisions which are characterized according to attributes such as “Buchspiegel,” intention, title page, dedication, section, etc.
The headings of the sections were captured, as was the language of the individual components.

The Structure of the Emblem
We base the three-part ideal type - motto, pictura, and subscriptio - on the structure of the
emblem itself.As a division the motto is included along with the details of the language in which
it is written and the details of the emblem which accompanies it.The unit emblem is characterized by the identifier “e” plus the Emblem-Number, and it is referenced by the attribute “next.”
The attribute “corresp” clearly refers to the digitized facsimile, to the corresponding image.

Illustration 2: XML structure for Emblem 2,“In pace
quæ belli sunt” from Isselburg’s Emblemata Politica
(shelfmark Uk 40), Herzog
August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.

The pictura is encoded through keywords, or “Bildschlagwörter,”“bsw.”We use single term keywords, which are oriented toward ICONCLASS.11 Our project dispensed with ICONCLASS encoding, although this can be added later. Engraved text in the pictura is included as a “Bildstichwort.”

Illustration 3: Subject
indexing for an Emblem
2.“In pace quæ belli sunt”
from Isselburg’s Emblemata
Politica, Herzog August
Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
11 http://www.iconclass.nl/.
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We have incorporated the subscriptio as text with details about which language is used. Besides
the original spelling, standardizations according to modern spelling and translations can also be
included.
For the subject indexing of the content of emblem books, we use the TEI element <index>,
for which four levels of indexing and an unlimited number of index types are definable. A particular system of rules was worked out for the verification of the index tag.12 For example, this
system specifies that level 1 describes the authority form, level 2 the original spelling, and level 3
the function.With such a scheme of verification, their images can be indexed in many different
ways.Text can be prepared with a keyword, without having to include the surrounding text. In
our project the element <index> plays a technically central role in the transfer of data to a database and is responsible for the various retrieval functions.

Orientation toward the Structure of the Book
After having analyzed numerous emblem books, we decided to structure the XML document
primarily according to the book structure and not that of the individual emblem.This is important in that all components of an emblem do not always follow each other. Also many emblem
books do not correspond to the three-part ideal type. In the following example, the mottos with
the German language subscriptions are summarized at the beginning of the book, followed by
motto, pictura, and subscriptio in Latin.13

Illustration 4: List of mottos from Isselburg, Emblemata
Politica (1617).

12 See: http://www.hab.de/biblio
thek/wdb/dokuXMLTEI.htm.
13 Peter Isselburg, Emblemata Politica:
In aula magna Curiae, Noribergensis
depicta (Nürnberg: Iselburg, [1617]).
Signatur: Uk 40; http://diglib.hab.
de/drucke/uk-40/start.htm.

We mark the relations of individual parts in separate divisions with attribute values of reference (e, next) so that during research the Latin as well as the German subscriptio can be found.
If we search for the motto “sine numine frustra,”
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Illustration 5: Example of
the search mask for the
project “Frühneuzeitliche
Gattungen” (Early Modern
Genres) and the subcategory “Emblembuch”
(Emblem Book), using the
search term for the motto
(“Sine numine frustra”)
and showing the user how
to identify the three parts
of an emblem — motto,
pictura, and subscriptio.

we get two hits in one book and get the images with the German subscriptio as well as the Latin
subscriptio.

Illustration 6: Screen shot
showing the results of the
search from illustration 5.

Various levels of subject indexing are possible: in a multilingual presentation the mottos can be
captured in all available languages or restricted to one language, for instance, German or Latin.The
subscriptio can be included or left out.Accompanying text as well as translations of the mottos and
subscriptions can be incorporated, and themes and topoi can also be included.All these things can
be incorporated into the TEI DTD without having to carry out any additional expansion.
The concept which we have been working toward is based on the assumption that every
document can be considered a full text-based TEI document. Proceeding from this ideal form,
reduced forms can be set up in turn.Thus, it is a process of omission, which also allows larger
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quantities of data to be managed. Left-out text passages, or synopses, of content are filled by
the encoder.14
We have used an easily understandable set of elements and attributes to accomplish this. Using
attributes on each passage, not only can the user clearly reference the electronic facsimile, but also
the inner context of the print can be displayed.With this structure, various solution models are
put into effect. In the DTD project, we concentrated on citing the source itself during the encoding.We did not incorporate additional editorial remarks such as commentary, clarification, or the
designation of themes and topoi. However, these can all be added within the TEI DTD scheme.

Conclusion
One aim of the project was to define metadata models for individual genres specific to the
Baroque. In the initial stages we attempted to develop proprietary DTD’s, but later discarded this
plan after intensive deliberation and discussion in favor of a TEI-based solution.The DTD of the
Text Encoding Initiative not only allows the entry of bibliographical and descriptive metadata
respectively into the TEI Header, but also facilitates the structural description of the source itself.
The TEI DTD is especially oriented toward the semantic structuring and encoding of source
material, and, thus, is particularly appropriate for rare books, including emblem books. A whole
host of scaling levels is possible.With a single format the TEI-DTD permits the maximum number of solutions for editions as well as the minimal rough structuring according to chapter or
merely pagebreaks.
This DTD, which has found wide international usage in electronic data processing in the
humanities,15 was adapted and specified to the requirements of the revised historical genres within the framework of the project, while still retaining the accepted standards of the Guidelines of
TEI. By and large, we worked with the emblem books using a relatively simple model, which can
be expanded without disregarding the prescribed framework of the TEI DTD. Beyond that,TEI
expressly permits additions and supplements.With a parser, an automatic test can be performed
which checks whether the established data conforms to the rules.
In our DTD project we tested prototypical practical solutions of the structuring and indexing
of TEI DTD in XML-format for emblem books and the other four genres. In addition, stylesheets
and scripts were worked out which allow the data to be transformed to HTML and transferred
into a MySQL-database.With the development of standardized interfaces on the basis of widely
accepted formal standards such as XML and TEI, we hope to provide a terminological and syntactical framework for further digital publications of emblem books on the Internet.

14 See Thomas Stäcker, XML für
Alte Drucke - welche Erschließungspotentiale bietet die neue
Auszeichnungssprache?,
http://www.hab.de/bibliothek/
wdb/barockdtd/projektinfo.htm.
15 For projects using TEI, see:
http://www.tei-c.org/Applications/
index-az.html.
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INTEROPERABILITY OF DIGITAL EMBLEMATICA
METADATA USING THE OPEN ARCHIVES
INITIATIVE METADATA HARVESTING
PROTOCOL AND OTHER SCHEMAS
Nuala Koetter
Interim Coordinator of the Digital Imaging and Media Technology Initiative,
University of Illinois Library at Urbana-Champaign,
nabennet@uiuc.edu

Abstract:
In this paper, we discuss the options available, when using proprietary database software for
digitized emblem books, for interoperability of the emblem metadata. In particular, we compare OAI-compliant metadata with XML and OCLC SiteSearch metadata.

Keywords:
CONTENTdm, Open Archives Initiative, XML, OCLC SiteSearch.

Introduction
he goal of the Digital Emblematica project at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign is to digitize the University Library’s collection of German emblem books.
Within a collection of over 650 emblem books, the University of Illinois Library at
Urbana-Champaign has almost 70 German emblem books.To date, we have digitized and put
online 14 of those books.
Background details about the online database of books and its history can be found at the project website, http://images.library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems.The first emblem book from the
collection was digitized in 1998 and the images from that book were initially put online in a collection of HTML webpages.1 In early 2002, we invested heavily in image database software to
manage this project and other projects with which the Library was involved. Because of this, we
are able to digitize and host a much larger collection of digitized emblems and emblem books.
Currently, our online database has over 850 digitized images from emblem books. However, using
an image database package that is “out of the box” means we must try to adjust the software to
the intricacies of a particular collection, or we must live with the limitations of the database software being licensed to us by its developers. In this paper, we describe the database software that
we are using and the facilities it provides to allow us to export our metadata.This will allow us
to share our emblem metadata with other projects, in particular, the Herzog August Bibliothek
(HAB), with whom we have partnered in digitizing emblem books.2

T

1 Johann Pfann, Aigentlicher Abriß…
(Nürnberg: n. p.,1626).
2 http://www.hab.de.
3 http://www.contentdm.com.
4 http://images.library.uiuc.
edu/projects/tdc.

Proprietary Software
At the beginning of 2002, we purchased the CONTENTdm image database software package3 for another Library project,“Teaching with Digital Content.”4 This project was a three-year
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project, funded by the Institute of Museum and Library Services,5 where ten Illinois and Connecticut museums, libraries, and archives digitized parts of their collections for the K-12 (kindergarten through twelfth grade) community. In conjunction with fifteen K-12 schoolteachers’ lesson
plans, artifacts were digitized for the teachers to enable them to use online materials in their classrooms. CONTENTdm was chosen as the database software for this project as it had a number of
facilities that are advantageous to the schoolteachers, such as a MS-Powerpoint plug-in to allow
the teachers to present material offline in the classroom. In addition, it was a very simple product to install, manage, and use.
The CONTENTdm software allows the administrative user to set up many different image
databases using quite different metadata schemas for each one. Because of this, and because we
had the financial support of the Library for the software, we chose to use the same software for
the digitized emblem collection as we would use for “Teaching with Digital Content.” One of
the advantages of the CONTENTdm software is that it allows the administrator to set up monograph records where appropriate.As the emblems are all taken from monographs, this was deemed
a worthwhile feature and we pursued the use of CONTENTdm for “Digital Emblematica.”
Around the same time as we purchased the software, the “Digital Emblematica” project had
received financial support from the University of Illinois Office of the Vice Chancellor for
Research and the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences to continue digitizing more emblem books.6

Metadata Schema
Before adding any records to the emblem database, the metadata schema was set up for the
“Digital Emblematica” collection in CONTENTdm. CONTENTdm has Dublin Core as the
default metadata schema for any new database.7 However, it is very easy to adjust the names and
types of fields to suit a particular collection. In the case of the emblem books, we set up the database with the fields shown in illustration 1 together with the field mapping to Qualified Dublin
Core.A more detailed description of each of the fields is given in an earlier publication.8

Field Name
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Dublin Core
Mapping

Data
Type

Large
Field

Searchable

Hidden

Controlled
Vocabulary

Author

Creator

Text

No

Yes

No

Yes

Title / Emblem
ID

TitleAlternative

Text

Yes

No

No

Yes

Title

Title

Text

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Record No.

None

Text

No

No

Yes

Yes

Motto (Latin)

Description

Text

Yes

Yes

No

No

Motto (Early
Modern German)

Description

Text

Yes

Yes

No

No

Motto (German)

Description

Text

Yes

Yes

No

No

Descriptors

Subject

Text

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Iconclass

None

Text

No

No

Yes

Yes

Topos

Description

Text

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Theme

Description

Text

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Artist

Creator

Text

No

No

No

Yes

5 http://www.imls.gov.
6 http://www.research.uiuc.edu/
and http://www.las.uiuc.edu/.
7 http://www.dublincore.org.
8 Nuala A. Bennett,“The Two Faces
of ‘Digital Emblematica’,” Florilegio
De Estudios Emblematicos.A Florilegium of Studies in Emblematics, ed.
Sagrario López Poza (Proceedings of
the 6th International Conference of
The Society for Emblem Studies.A
Coruña, 2002). Ferrol: Sociedad de
Cultura Valle Inclán, 2004. ISBN 8495289-45-8.
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Dublin Core
Mapping

Data
Type

Large
Field

Searchable

Hidden

Controlled
Vocabulary

Book Identifier /
Call No.

Identifier

Text

No

No

No

Yes

Place of
Publication

None

Text

No

No

No

Yes

Publisher

Publisher

Text

No

No

No

Yes

Date of
Publication

CoverageTemporal

Text

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bibliographic
Identifier

Identifier

Text

No

No

No

Yes

Book Memo

Description

Text

Yes

No

No

No

Technical Details

Description

Text

Yes

No

No

No

Rights

Rights

Text

Yes

No

No

Yes

Location

Contributors

Text

No

No

No

Yes

Illustration 1: Field properties for the “Digital
Emblematica” database. Illustration courtesy of
“Digital Emblematica,” University of Illinois Library.

Open Archives Initiative
In setting up a new database schema in CONTENTdm, it is also possible to develop a database that is not at all mapped to the Dublin Core elements. However, we chose our schema for
“Digital Emblematica” to ensure that as many as possible of the fields were mapped to Dublin
Core fields. This was because of the ease of mapping with the software, and also because the
Library was also involved in a number of projects that use the Open Archives Initiative Metadata Harvesting Protocol (OAI-PMH).9
The purpose of the OAI-PMH is to facilitate the “effective dissemination of content.”The
University of Illinois Library has received a number of grants to fund projects that make use of
the OAI-PMH.We have set up a service provider facility where we harvest the metadata from
numerous other collections,10 and we have built value-added services on top of the harvested
metadata. It therefore made sense also to ensure that our digitized emblem collection would be
exposed to metadata harvesting. In addition, the OAI-PMH recommends that metadata be harvested in Dublin Core format and anticipating that sometime in the near future we would allow
our “Digital Emblematica” metadata to be harvested, we tried to map most of the metadata fields
to the Dublin Core format.The CONTENTdm software (ver. 3.5) is already OAI-compliant so
altogether, mapping to Dublin Core fields made a lot of sense.

9 http://www.openarchives.org.
10 http://oai.grainger.uiuc.edu and
http://imlsdcc.grainger.uiuc.edu.
11 All images from Müllers Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß are available online
at http://images.library.uiuc.
edu:8081/cgi-bin/htmldoc.exe?
CISOROOT=/emblems&CISOP
TR=324.While almost all of the
emblem books which are being digitized do not have page numbers, this
particular book has page numbers,
simply counting from the first page.
Hence the image shown in illustration 2 is called page 39.

Sample Data
When someone chooses to export the metadata from a CONTENTdm database, the software
must be configured appropriately, but this is merely a simple matter that can be completed in a matter of seconds. CONTENTdm offers a number of choices in data export. Data can be exported in
ASCII-delimited format, with or without the field names as the first record. Data may be exported
in XML format and also in OCLC SiteSearch format. In addition, as mentioned above, it may be
harvested using the OAI protocol. Illustration 2 shows an example image from the book, Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß by Müller.11 We will show in the following examples of the metadata that is pertinent to
this image and how it might be exported using the various CONTENTdm allowable options.
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Illustration 2: Image from Johann Heinrich Traugott
Müller, Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß, Frankfurt & Leipzig:
n.p., 1704, p. 39.

ASCII-delimited text
If the text is exported in ASCII-delimited text with the field names included as the first record,
the outcome is a single text file with all of the metadata records listed in rows and each field in
a particular column.This is a very simple method which allows reading through all of the metadata records together.While we are not showing an example of such a complete file of ASCII
metadata, illustration 3 shows the complete metadata for illustration 2, with the CONTENTdm
database field names shown as they would appear to an end-user.

82

Collection:

German Emblem Books

Author:

Müller, Johann Heinrich Traugott, 1631-1675

Title / Emblem ID:

pp. 39

Title:

Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß

Motto (Early Modern
German):

Der Teuffel stellet Netz um mich in Noth zu bringen. / Er will mich
wie ein Low mit Haut und Haar verschlingen. / HERR sende mir
zum Schutz die lieben Engelein, / So soll mein Dancklied dir ein
stetes Opffer sein.

Motto (German):

Der Teufel stellt Netze um mich in Not zu bringen. / Er will mich
wie ein Löw‘ mit Haut und Haar verschlingen. /HERR sende mir
zum Schutz die lieben Engelein, / So soll mein Danklied dir ein
stetes Opfer sein.
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Descriptors:

angel
cherub
harp
man
woman
lion
net
bridge
cityscape

Topos:

Satan as a devouring beast

Theme:

God as protector

Place of Publication:

Frankfurt and Leipzig

Date of Publication:

1704

Bibliographic Identifier:

UI-M33

Book Memo:

39

Technical details:

Images were captured using a Nikon D-1 digital camera and Nikon
Capture 2.0.0 imaging software. Master images were captured in
TIFF format, 24-bit color, using a 28-70 mm Nikkor lens. Image
size on average was 2000x1312 pixels (roughly equivalent to 300
DPI). Master image size averaged 6.0 MB. Images were optimized
using Photoshop 6.0. For this project image modification was kept
to a minimum. Images were rotated, cropped, and light levels were
adjusted to reflect the look of the original piece. Access images were
created as JPEGS with minimum compression and sized to 1024x768
pixels.

Rights:

Contact the owner of the material for copyright information.
If you have comments relating to this record, please email Nuala
Koetter, nabennet@uiuc.edu.

Location:

Rare Book and Special Collections Library, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign

Illustration 3: CONTENTdm metadata for image in
illustration 2.

XML file
Illustration 4 shows the XML metadata file for the image in illustration 2. Once the metadata
is exported in XML format, a number of XML files are created, one for each record in the database. It is apparent from reading the XML file that each record has been harvested with only its
Dublin Core field names as were mapped in the original database set-up.The database-specific
field names are no longer visible or even apparent. In fact, the metadata within identical Dublin
Core field names have been concatenated, rendering it now less than helpful. For emblem books
specifically, this will cause a lot of problems as the information as to whether a term or phrase is,
for example, a “topos” or “theme” is now completely lost.

<rdf:Description
about="http://images.library.uiuc.edu:8081/emblems/image/1096182492002_X231_6M91H_1
704_39.jpg>
<dc:title>pp. 39
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Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß</dc:title>
<dc:creator>Müller, Johann Heinrich Traugott, 1631-1675
</dc:creator>
<dc:subject>angel; cherub; harp; man; woman; lion; net; bridge; cityscape</dc:subject>
<dc:description>
Der Teuffel stellet Netz um mich in Noth zu bringen. / Er will mich wie ein Low mit Haut und
Haar verschlingen. / HERR sende mir zum Schutz die lieben Engelein, / So soll mein Dancklied dir ein stetes Opffer sein.
Der Teufel stellt Netze um mich in Not zu bringen. / Er will mich wie ein Löw' mit Haut und
Haar verschlingen. /HERR sende mir zum Schutz die lieben Engelein, / So soll mein Danklied
dir ein stetes Opfer sein.
Satan as a devouring beast
God as protector
39
Images were captured using a Nikon D-1 digital camera and Nikon Capture 2.0.0 imaging software. Master images were captured in TIFF format, 24-bit color, using a 28-70 mm Nikkor lens.
Image size on average was 2000x1312 pixels (roughly equivalent to 300 DPI). Master image size
averaged 6.0 MB. Images were optimized using Photoshop 6.0. For this project image modification was kept to a minimum. Images were rotated, cropped, and light levels were adjusted to reflect
the look of the original piece.Access images were created as JPEGS with minimum compression
and sized to 1024x768 pixels.</dc:description>
<dc:publisher></dc:publisher>
<dc:contributor>Rare Book and Special Collections Library, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign</dc:contributor>
<dc:date></dc:date>
<dc:type></dc:type>
<dc:format></dc:format>
<dc:identifier>
UI-M33</dc:identifier>
<dc:source></dc:source>
<dc:language></dc:language>
<dc:relation></dc:relation>
<dc:coverage>1704</dc:coverage>
<dc:rights>Contact the owner of the material for copyright information.; If you have comments
relating to this record, please email Nuala Koetter, nabennet@uiuc.edu.</dc:rights>
</rdf:Description>
Illustration 4: XML metadata file for image in
illustration 2.

OCLC SiteSearch file
OCLC SiteSearch is software that “provides a comprehensive solution for managing distributed library
information resources in a World Wide Web environment.”12 It offers tools to integrate different electronic resources under one Web interface. In other words, it makes it possible to integrate local databases, such
as those on a CONTENTdm server with a library online catalog. OCLC is now the official licensor of
CONTENTdm so it makes sense that SiteSearch would be included as an option for metadata export.
Illustration 5 shows the SiteSearch metadata that would be exported for the image in illustration 2.
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<rec>
<ID><PCDATA>264</PCDATA></ID>
<Author><PCDATA>Müller, Johann Heinrich Traugott, 1631-1675</PCDATA></Author>
<Emblem ID><PCDATA>pp. 39</PCDATA></Emblem ID>
<Title><PCDATA>Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß</PCDATA></Title>
<Emblem record no.><PCDATA></PCDATA></Emblem record no.>
<Motto lang=la><PCDATA></PCDATA></Motto lang=la>
<Motto lang=emg><PCDATA>Der Teuffel stellet Netz um mich in Noth zu bringen. / Er will
mich wie ein Low mit Haut und Haar verschlingen. / HERR sende mir zum Schutz die lieben
Engelein, / So soll mein Dancklied dir ein stetes Opffer sein.</PCDATA></Motto lang=emg>
<Motto lang=de><PCDATA>Der Teufel stellt Netze um mich in Not zu bringen. / Er will mich
wie ein Löw’ mit Haut und Haar verschlingen. /HERR sende mir zum Schutz die lieben
Engelein, / So soll mein Danklied dir ein stetes Opfer sein.</PCDATA></Motto lang=de>
<Descriptors><PCDATA>angel; cherub; harp; man; woman; lion; net; bridge; cityscape</PCDATA></Descriptors>
<Iconclass><PCDATA></PCDATA></Iconclass>
<Topos><PCDATA>Satan as a devouring beast</PCDATA></Topos>
<Theme><PCDATA>God as protector</PCDATA></Theme>
<Artist><PCDATA></PCDATA></Artist>
<Book Identifier><PCDATA></PCDATA></Book Identifier>
<Place of Publication><PCDATA>Frankfurt and Leipzig</PCDATA></Place of Publication>
<Publisher><PCDATA></PCDATA></Publisher>
<Date of Publication><PCDATA>1704</PCDATA></Date of Publication>
<Bibliographic Identifier><PCDATA>UI-M33</PCDATA></Bibliographic Identifier>
<Book Memo><PCDATA>39</PCDATA></Book Memo>
<Technical details><PCDATA>Images were captured using a Nikon D-1 digital camera and
Nikon Capture 2.0.0 imaging software. Master images were captured in TIFF format, 24-bit color,
using a 28-70 mm Nikkor lens. Image size on average was 2000x1312 pixels (roughly equivalent
to 300 DPI). Master image size averaged 6.0 MB. Images were optimized using Photoshop 6.0.
For this project image modification was kept to a minimum. Images were rotated, cropped, and
light levels were adjusted to reflect the look of the original piece. Access images were created as
JPEGS with minimum compression and sized to 1024x768 pixels.</PCDATA></Technical
details>
<Rights><PCDATA>Contact the owner of the material for copyright information.; If you have
comments relating to this record, please email Nuala Koetter, nabennet@uiuc.edu.</PCDATA></Rights>
<Location><PCDATA>Rare Book and Special Collections Library, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign</PCDATA></Location>
<Item
URL><RB:auth><RB:state><PCDATA>controlled</PCDATA></RB:state></RB:auth><
RB:Scheme><PCDATA>URL</PCDATA></RB:Scheme><PCDATA>http://images.library.
uiuc.edu:8081/emblems/image/1096182492002_X231_6M91H_1704_39.jpg</PCDATA></Item URL>
</rec>
Illustration 5: OCLC SiteSearch metadata exported for
illustration 2.
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OAI harvesting of metadata
The final option with CONTENTdm for exporting metadata is to use the OAI harvesting
option. In this case, the database is exported in separate files for each record in the database. Similar to the simple exporting to XML as shown above, not only does the software export fields to
the same Dublin Core field names, but in cases where data from different database fields map to
the same DC field, the metadata within that field is also concatenated so that everything appears
together. It should be noted that the XML records which are generated when using the OAI harvester are not interoperable with those that are generated when doing a straightforward XML
export of metadata.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<record xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">
<header>
<identifier>oai:images.library.uiuc.edu:emblems/263</identifier>
<datestamp>2003-10-22</datestamp>
<setSpec>emblems</setSpec>
</header>
<metadata>
<dc xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc/
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/oai_dc.xsd">
<creator>Müller, Johann Heinrich Traugott, 1631-1675</creator>
<title>pp. 39</title>
<title>Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß</title>
<description/>
<description>Der Teuffel stellet Netz um mich in Noth zu bringen. / Er will mich wie ein
Low mit Haut und Haar verschlingen. / HERR sende mir zum Schutz die lieben Engelein, / So
soll mein Dancklied dir ein stetes Opffer sein.</description>
<description>Der Teufel stellt Netze um mich in Not zu bringen. / Er will mich wie ein Löw'
mit Haut und Haar verschlingen. /HERR sende mir zum Schutz die lieben Engelein, / So soll
mein Danklied dir ein stetes Opfer sein.</description>
<subject>angel; cherub; harp; man; woman; lion; net; bridge; cityscape</subject>
<description>Satan as a devouring beast</description>
<description>God as protector</description>
<creator/>
<identifier/>
<publisher/>
<coverage>1704</coverage>
<identifier>UI-M33</identifier>
<description>39</description>
<description>Images were captured using a Nikon D-1 digital camera and Nikon Capture
2.0.0 imaging software. Master images were captured in TIFF format, 24-bit color, using a 28-70
mm Nikkor lens. Image size on average was 2000x1312 pixels (roughly equivalent to 300 DPI).
Master image size averaged 6.0 MB. Images were optimized using Photoshop 6.0. For this project image modification was kept to a minimum. Images were rotated, cropped, and light levels
were adjusted to reflect the look of the original piece.Access images were created as JPEGS with
minimum compression and sized to 1024x768 pixels.</description>
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<rights>Contact the owner of the material for copyright information.; If you have comments
relating to this record, please email Nuala Koetter, nabennet@uiuc.edu.</rights>
<contributor>Rare Book and Special Collections Library, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign</contributor>
<identifier>http://images.library.uiuc.edu:8081/emblems/image/1096182492002_X231_6M91
H_1704_39.jpg</identifier>
</dc>
</metadata>
</record>
Illustration 6: Sample OAI file of descriptive metadata
for illustration 2.

Interoperability of metadata
As is apparent from the different instances of exported metadata, most of the field names in the
original emblem database are being concatenated into a single Dublin Core field when the metadata is exported.This creates a problem when trying to share the metadata with other institutions, most especially the HAB, which uses TEI for its own emblem records.13 We need to
consider re-structuring our metadata to map to the TEI DTD that the HAB is using. Although
we have not yet completed work on transforming the exported metadata, we anticipate it will be
relatively easy to use XSLT to transform the metadata so that it can be more easily shared with
those emblem digitization projects that are not using an identical metadata schema. Harper, et. al
describe their work with exporting CONTENTdm metadata in XML format and transforming
it using XSLT.14 We are likely to follow their example and manipulate our metadata to conform
to the needs of the other emblem metadata schemas being developed. Using this method of metadata manipulation will also allow us to consider the manipulation of our other CONTENTdm
databases where we wish to harvest the metadata.
Lastly, we also need to consider the concurrent implementation of the “Spine of Information”
being developed by Stephen Rawles, University of Glasgow, and described elsewhere in this volume.We need to consider mapping the “Digital Emblematica” metadata to the newer fields that
Rawles is putting forth for the cataloging of emblem books and emblems. It is clear that we will
need to manipulate the metadata that is exported via CONTENTdm further so that it is usable
and may be shared by others who might not be using Dublin Core fields. Further discussions with
the HAB researchers and others involved in the development of the “Spine” will likely lead us to
redevelop our metadata schema for “Digital Emblematica,” and in turn, we will need to update
our transformation of the exported metadata to facilitate other online emblem projects.

13 Text Encoding Initiative,
http://www.tei-c.org.
14 C. Harper, N. Georgitis, C. Hixson,“Imagining the Northwest:A
Digital Library Partnership in Oregon,” Proc. DC-2003, Seattle,WA,
Sep. 2003.Available at http://www.
siderean.com/dc2003/search.jsp.
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TRANSPORTING EMBLEM METADATA
WITH OAI
Thomas Stäcker
Head, Rare Books and Digitization Herzog August Bibliothek,
Wolfenbüttel, staecker@hab.de

Abstract:
The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) provides an
application-independent interoperability framework based on metadata harvesting and has
by now become a widely established standard for the exchange of metadata.The mandatory
metadata set of OAI is Dublin Core, but OAI also supports other formats, because, as it is
recognized in the OAI core document, each community is interested in using specific sets
and formats that suit their needs and the types of data they handle.The paper will attempt to
show how OAI works on the technical level and how it is suited to transport metadata on
emblems. In addition, it will discuss the question of Emblem metadata exchange against the
background of building up joint databases and the problems that may occur by establishing a
general data format for different types of Emblems.

Keywords:
Open Archives Initatives (OAI), standardization of emblem metadata.

he Open Archives Initiative (OAI) standard became a buzz word in recent years in various research areas. Despite its popularity it is not well known what this standard exactly stands for, particularly in the field of humanities, and which goals it serves. In
recommending OAI as a standard for emblems one, therefore, runs the risk of assuming that we
have reached a general solution for all standardization and exchange problems that possibly may
occur, which simply is not the case.Thus, I will briefly explain what OAI is about, what it is
intended to achieve, and which particular conditions must be fulfilled to apply OAI successfully
for the exchange of emblem metadata.The second, larger part of this paper attempts to outline a
possible OAI metadata set, which can also be considered a general description format for emblems
and therefore goes beyond the scope of the OAI topic.

T

What is OAI?

1 http://www.openarchives.org/
OAI/openarchivesprotocol.html.

OAI stands for Open Archives Initiative. It must be emphasized that OAI is a formal standard.
Except for Dublin Core (DC), which plays a constitutive role in OAI - see more about that
schema below - it does not tell us anything about the content it conveys. No information is given
about emblems, mottos, picturae, or subscriptiones.Thus, the question must be posed how it then
can be used for emblem research and exchange of relevant metadata. A look at the OAI homepage helps to answer this question.1 There it is said that OAI “provides an application-independent interoperability framework based on metadata harvesting,” which means that OAI constitutes
a standard that is suitable for the exchange of metadata via the Internet, no matter which application is used for that purpose. Nothing is said about the kind of metadata which is communicated. On the contrary, OAI encourages communities to draw up and establish specific standards,
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be they technical, bibliographical, or other.What OAI defines is only the manner of how data is
to be transported.This very feature makes OAI most valuable for communities which intend to
share resources via the Web such as bibliographic items and subject information. In other words,
the OAI protocol offers a standardized framework for all kinds of scholarly exchange, while the
establishment of content structures remains up to the user or the particular community of users.
It is possible to illustrate this by some examples: the protocol defines how an electronic archive
must respond when queried by a user. According to OAI, a request must comply to a particular
URL format, e.g., if users wish to know the metadata formats a given repository supports, they
have to issue an OAI compliant request2 such as the following: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgibin/pdataprov?verb=ListMetadataFormats
In addition to the compulsory DC, a server which provides emblem data could also respond
in the following way:
<metadataFormat>
<metadataPrefix>emblem</metadataPrefix>
<schema>http://diglib.hab.de/rules/schema/emblem.xsd</schema>
<metadataNamespace>
http://diglib.hab.de/rules/schema/emblem.xsd
</metadataNamespace>
</metadataFormat>
The response tells the user which metadata formats may be retrieved from that particular
archive. After having checked the type of supported metadata, one can then retrieve the metadata records by issuing the following request:
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/pdataprov?verb=GetRecord&identifier=
oai:perseus.tufts.edu:Perseus:text:1999.01.0001&metadataPrefix=perseus
To check which items are available in an archive, one may use the following command:
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/pdataprov?verb=ListIdentifiers
All responses are given in XML.This example clearly shows how important exchange standards are. Procedures of requests and responses must be well defined to share metadata safely.
Processes are conducted automatically and permit simultaneously the searching of various databases and the harvesting of relevant data.The OAI standard not only offers standardized access
models, but also features to update data and means to portion data by, e.g., time stamps. The
latter is an important feature, since users do not want to download all of the data every time,
but may wish to update the database only with the data that have changed in the meantime.
The OAI protocol takes all these cases into account and tremendously facilitates exchange procedures.
In short, OAI provides a very efficient basis for the interchange and updating of metadata.The
next step is to establish in which form we disseminate emblem metadata. Clearly, a particular
metadata set for emblems is required. Here one can think of two possible approaches.The first is
to apply the Dublin Core metadata set, which an OAI repository will necessarily be able to deliver. Standard DC consists of 15 elements: title, creator, subject, description, publisher, contributor,
date, type, format, identifier, source, language, relation, coverage, rights. Simple DC, however, does
not suffice to deliver all the information required, making it difficult to map the complex metadata to these 15 categories. In addition, questions about the meaning of those categories arise, a
problem with which the DC community is not unfamiliar. For instance, what does the element
creator actually mean? If we talk about emblems, one may think of the author of the emblem book.
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But how shall we deal with the case when author and artist are different? Is the element to be
repeated? Would it not be necessary to distinguish explicitly between them? Such questions and
the scarcity of elements evolved into the development of the so-called qualified DC, an extension which was intensely debated, as it endangered the original intention of DC to provide an
easy and simple semantic format to cover all possible Web objects.While there may be an advantage in using extended DC, as it is easier to generate the standard DC mandatory for OAI, there
are some drawbacks as to the flexibility of tagging and structuring.Therefore, although it might
be a solution to use expanded DC, it seems much better to adopt the second approach, namely,
to draw up an entirely new metadata set, especially designed for emblems. Only the latter solution ensures that all information required for the description of emblems is represented in the
best possible way. Standard DC could then be generated by either selecting parts of the metadata set or by reducing the number of descriptive elements.
As stated, both approaches are feasible, but the latter offers significant advantages, since an especially designed emblem standard allows us to establish a category list and data model without any
formal restrictions and in accordance with the special demands posed by the description of
emblems.The scope of metadata for emblems ranges from multilingual descriptors to image classification systems like Iconclass. Because plain DC is mandatory, one nevertheless must agree on
how a sophisticated and more detailed emblem record should be mapped to a DC record, that is,
how author and artist are to be treated.
Thus, while it is apparent that OAI is best suited to transport emblem metadata, the emblem
metadata set is an indispensable prerequisite.Without it, a successful application of OAI is not
possible.

Emblem Metadata Set
In developing an appropriate OAI metadata set it is reasonable to rely on Stephen Rawles’
recently updated template, or “spine,”3 as it provides us with a good starting point and is the result
of lengthy discussions which have taken place in the emblem community. It is just a question of
reformatting, as it were, to transform this category list into a XML structure or XML schema,
which is necessary for an OAI-compliant emblem metadata set.The XML schema definition will
comprise all necessary information about the syntax and content of an emblem data record or, if
one prefers the term, emblem entity. Both aspects, syntactic structure and content, will be treated very briefly and are followed by some remarks about the XML schema.

Syntactical Questions
The establishment of the syntactic structure includes the question of how the entities involved
are related to one another and which quantifiers are to be assigned, that is, how frequently the
various entities may occur.This could also be expressed by an entity relationship model.According to Stephan Rawles’ template we may distinguish two main entities:
(a) Information Headings for Copies of Books,
(b) Information Headings for Individual Emblems.

3 http://www.ces.arts. gla.ac.uk/
html/spine.htm. See the contribution
by Stephen Rawles in this volume.

The first question which arises is how both of them are related.While Rawles’ “spine” does
not tell us anything about that, it is crucial for the structural design.Two approaches are possible.
Either we assume a 1:1 or a 1:N relation.A 1:1 relation, in fact, allows reducing both of the entities to one entity.This model would require that we repeat all book copy information for every
emblem.Although this method would be easier to process with regard to a database conversion,
I do not consider it adequate as it causes redundancies and is not as clear as the 1:N relation,
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which allows us to distinguish clearly the two different entities involved.Thus, the 1:N relation
is preferable, which Rawles also implicitly suggests by distinguishing between book and emblem
information.All other quantifiers Rawles has indicated by assigning “single” or “multiple” to each
category in the third column of his table. If we adopted the 1:N structure, it would result in particular OAI-responses. For instance, on basis of the 1:N relation a GetRecord-OAI request would
respond by a complete emblem book or at least a sequence of pages and emblems. A “record”
would, thus, mean a collection of emblems rather than a single emblem, making it nearly impossible to retrieve single emblems from the OAI repository. Although there may be some doubts
about whether this is the most practical method of harvesting emblem metadata, I feel that it suits
the needs of the emblem community best. It simply does not make much sense to retrieve single emblems, even if they are enriched by bibliographic data, because a single emblem can only
be evaluated properly in the presence of the full sequence of other emblems found in the same
source.Therefore, the most meaningful response to a GetRecord request should be a long list of
emblem metadata encapsulated by bibliographic information about the work:
<bibliografic information>
<autor/>
<title/>
<emblem>
<emblemID/>
……
</emblem>
<emblem>
<emblemID/>
……
</emblem>
<emblem>
<emblemID/>
……
</emblem>
<bibliographic information>
Another basic structural issue should be mentioned.Within a book one can encode either the
sequence of emblems or the sequence of pages, that is, the book structure.The main difference is
that the latter may imply encoding preface, chapters, indexes, etc. If not, it means at least that the
encoder will follow the page sequence rather than the emblem sequence. This difference in
encoding structure becomes an issue, when parts of the emblem occur in different locations in
the book. For example, there might first be a page of mottos, referring to the corresponding picturae on another page.When encoding the page sequence, the encoder would first encode all of
the mottos, then the picturae:4
<motto ref="emblem No 1"/>
<motto ref="emblem No 2"/>
<motto ref="emblem No 3"/>
…
<pictura ref="emblem No 1"/>
<pictura ref="emblem No 2"/>
<pictura ref="emblem No 3"/>
…
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Here the ref-attribute indicates which parts of the emblem belong together. An encoder
recording the sequence of emblems would ignore the actual location where the motto or pictura
are found and do the following:
<emblem id="no1">
<motto/>
<pictura/>
</emblem>
<emblem id="no2">
<motto/>
<pictura/>
</emblem>
…

5 http://images.library.uiuc.edu/
projects/emblems/.
6 http://emblems.let.uu.nl/
emblems/html/index.html.
7 http://www.hab.de/forschung/
projekte/emblematica.htm.
8 http://www.tei-c.org.

Although encoding the page structure would have some advantages, the emblem scholar is
accustomed to focusing on the emblem structure rather than the page structure.The encoding of
the emblem structure facilitates collecting the various emblem parts together, inscriptio, picturae
and subscriptio, without being forced to encode the relations between them when they occur in
different sections of a book. It suits the need of libraries, however, to digitize and encode the entire
emblem book according to the page sequence, because a sequence of emblems cannot be included in the library catalogue. Formally speaking, a library catalogue contains books, not individual
emblems. Above and beyond this essential point, the encoding of the book structure allows for
approaches that may be of little or no interest for the emblem scholar, but is useful for other
researchers, considerations which a library must satisfy as well.This is why the Herzog August
Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel, scans entire emblem books rather than a choice of pages containing
emblems.This permits the cataloging of books as electronic editions in the main library catalogue.
Additionally, these digitized books are enriched by emblem related metadata.
On the one hand, an emblem exchange format does not necessarily require the encoding of
the entire book and, in fact, few emblem digitizing projects do so.And it is also not necessary for
the metadata exchange format to comply with the individual format an individual institution or
project may employ. Illinois,5 for instance, uses an extended Dublin Core format, Utrecht6 and
Wolfenbüttel7 TEI,8 though in a slightly different way.Wolfenbüttel encodes the entire book,
whereas Utrecht focuses on the emblems. All of the projects have good reasons to employ their
chosen method of encoding, insofar as their encoding serves different, project-related goals. On
the other hand, it is fairly easy to extract emblem specific elements, for instance from book-oriented documents, to set up entirely new databases, provided that some provisions are made and
all of the relevant information is encoded in the source document.Thus, it probably does not
make much sense to try to enforce a specific format for all possible projects in which emblems
may play a role, but it will suffice to agree on a set of categories, or schema structure, that allows
for data exchange and establishing sophisticated emblem databases, a schema into which source
data of any origin can be transferred.
The question of mandatory and optional data fields should also be raised here. Not all of the
emblem projects will encode the same data. Some may have the means to transcribe subscriptiones
in full, some may limit themselves to the motto and the description of the pictura.While Wolfenbüttel encoded the subscriptio for 10 emblem books, Illinois did not encode subscriptions at all.
To produce consistent data at least some core elements must be agreed upon.The necessity of
transcribing the motto would seem to be a minimal requirement.The description of the pictura
is welcome, but one can debate whether it should be mandatory. Subscriptions must be optional since only a few of the projects will have the means to transcribe them in full.
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Questions of content
In his recent publication entitled Digitizing the European Emblem Peter H. Daly discusses some
aspects of the content-related information offered by Stephen Rawles’ template.9 Unfortunately,
Daly’s publication, though in some aspects helpful, fell prey to the dynamic and sometimes tentative nature of Internet publications insofar as it discusses preliminary and outdated information.
This makes reading his book sometimes irritating, as it evaluates projects on basis of information
presented on the Web as announcements and provisional plans.With some awareness of the very
nature of Web-based projects, his premature and unnecessary criticisms could have been avoided. However, Daly makes some remarks about the template which are worth discussing. First of
all, he draws attention to the fact that Rawles recommended English as language for metadata in
his first version and that this may not be as self-evident as suggested.This is indeed an important
point. Nobody in the field of the humanities should be forced to create, for example, a commentary in a foreign language.There are, however, some limitations to this opinion. All projects
aspire to ensure that the emblems they put on the Web or publish as CD ROM can be searched
in the best possible way. Especially in a Web environment one has to confront the problem of
multiple languages. Iconclass offers a good solution to this problem, at least for the pictorial classification, because it employs numbers and characters instead of words and thus avoids language
conflicts. But what if a research group has not used Iconclass so far and is not willing to do so?
Will they be expelled from the Internet emblem community? Provisions should be made for
those who wish to markup picturae in different ways. For instance, Illinois and Wolfenbüttel offer
only keywords for the pictura at the moment, but are planning to establish a German-English concordance which permits searching on both databases at the same time.
The transcription of the inscriptio and subscriptio should cause no trouble, since source text is
literally and accurately transcribed, regardless of language. Transcription of mottos and other
source text should be done using the Unicode character set, either UTF-8 or 16, which allows
encoding of special characters, for example, in German or Greek. However, some practical problems may arise.The database system must support Unicode and most do not at present. A suitable Unicode-editor is required. Fortunately, most of the up-to-date browsers do support
Unicode, so that data presentation on the Web will be facilitated. In addition to the transcriptions,
normalized or lemmatized vocabulary may be added in modern spelling or as the word stem, e.g.,
rex for regis.
To return to the initial question one may also wish to have an English translation of the motto
to improve access to the data. English translations should not be mandatory - a reasonably good
English translation presupposes extensive language skills and is very time consuming.The idea of
adding some keywords in English to enhance accessibility on the predominantly English Web is,
however, attractive.These keywords may be inserted directly or, as mentioned before, by means
of concordances.They could be hidden from display to prevent the encoder from spending too
much time on correct display information. Daly also recommends something which points in the
same direction: “Searching could well be carried out on the perhaps hidden standardized version,” as he put it.10
What is right for the language may also be right for the rules applied to provide bibliographic information. Rawles no longer mentioned AACR for cataloguing bibliographic information
in his recent version of the “spine of information for indexing emblems,” but it remains a problem. Shall we apply AACR2 or RAK, the German cataloguing rules, or something else? A pragmatic approach may be to set this question aside and not pay too much attention to the correct
application of bibliographic rules, as long as there are some rules which could possibly be mapped
to one another in the future. Since in most cases there are bibliographic databases and reference
books available providing high level bibliographic information about emblem books, it should
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suffice to refer to them simply by a quote and restrict oneself to short-title information for the
sake of retrieval. Since emblem books themselves are well catalogued, it seems more appropriate
to place the emphasis on the description of the individual emblem itself. Differences in national
cataloguing rules, usages, and habits will not endanger data consistency. In the German union catalogue Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (GBV),11 both Library of Congress and German data
records enjoy a peaceful coexistence.There is, however, one decisive exception: authority-files are
treated differently. German rules prescribe writing names according to the original spelling, LOC
names are sometimes English translations of the original names.This leads to the question of how
to deal with names. It would be highly recommendable to have unified access to names across
the various resources. A concordance might help to achieve this to some extent, but in view of
reduced budgets it is unlikely that any one project will undertake the arduous task of developing
name concordances.Therefore, it seems advisable to rely on national authority files as much as
possible, in the future there may be mechanisms which are capable of mapping local to foreign
name records provided by the national libraries and other central institutions responsible for
authority files.
Another issue is the language code. Rawles suggested using language codes according to ISO
639-2, which is the alpha-3 code published in 1998 having 3 characters.The HAB used ISO 6391, that is, alpha-2 code.12 According to ISO 639-2 German is ger, but de according to 639-1.
Although alpha-3 is a more recent development, some features speak against it. First of all the
XML schema offers a special language data type called xs:language, which accepts every language
code that is conformant to RFC 1766. This recommendation is based on alpha-2. Country information may be added in capitals, e.g., for US-American English: en-US. ger is an invalid code for
this specific data type.These aspects therefore speak against the alpha-3 code as it is not compatible with the broadly applied XML schema data type xs:language. Moreover, all languages in
emblem books are covered by alpha-2 encoding.
The first approach of the HAB emblem project was to draw up an emblem DTD to offer a
proposal for a standardized structure, but as OAI requires an XML schema definition we have
now converted the DTD to an XML schema.14 The completed XML schema, which integrate s
the outcomes of this working conference, is obtainable from the HAB project webpage at
http://www.hab.de/bibliothek/wdb/emblematica/emblem.xsd. The advantage of having an
XML schema is that contrary to a DTD, an XML schema definition allows for control not only
of structure, but also of content. By parsing the XML file one can check whether documents
comply with particular rules. For instance, if there is a rule that an emblem document must have
a transcribed motto, the validation fails when the motto is missing. If a certain sequence of numbers and characters is expected, making up an Iconclass notation, or if a particular language code
is required, the validation will fail, if the code does not comply with the rule.The schema also
permits validating documents before they are integrated into a database, which is important for
harvesting distributed Web resources in order to ensure data consistency.The development of the
first draft of our XML schema relied on Rawles’ first list of data fields.The language code, however, is now modified, and some elements and attributes, as well as indications as to whether the
data field, or rather XML element, should be mandatory or optional have been added.
Employing OAI in connection with a metadata set especially designed for the description of
emblems will provide a powerful means to exchange emblem data and build up joint databases.
It will facilitate the research on emblems tremendously.

13 http://www.faqs.org/rfcs/
rfc1766.html; RFC stands for
“Request for Comments.”
14 http://www.w3c.org/XML/
Schema.
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Abstract:
Recently there has been much effort invested in the creation of digital libraries containing
antique documents, in order both to preserve our cultural heritage and to provide a broader
access to these texts. Often, however, the various collections of documents are isolated from
one another.This paper presents a system, based on the use of XML trees, to federate three
existing digital libraries that contain documents from the Spanish Golden Age (16th-18th
centuries).This federation offers very valuable advantages to a wide community of
researchers, who will be able to access multiple digital libraries (at present time, three)
through a unique entry point.Although we present a very specific system, it is based on a
well-designed architecture that allows the federation of any other digital library based on
databases or XML files. In this paper we also describe this architecture and provide an
overview of an extension of it to federate multilingual digital libraries.

Keywords:
Digital Library Federation, XML trees, user interfaces, emblems.

Introduction
he Internet has become one of the most important places to publish all kinds of information. It is especially important when we consider documents such as rare books, manuscripts, and other artifacts of our textual heritage, because their publication using usual
methods is too expensive and not economically viable.These documents are kept in museums
and libraries with historical archives with very restricted access, so their Web publication serves
two purposes: 1) offering them to the research community and 2) preserving them.These documents, besides their great beauty, are a magnificent source of information about different cultures,
such as in the present case, the Spanish Baroque.Through the analysis of these works, researchers
can find information about morals, habits, technology, education, and other aspects of cultural and
social life that are of interest to a wide range of researchers, including anthropologists, historians,
and philologists. Last but not least, digitization helps to preserve these documents, preventing them
from disappearing as a result of their antiquity and fragility.
With these two goals - preservation and access - in mind, much effort has been directed at
publishing these documents on the Internet, usually in the form of document databases or digital libraries.We have created two digital libraries, one for Spanish Emblem Books2 and one for
the Early Spanish Press.3 Typically, these digital libraries are isolated, thus making it difficult to use

T
1 This work was partially supported
by CICYT grants TEL99-0335C04-01,TEL99-0335-C04-02 and
TIC2002-04413-C04-04.
2 Biblioteca Virtual de Literatura
Emblemática,
http://rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/cicyt.
3 Relaciones de Sucesos, http://
rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/Relaciones.
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several, often closely related, sources of information jointly. Our libraries are already available on
the Internet by using separate interfaces.
In order to augment their potential usefulness, it is most desirable to have a system for the users
to access, through a unique interface, all available corpora.While there has been much effort in
the field of database federation,4 there are also works especially focused on the federation of document databases.5 However, these proposals lack some aspects that we consider crucial. As they
federate only databases, they do not consider the user interface, while it is important for us to
provide a unique access point on the Web. Specific aspects of document databases, such as the
exploitation of available text retrieval techniques for each database, are also usually ignored.6
We have built a federated system that considers all these aspects, focusing specifically on federating digital libraries, maintaining their text retrieval capabilities, and also assigning special
importance to the user interface to access them. Our system integrates our two digital libraries
(and their underlying document databases), plus a new one containing significant non-Spanish
Emblem Books that were translated into Spanish in this period because of their importance.These
translated emblem books were very popular at the time, and their study is interesting, because
they inspired other Spanish authors to write their own emblem books.This system is already functional, but it will be available through Internet only when the database of Translated Emblem
Books is completed.
The federated system offers a unique access point to browse through the documents and perform searches.This interface has been developed following guidelines that will make it not only
intuitive and easy to use, but also powerful and flexible enough to respond to queries across any
(or all) databases in the system.The federated system was initially built ad hoc for these databases;
however, the design of its architecture allows us to extrapolate the ideas we used to build it, so it
can be used to federate any set of document databases.These ideas are based on the requirements
that any federated system must meet - scalability, easy adaptation to changes and user-friendliness
- and others that we consider specific for the federation of digital libraries in particular.These
requirements are the following:
• Scalability: increasing the number of databases in the federation should not decrease the
overall system efficiency.
• Easy adaptation to changes: adding, dropping, or modifying databases must be easy and quasiautomatic.
• User-friendliness.
• Preservation of the text tetrieval capabilities: as noted above, we strongly believe that the federation must exploit any text retrieval technique which already exists in the databases.
• Identification of the sources: it is important to let the users know the source of each document, thereby preserving the considerable effort dedicated to the design of each individual
Digital Library.Therefore, although the search is performed through a unique entry point,
the answer leads to the interface of the Digital Library where the documents were found.
• Preservation of duplicates: although a work, or even a copy, was found in two different digital
libraries, it is essential to be able to retrieve them from both Digital Libraries, because they
may have very different states of preservation, ex libris, etc.
In order to build a system that meets these requirements, we based our work on the use of a
layered structure and the use of XML trees to perform the schema conciliation of the databases
and to help build the user interface.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.The next section describes the three databases
included in our federation, followed by a description of the XML trees and how we use them to
integrate the different databases and to build the user interface; an overview of the architecture
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4 See, for example, S. Busse, R.-D.
Kutsche, and U. Leser,“Strategies for
the Conceptual Design of Federated
Information Systems,” Engineering
Federated Information Systems, ed. M.
Roantree,W. Hasselbring, and S.
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Saltor, J. Sistac, F.Araque, C. Desgado,
E. Garví, and E. Ruiz,“Sistema
Cooperativo para la Integración de
fuentes Heterogéneas de Información y Almacenes de Datos,” Novatica
142 (1999): 42-49; and S. Chawathe,
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7-18.Also available at http://www.
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stanford.edu/tsimmis/publications.
html.
5 M.A. Gonçalves, R. K. France, E.
A. Fox, and T.E. Doszkocs,“MARIAN Searching and Querying across
Heterogeneous Federated Digital
Libraries,” DELOS Workshop: Information Seeking, Searching and Querying
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Del Noe01/11_Fox.pdf.
6 See Ricardo Baeza-Yates, Modern
Information Retrieval (New York:
ACM Press; Harlow, England:Addison-Wesley, 1999) and also N.R.
Brisaboa, M.R. Penabad,A.S. Places,
and F. J. Rodríguez,“Problems and
Solutions to Federate Digital
Libraries,” Poster at 5th European
Conference on Research and
Advanced Technology for Digital
Libraries (ECDL 2001). Darmstadt,
Germany. Conference report,
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october01/cunningham/
10cunningham.html.
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of the system; the implementation of the system and finally an overview of the architecture for
the federation of multilingual digital libraries.The last section offers our conclusions and directions for future work.

Description of the Databases

7 See Grupo de Investigación sobre
Literatura Emblemática, http://
rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/Emblematica
and Relaciones de Sucesos, http://
rosalia.dc.fi.udc.es/SIELAE.
8 See footnotes 2 and 7.

We are currently working with three databases that store information about literature from the
sixteenth to eighteenth centuries: Spanish Emblem books, the Early Spanish Press (Relaciones de
Sucesos), and non-Spanish Emblem books translated into Spanish in the early modern period.7
They are three large databases that store digitized pages as well as transcriptions, enriched with a
large amount of information coming from the analysis of the documents by experts in art history and Hispanic and Latin philology.
The first two databases correspond to literature written in Spanish from the Spanish Golden
Age (“Siglo de Oro”) and are already available through the Web;8 the third one stores emblem
books that originally appeared in non-Spanish languages (Italian, Latin, and other European languages), and were translated into Spanish during that period.This last database is still under construction and will be available soon.
Emblem literature was basically a moral literature, trying to promote moral and ethical norms
as well as ideas and concepts about morality in general. Emblem books were composed of individual emblems, which are types of ideograms that expressed an abstract idea through a picture,
accompanied by a motto containing the moral principle.The idea was further explained by an
epigram or short poem and a commentary.
The Spanish Emblem Books database stores information for 27 emblem books, containing
more than 1,800 emblems.9 These emblems lead to a thesaurus of about 15,000 authorities, 7,000
exemplas, 16,000 onomastics, and 10,000 sources for the images. Likewise, we present about 6,500
digitized pages.We do not yet have reliable data for the quantity of information available for the
last database,Translated Emblem Books, because it is still under construction.
Spanish early press documents come from the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries, and were the
precursors of current newspaper and other journalistic publications.They related events with the
goal of informing and entertaining the public. According to the subject of the story, there were
different types of reports: Festive events, such as monarchic or religious festivals; extraordinary
events like miracles and strange events, such as depicted in the current sensationalist press; and
bullfight events, predecessors of the sport press.
The Early Spanish Press database stores information about these reports, including catalogues
of reports, thesauri of epithets, illustrations, the different editions of a given report, and the libraries
where they can now be found.10 The digitized pages of all available reports are also stored in the
database.The current content of the database includes information about more than 1,800 reports,
with nearly 2,000 illustrations, and a thesaurus of about 1,000 epithets used in them.There is also
information about the 22 libraries where the original reports can be found.
All the artifacts considered in these databases constitute a very rich and complex source of
information relating to the customs of those centuries in Europe, in general, and in Spain in particular, because they provide data about society, morality, customs, news, knowledge and social
conventions.They are most definitely very useful to a wide range of researchers from a variety of
disciplines (history of literature and art, anthropology, sociology, philology, journalism, etc.), so
their publication on the Web is not only a very interesting and useful challenge, but will also
enable further scholarship in a number of fields.

9 See footnote 2.
10 See footnote 3.
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System Overview
The architecture of the system we designed to federate the previously described Digital
Libraries is based on the use of XML files, named Concept Trees and Mapping Trees, that store
key information that controls how all modules of the system work. Concept Trees representing
all relevant “searchable” concepts of the component databases are used to help the user build the
query. Each underlying database has a Mapping Tree that is used to translate the query to the
appropriate database query language.

Architecture of the System
The architecture of the system described in this paper is composed of four separate layers.The
communication among them is carried out by using two exchange, intermediate languages, exclusively defined for this purpose.This architecture, shown in Illustration 1, is fully described elsewhere.11 What follows is only a brief overview:
1. Layer 1. User Interface:The user interface is generated every time a user accesses the
system, so it is not a real layer of the architecture. However, we represent it as a conceptual layer in order to describe properly the interaction of the users with our system, because all interactions (queries and answers) are made through the user interface.
2. Layer 2. Mediator:The Mediator generates the user interface following the Concept Tree,
as we shall see in the next section.After a user expresses his query, the Mediator analyses
and redirects it to the Wrappers of the databases involved in that query.After the query is
executed in the pertinent databases, the Mediator shows the user an answer Web page
with a summary of the results obtained from the databases as well as the appropriate links
to the answer interfaces of these digital libraries, so the user can navigate through the
obtained documents.

Illustration 1:Architecture of the System.
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3. Layer 3.Wrappers: Every Wrapper is associated to a particular database. Its tasks are to
query it and retrieve the answers. For these purposes, this layer uses the Mapping Tree of
the database.Although all the Wrappers perform similar tasks, they need to be adapted to
the specific associated database.
4. Layer 4. Document Database:The databases that can be integrated in our system are preexisting and independent of it. Moreover, in our case, two of the three databases are
currently available through the Internet with a particular user interface that allows them
to be used as Digital Libraries.The fact of federating these Digital Libraries in our system
does not mean that they cannot answer other queries coming from their own interface.
Likewise, we must note that if a database has text retrieval capabilities, our system is
capable of exploiting them, but any needed preprocess, such as indexing must already be
performed and those text retrieval techniques have to be already implemented.That is to
say, managing the databases is not a task of our system.

Trees
The execution of every module in the federation is guided by the information stored in a set
of XML files, denoted here as Trees because of their hierarchical representation.All Trees are composed of nodes that represent searchable concepts existing in the databases.That is, not all concepts of a database, but only those that can be used to perform searches, are included. These
concepts are described by properties or attributes, and arranged in a tree in order to represent the
relationships among them. For our domain of interest, digital libraries, we have considered only
the following two types of relationships to be relevant:
• Generalization/Specification: It represents the typical “is a” relationship. For instance, an
“Emblem Book” is a “Work.”
• Description: It can be represented as a “has” relationship. It is used to represent that a concept is described by another (sub)concept. For example, a Work “has” an Edition, which, in
turn, is described by the attributes “year of edition,”“publisher,” and“ promoter.”
In our system we deal with two types of trees, designed for two different purposes: Concept
Trees, which are placed in the Mediator, and Mapping Trees, which are placed in the Wrappers
(see ill. 1):
• Concept Trees:They are abstractions of the schemas of all component databases.The root
concept of a Concept Tree is the object (concept) that can be retrieved by a query.Thus,
there will be as many concept trees as different concepts can be retrieved.When users
express a query, they must decide which concept they want to retrieve, selecting the Concept Tree that will be used to express the query.At present, we have only one concept tree
in our federated system (see ill. 2), which allows works to be retrieved. Concept Trees are
used to generate the user interface, allowing the users to navigate through all the concepts
on it, or to establish query constraints for any of them.A following section below shows
how these concept trees are used to build the user interface where queries are expressed.
• Mapping Trees:A Mapping Tree is defined for each document database, and it describes
only the concepts of its associated database. Every concept and attribute in a Mapping Tree
is associated to the expression necessary to access the corresponding data in the associated
database, which is completely dependent on the DBMS. For example, a concept represented in a Mapping Tree for a relational database can have the relation and attribute names
where the concept is stored, or a more complex expression, like a complete SQL SELECT
statement. If the database is capable of using some kind of Text Retrieval technique, the
information associated with a concept like “content” or “topic” will be the directions to
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call the Text Retrieval algorithm implemented in the database. Illustration 3 shows the
XML fragment of the Mapping Tree for the Emblem Book database depicting the mapping information associated to the attribute “Title.”

Illustration 2:A Concept Tree.

Implementation of the System
This section shows how the system uses the Concept and Mapping Trees to build and execute
a query. Following this, the main modules of the system are described.

Query Interface Generator
We believe the user interface is a crucial aspect for the success of any computer system in general, but particularly of any Web system.Therefore, our architecture is highly concerned with the
design of an intuitive, friendly, and easy-to-use interface.We have proposed three techniques to
design user interfaces that, being combined and systematically used, can improve the success of
the interface:12
• Use of Cognitive Metaphors:Web pages are built taking elements from the real world.This
technique is widely used, not only for the design of Web pages, but also for any computer
interface.
• Use of Bounded Natural Language: It consists of offering the user a set of natural language
sentences with gaps.The user must choose the sentences of interest and fill the gaps in
order to express the query.
• Navigational Approach:The main idea is to avoid the use of complex query languages to
obtain a very precise answer. Instead, we propose the use of an interface that guides the
user, in an intuitive manner, from a broad answer to a more precise one, progressively refining the query.
We also believe that having several levels of complexity for different user profiles is very useful, so we offer unsophisticated interfaces to express simple queries for general users, and slightly more complicated interfaces to allow experts to express more complex queries. The Query
Interface Generator offers the user a controlled natural language (Bounded Natural Language or
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BNL) or Cognitive Metaphors (applying the Navigational Approach) to express the queries.The
Query Interface Generator dynamically builds the query interface using the Concept Trees, providing the user with the mechanisms to express conditions over attributes and to navigate through
the Concept Tree to choose the attributes in which the user is interested.
Basically, it takes as its first input the root concept of the Concept Tree previously selected by
the user, and operates according to the concept chosen. If the concept has a specialization (an “isa” relationship), the appropriate procedure allows the user to choose one of its specializations or
work with the general concept without considering its specializations.The query interface generated to perform this selection is based on a sentence in BNL or, if it exists, on the Cognitive
Metaphor associated to the “is-a” relationship. If the relationship is a Description relationship (has),
it offers the user the possibility of considering as many attributes and subconcepts as the user
wants, thus going down the Concept Tree. Again the interface is generated by using a sentence
in BNL or the cognitive metaphor associated to the “has” relationship.
Finally, the Query Interface Generator permits us to establish restrictions on the chosen attributes.To do this, the Query Interface Generator shows the user the Bounded Natural Language
or the Cognitive Metaphor associated to these attributes in the concept tree.

Query Builder and Distributor
As the user is expressing the query by navigating through the concepts on the Concept Tree,
the query is internally stored as an XML document. Depending on the concepts considered, the
query can be sent to all the Wrappers or only to one of them. In the example that follows, the
whole XML query will be sent to the Wrappers of all the databases in the federation because all
databases are involved. If the user had chosen “Emblem Book” in the first step, the query would
consider only concepts in the Emblem Book subtree and that query would be sent only to the
Emblem Book database.An example of an XML query is shown in illustration 4: table column (a).

Query Translator
XML queries must be translated into the language of each database (in our case, all of them
use SQL).To carry out this task, the Query Translators read the XML query and take, for each
concept or attribute, the fragment of the SQL statement (stored in the associated Mapping Tree)
needed to translate the condition for that concept or attribute.
Recall that illustration 3 shows a fragment of the Mapping Tree for the Emblem Book database, which will be used to translate the XML query shown in illustration 4: table column (a).
There, the mapping tag can be distinguished for the attribute “Title.” Notice that each mapping
is made up of three other elements named by select , from , and where tags.These elements
contain the fragments to be added to the corresponding part of the final SQL statement.
Different degrees of gray in illustration 4 depict the process followed by the Query Translator
of the Emblem Book Query System to build the final SQL statement. Each degree indicates a
fragment of XML and its corresponding SQL.
Illustration 5 shows the final SQL Early Spanish Press database.The process of building these
two SQL queries is similar to the one for Emblem Literature database. Since the Spanish Press
database is managed by Oracle 9i,13 which has text retrieval capabilities, the SQL query includes
a “Contains” clause.This clause is offered by the Oracle interMedia package included in the Oracle software since version 8i and allows for different types of text retrieval searches.

13 Oracle Corporation, http://www.
oracle.com.
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<attribute name=“Title”>
<mapping>
<where>
<required>and ob.titulo like '#value#'</required>
<optional end=""> and ob.titulo like '#value#'
</optional>
</where>
</mapping>
</attribute>
Illustration 3: Fragment of Mapping Tree for the
Emblem Book Database.

(a) XML

(b) SQL

<query>
<concept= „Work“>
<attribute=»Title»>

select cod_obra, cod_emblem

<contains limit=»1»>

from obra ob, emblema em

<value cons=»verdad»>

where ob.cod_obra = em.cod_obra

</attribute>

and ob.titulo like “%verdad%”

<attribute=»Author»>

and ob.autor like “%juan%”

<contains limit=»1»>
<value cons=»juan»>
</attribute>
</concept>
</query>
Illustration 4:Table of XML query and the generated
SQL for the Emblem Literature database..

select tituloabre, cod_edic
from relacion rel, edicion ed
where rel.tituloabre = ed.tituloabre
and contains(rel.titulo, ‘verdad’, 10) > 0
and contains(rel.autor, ‘juan’, 20) > 0
Illustration 5: Query to Early Spanish Press database.

Presentation Manager
The Presentation Manager displays the first answer page just when the Builder and Distributor Module sends the query to the appropriate wrappers.This Web page presents the list of digital libraries where the query is going to be executed. For each digital library, the following
attributes (using unqualified Dublin Core fields)14 are specified: the name or title of the database;
a description of the data stored in the database; a surface address, a telephone number or e-mail
contact; the date of the last update; the main URL of the digital library; and the query that is to
be executed in the database (it is possible that the database does not include some of the concepts
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appearing in the query).This Web page is updated as the Presentation Manager receives (from the
Answer Issuer) the summary of the results obtained from the databases, showing for each digital
library the number of results that match the query. Once this answer is obtained, users can access
each of the digital libraries to display the documents matching their query, using the digital
library’s own interface.
Note the difference between the queries and the answers: while queries are performed in an
integrated way, answers are always displayed using the digital libraries’ own interface. As we previously noted, the administrators of the digital libraries might not be willing to offer their database information through an answer interface different from their own. Furthermore, there will
be cases when the direct link to their answer interface showing the results of the query will not
be available, and the user will have to repeat the query using the interface of the digital library to
be able to display the results. In this case, our system is useful only to locate appropriate sources
of information about the topic of interest.
Actually, since the answer interface of each one of the digital libraries is specifically designed
for its data, those answer interfaces will always be more intuitive and user friendly than any other
interface we can build to display the results from the databases in an integrated way.15

Architecture for the Federationof Multilingual
Digital Libraries
We have extended the architecture described above to allow the federation of multilingual digital libraries.The “multilingual architecture,” fully described elsewhere, keeps all the features of
the “original” one.16 It is easy to implement; it is easy to add or remove sources (databases or
XML sources) to the federation; and it allows the development of a useful and intuitive user interface.

Conclusions
We have described in this paper a system to federate a set of digital libraries, initially designed
to federate three digital libraries containing rare Spanish documents from the sixteenth through
eighteenth centuries, but adequate to federate any set of related document databases.The main
idea of the system, the use of XML trees, offers a number of advantages, the main ones being
those that allow our system to accomplish the six aims presented in the introduction.

15 See, for example, the Emblem
Literature answer interface, note 2.
16 See N.R. Brisaboa, J.R. Paramá,
M.R. Penabad,A.S. Places, and F.J.
Rodríguez,“Solving Language
Problems in a Multilingual Digital
Library Federation,” Lecture Notes in
Computer Science 2510 (2002): 503510, and N.R. Brisaboa, Á.S. Places,
C. F. Pérez-Sanjulián, and F.J.
Rodríguez,“An Architectural Proposal for a Cross-Language System
to Federate Multilingual Digital
Libraries,” Digital Libraries Advanced
Methods,Techniques and Technologies,
Electronic Digital Collections. Petrozavodsk, Russia 2001. Conference
program, http://rcdl2001.krc.karelia.
ru/program.shtml.
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Head, Modern Languages and Linguistics Library, Professor of Library Administration,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, t-kilton@uiuc.edu

Abstract:
In order to attract a larger number of scholars to our emerging websites with digitized
emblems, four conditions will have to be satisfied: 1) introductory texts which clearly
define emblems; 2) easily navigable sites which immediately showcase their emblems;
3) search capabilities with uniform access points available across all of our emblem sites;
and 4) links to our sites from diverse sites across the humanities.

Keywords:
emblem, portals, audience, access points, thesauri, searching.

nowledge about emblems is certainly most widespread among scholars in the humanities. But even among these humanists, especially those who would not consider themselves to be emblematists, an awareness of the wealth of information inherent in
emblems, and the fact that this information has much to offer current research in so many diverse
disciplines, is apt to be limited.The participants in the working conference on Emblem Digitization at the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel, well know that philosophers, artists, musicians, historians, archaeologists, and theologians, in addition to literary scholars, can all derive
valuable knowledge from the study of emblems. However, in order for us to reach and attract a
larger number of scholars in these and other areas with our emerging emblem websites, four conditions must be satisfied within the framework of digitization.There is as yet no single emblem
website that satisfies all four of them.They are: 1) the creation of clearer and richer introductory
texts on our sites to state the nature and purpose of the sites and to define emblems and their
complexities; 2) the presentation of easily navigable sites which immediately showcase their
emblems to the first-time visitor; 3) the provision of a search capability with fairly uniform search
access points available across all of our emblem sites; and 4) the provision of as many links to our
emblem sites as possible from a diverse set of websites and portals across the humanities, sciences,
and social sciences. Each of these four points will be discussed in turn with reference to some of
our individual sites.

K

The creation of clearer and richer introductory
texts that describe a site’s nature and purpose
and define and explain what an emblem is
Description of a site’s nature and purpose
Ideally, each emblem site should include on its homepage or on the next subsidiary page a discussion of the purpose of the site and its nature. In terms of the site’s purpose, the text should
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state the site’s intended audience and aim with regard to that audience.The nature of the site
should include the background or history of the site, what users can find on it, and what is
planned for its future. Utrecht University’s site is an example of one that very clearly states its purpose and future plans:1

Illustration 1: Emblem Project Utrecht: Project
description.

Illustration 2: Emblem Project Utrecht: Project
description, continuation from the image contained in illustration 1.

And the Bavarian State Library’s site likewise states what it is about: 2

Illustration 3: Emblem Project of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek: Project description.

1 http://emblems.let.uu.nl/
emblems/html/.
2 http://www.bsb-muenchen.de/
index_e.htm and http://www.bsbmuenchen.de/index.htm.
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In contrast, many other of our sites provide absolutely no background material on their nature
and purpose, nor do they address their history and future.Typically the user can expect no mention of the number of emblem books held in a given collection, the percentage of these books
available through the website, or future plans for the digitization project.

Definition of an emblem
The importance of clearly explaining what an emblem is for those unversed in the complexities of emblems can not be overstated. Fortunately, a few of our emblem websites currently in existence do feature good explanations. For instance, the Pennsylvania State University
English Emblem Books Project offers an acceptable definition of an emblem on its homepage,
although one aspect unique to emblems, namely, the inextricable link between pictura and text
in order for an emblem to be intelligible, could be more amplified.3 The Penn State site does,
however, note:

Illustration 4: English Emblem Book Project:
Definition of an emblem.

Easily navigable sites which immediately
showcase their emblems
Offering easily navigable sites
The ideal emblem site would showcase, that is, immediately introduce and prominently display, at least one emblem to the first-time visitor. It would also feature either on its homepage or
a page immediately following a navigational bar (or sidebar) for subsidiary pages either at the top,
side, or bottom, which would link to all parts of the site.This navigational bar would remain visible throughout all pages of the site with exception of the emblem displays. Here again, the Penn
State University English Emblem Books Project site satisfies this requirement.

3 http://emblem.libraries.psu.edu/
home.htm.
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Illustration 5: English Emblem Book Project:
Navigational bar and contents page.

This site’s “Bibliography” and “Table of Contents” links exhibit the emblems in direct relation
to the books which comprise them in a very effective way. Each book can be perused through a
link to its own table of contents. Once “in” the book, the user can move backward and forward
to various emblems or return to the Table of Contents. Links in the Bibliography section lead to
full rare book cataloging data for each of the emblem books.The advantage of this parallel system of bibliography and table of contents is that users remain aware of the book in its entirety,
with a minimum of navigational effort.The following screen shot provides an example of this:

Illustration 6: English Emblem Book Project:
Bibliography and table of contents links.

The following screen shot shows the page which comes up when the user follows the links
“Table of Contents” for Christopher Harvey’s emblem book, The School of Heart:
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Illustration 7: English Emblem Book Project:
Listing of the emblems contained in Christopher Harvey’s The School of Heart.

The user can then click on the desired emblem in the “Table of Contents.” The following
example depicts the digitized emblem for “The Infection of the Heart”:

Illustration 8: English Emblem Book Project:
Emblem “The Infection of the Heart” from
Christopher Harvey’s The School of Heart.

The immediate showcasing of an emblem
For the newcomer to emblem sites, especially for those new to the study of emblems, it is frustrating, if not an actual hurdle, to have to sift through a myriad of mysterious links in order to
even see what an emblem is. Each of our websites should literally hit the user in the face with an
emblem. If a given website’s structure warrants a layer of links through several functions leading
to its emblems, then at the very least a sample emblem should be showcased on the site’s homepage. Glasgow University’s Emblem Website’s “Welcome Page” certainly gets the user to some
emblems without delay.4 Following its “Welcome” section with links to information about Glasgow’s emblem collections is a link entitled “Glasgow Emblem books currently available” - an
entry point with links obviously leading directly to the emblems themselves:

4 http://www.ces.arts.gla.ac.uk/
default.htm.
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Illustration 9: Listing of emblem books currently available in the University of Glasgow’s
Emblem Studies Website.

The emblem website of the University of La Coruña offers a novel point of entry for users,
presenting them with a virtual scholar’s study with clear links to the emblems5:

Illustration 10:The “scholar’s study” entrance
point of the Emblem Project of the Universidade da Coruña.

The provision of a search capability with fairly
uniform search access points available across
all of our emblem sites
Although it is out of the question that a rigid standard for search access points be considered
for adoption by our small community of emblem sites, a greater degree of uniformity among
these access points would facilitate greater use of our sites by scholars. Stephen Rawles’“Spine of
Information” effectively aims at just such consistency.6 As our sites partner with each other and
as portals emerge such uniformity will result. Although to date only three of our sites (the Herzog August Bibliothek, the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, and the University of Illinois Library)
offer the searcher a variety of search categories for elements such as place of publication, date, etc.
which have been tagged and entered, it is likely that other sites will, in time, also provide these
elements. Along with the topic of metadata standards, the issues of uniformity of thesauri and
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emblematica/.
6 See the contribution by Stephen
Rawles in this volume.
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access points will surely warrant examination at the next international conference of The Society for Emblem Studies at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign in 2005. Examples of
search categories currently in place, together with the libraries which feature them, are:

Table 1:Table of search fields as of
September, 2003 provided by the
emblem websites of the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; the
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich;
and the Herzog August Bibliothek,
Wolfenbüttel. Courtesy of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek,
Munich; and the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.

It must be noted here that the University of Illinois’ project, “Digital Emblematica,” does
include metadata for the categories “publishing,”“place of publication,”“motto,” and several more
not mentioned here which will be searchable in the future.7
The following is a list of emblem websites and the search features currently available:

7 Thomas D. Kilton,“The Library as
Publisher of its own Collections and
‘Digital Emblematica’,” Florilegio De
Estudios Emblematicos.A Florilegium of
Studies in Emblematics, ed. Sagrario
López Poza (Proceedings of the 6th
International Conference of The
Society for Emblem Studies.A
Coruña, 2002). Ferrol: Sociedad de
Cultura Valle Inclán, 2004. ISBN 8495289-45-8.

Emblem Website

Available Search Features

Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel

Gliederungselemente (Titelblatt, Anrede,
Widmung, Anschrift)

Utrecht University

Global text search structure is currently under
construction

Penn State University English Emblem
Books Project

Keyword searching to retrieve the titles of the
emblem books and also keyword access from the
Chadwyck-Healey Poetry Database

Memorial University of New Foundland
Alciato’s Books of Emblems

keyword
searching from any Internet browser

Glasgow University Library

no search feature

University A Coruña

no search feature

University of Minnesota

no search feature

Table 2: Listing of search fields featured by other
emblem websites
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Provision of Links from humanities websites
In order to increase the volume of use that our various sites receive, curators of emblem sites
need to plan strategically for a unified method of informing major humanities organizations
about, and encouraging them to provide active links to our sites. A random sample of major
humanities sites, including those in which iconography plays a key role, reveals that this is necessary. For example, we at Illinois can become pro-active in encouraging various humanities sites
within the American Library Association, regional library consortia in America, and humanities
learned societies such as rare book clubs (the Grolier Club, New York; the Caxton Club, Chicago, for example) to link to our sites.This is not always easy, however, as our project team at Urbana
tried for no less than three years to get our Rare Book and Special Collections Library to provide a link to our own site at Illinois. And a few participants in this workshop have not yet provided links to each other’s sites.
In concluding, a few miscellaneous observations can be made. Homepages of many of our sites
are available in English as well as the language of their home countries; however, it would facilitate searching for many countries outside of the English-speaking ones if English could be provided not only for explanations, but also for search engines. Additionally, first-time users can
greatly benefit from the excellent bibliographies of secondary literature which some of our sites,
such as those at Utrecht University and the University of La Coruña provide. In spite of some of
the deficiencies noted in my paper, we are all trying to be successful with our various emblem
projects, and we really do have much to be proud of.
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TOWARD AN EMBLEM PORTAL: LOCAL AND
GLOBAL PORTAL CONSTRUCTION
Mara R. Wade
Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and Literatures and in the Programs for Comparative
Literature, Cinema Studies,Women’s Studies, and Jewish Culture and Society, University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign, mwade@uiuc.edu

Abstract:
This paper presents a general overview of three topics: 1) of the development of the collaborative project for the digitization of German emblems between the Library of the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) and the Herzog August Bibliothek (HAB),
Wolfenbüttel, funded by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation; 2) of portal development and kinds of portals; and 3) suggestions for an emblem portal. It concludes with a
brief description of the OpenEmblem portal hosted by the UIUC.

Keywords:
German emblems, portal, early modern literature.

Introduction
t the emblem digitization conference organized by Alison Adams in June 2001 in Glasgow, I first suggested developing an emblem portal and presented preliminary ideas
about how the research team at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
(UIUC) wanted to approach the issue.1 At the International Emblem Conference in 2002 in La
Coruña, Spain, European colleagues discussed the establishment of an emblem portal providing
access to our current digital projects, resulting in the working paper,“European Emblem Portal
Discussion” by Peter Boot et al from October 2002.2 At that same conference Angeles S. Places
and Nieves Rodriguez Brisaboa presented technical suggestions and solutions for linking data
from, and integrating access to, three libraries involved in the Spanish Literature of the Golden
Age in the Internet.3
The efforts to realize international co-operative efforts at digitizing emblems took a further
step forward, when, in the Autumn of 2002,Thomas Stäcker, Herzog August Bibliothek (HAB),
Wolfenbüttel, and I were awarded a TRANSCOOP grant from the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation to work jointly on the digitization of German emblem books.The TRANSCOOP
program funds former Humboldt recipients to partner with their German host institutions to
develop collaborative research projects.4 The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation generously
funded the UIUC/HAB project “Emblematica On-Line” for 45,000 Euros over three years.The
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Research, the
College of Literature,Arts, and Sciences, the University Library, and the Department of Germanic
Languages and Literatures) provided matching funds for the project which involves six scholars
from the two institutions.This generous funding not only supported the conference from which
the papers in this volume of DigiCULT originated, but also allowed the two research teams from
UIUC (Tom Kilton, Nuala Koetter, Beth Sandore, Mara Wade) and the HAB (Thomas Stäcker,
Andrea Opitz) to have an on-site research visit at the UIUC in February 2003 and a pre-conference site visit at the HAB in September 2003. During the February 2003 HAB-UIUC on-

A

1 http://www.emblems.arts.gla.ac.
uk/SES/workshop.htm.
2 See Peter Boot,“European
Emblem Portal Discussion Paper,”
October 2002. I want to thank Peter
Boot for providing me with a copy
of this document.
3 See the contribution by Sagrario
López Poza et al in the present volume of DigiCULT. See also the website for their project: http://rosalia.
dc.fi.udc.es/emblematica/.
4 http://www.avh.de/en/pro
gramme/stp_aus/transcoop.htm.
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site visit, the two libraries agreed upon standards and procedures for creating a joint website for
German emblems and to create a bi-level German emblem portal.
This paper surveys various definitions of portals, illustrates features that can be applied to an
emblem portal, and suggests how an emblem portal might be structured in terms of content.
I then present the plans for the UIUC and HAB emblem portal.

Some General Considerations about Portals
Generally, a portal has been conceived of as a gateway to information clustered around a specific topic, and offers a point of access for users to a body of information.5 The portal is a starting point for all information relating to a given topic - sometimes for beginners to discover
resources; sometimes it is a form of shorthand for more experienced users to access regularly
needed information, to receive updates, and to consolidate research.The content of the portal is
designed by its architects to be intellectually coherent, presenting, for example, various types of
information useful to the study and research of a specific subject and frequently also to related
fields. For an academic discipline, the content of the entire portal is frequently determined by the
person or institution hosting it, with the assurance that high quality information is easily available from a single site.The purpose of such a portal is to consolidate information concerning a
given topic and to increase both ease of access and discovery of new resources.The functionality of the portal is aimed at providing users with state of the art information in readily accessible
formats. Early portals were often conceived of as enhanced websites for designated subject areas
and interest communities. However, the concept of a portal rapidly became much more ambitious, as libraries and institutions perceived the value of a single point of access to multiple
resources.6
A couple of examples should make these concepts of portal clear. On a local level, many institutions, such as American universities offer a portal for a community of users - the students, faculty, and staff of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is one such user community.7
The university’s portal allows users various points of access to people, programs, course registration, its Nobel Prize winners, and many other kinds of information - weather, road construction,
and sports scores - about the university.The institution maintains the portal, determining its content. Individual programs at the university also offer portals to information about themselves. Such
a program is the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at UIUC, which allows
the users, here students in the program, to personalize and customize the information they need
via a portal called “Myece.”8 While such sites can be very sophisticated, they are aimed at a unified approach to primarily local resources, such as management services (timetables, course availability and registration, room scheduling) and events (lectures, presentations). Portals like MyECE
offer students the opportunity to personalize their portal, letting them, for example, customize
the information they receive and sending them alerts about deadlines and exams.
Another type of portal is one which connects resources at a number of remote locations, but
which all adhere to the same structure. An example is Project Gutenberg which as of Autumn
2002 had posted on a number of servers world-wide nearly 7,000 electronic texts which conform to an established template and are searchable from a single portal.9 Michael Hart, formerly
of the UIUC, conceived of the project in 1971.There are both quick search and advanced search
capabilities which easily locate digitized texts.While, in many respects, Project Gutenberg provides minimal resource accessibility in terms of search options, it fulfills the requirement of a portal inasmuch as it is a clearing house for electronic texts and provides access to thousands of
digitized texts. Libraries are especially interested in developing authoritative portals, as evidenced
by the surge in interest and activity regarding portals by the leading library organizations. Citing
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5 For a brief definition and discussion of a portal, see Paul Miller,“The
Concept of the Portal,” Ariadne 30
(2001) at http://www.ariadne.ac.uk/
issue30/portal/intro.html.
6 See, for example, the volume of
essays concerning the development
of campus portals and websites presenting a virtual campus:Ali Jafari
and Mark Sheehan, Designing Portals:
Opportunities and Challenges (Hershey,
PA: INFOSCI, 2002).
7 http://www.uiuc.edu.
8 http://my.ece.uiuc.edu/secure/
9 http://www.gutenberg.net.
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only examples from the American library community, there are: 1) the Access and Technology
Program’s “Scholars Portal” of the Association for Research Libraries (ARL) which is, in essence,
a portal to portals,10 2) the “Internet Portals Interest Group” of the Library and Information Technology Association, a division of the American Library Association,11 and 3) the “Portals Applications Issues Group” of the Library of Congress.12 The latter group provides much valuable
information in the form of an annotated list of portal vendors and products. Academic libraries
in Europe have also been very active in portal research.While library portals seek to manage and
manipulate vast amounts of information in a plethora of formats, an emblem portal, which is in
essence a subject portal, would do well to look to these ambitious projects for impetus in its conception and design.

Kinds of Portals

10 http://www.arl.org/access/
scholarsportal/.
11 http://libsys.ucr.edu/dana/
infomine/IPIG/index.php.

Chris Awre and Alicia Wise provide a succinct overview of types of portals - shallow and deep for libraries, institutions, and commerce.They also present models for portals being developed in
the UK - subject, data-format, and audience portals.13 The latter terms are of interest to scholars
developing emblem portals as they help to clarify our thinking about what a portal is, what comprises its audience, and how information is viewed.Awre and Wise define a subject portal as one
which “will provide access to content and resource types across a subject area” - such as emblems,
for example.A data-format portal “will provide access to information according to the format of
the data being accessed,” such as geospatial data and images.Again, an emblem portal could possibly be defined as a data-format portal, presenting high quality images together with their texts
in a single searchable interface.They define audience portals as “a means of providing information to user communities within H[igher] E[ducation]…”.The community of emblem scholars
and other researchers served by an emblem portal could well be defined as such an “audience.”
Awre and Wise’s definition of “shallow” and “deep” portals is also pertinent to the present discussion. According to them, a “shallow portal” is a website with “links to a collection of useful
resources,” while a “deep portal” accesses a “number of distributed resources which can be
searched at the same time and the results displayed.”The concept of shallow and deep portals is
pertinent to what I earlier termed the development of a “bilevel” portal for emblems by the HAB
and UIUC.

12 http://www.loc.gov/catdir/
lcpaig/.
13 Chris Awre and Alicia Wise,“Portal Progress,” Library +Information
Update, 1.6 (2002): 46-47.
14 Peter Daly makes no mention of
emblem portals in his book on
emblem digitization; see Peter Daly,
Digitizing the European Emblem. Issues
and Prospects (New York:AMS Press,
2002).
15 The UIUC plans to link their
digitized emblem book to the
MARC record in the online
catalogue.
16 For example, a search on the
author,“Sophie Elisabeth von Braunschweig-Lüneburg, Herzogin” produces numerous hits in the online
catalogue of the HAB, one item,
Der Minervae Banquet, shows a digital
icon, and a click on the hyperlinked
title takes one to the digitized book
in their collection of digitized festival
publications: http://diglib.hab.de/
drucke/musica-fol-1-1-2- 2/
start.htm.

The Emblem Portal
The definition of the portal is fluid, reflecting the as yet to be determined function of the typical portal, if such a thing exists.14 Clearly one of the prime characteristics of a scholarly website
is authority and quality information. An emblem portal is, however, much more than a homepage with links for emblem studies, and it is also much more than a search engine for mottos and
picturae.
On a very basic level - the homepage with links - the emblem portal will offer a variety of
features useful to both emblem scholars and to those less experienced in the field of emblematics.To speak with Awre and Wise, this “shallow” portal could contain some or all of the following features:
• A brief introduction to emblems/emblem books
• Links to major collections and their on-line catalogues15
• Hyperlinks between bibliographic records in institution’s own catalogue and their digitized
emblem books16
• A webboard-style discussion group with a
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• Listserve, alerting subscribers to new research and developments (i.e., like the listserve for
emblem studies now run by David Graham at the Memorial University of Newfoundland)
• Announcements about conferences, sessions at conferences, new publications, reviews,
CFPs, i.e., an electronic newsletter
• Information about the Society for Emblem Studies
• List of scholars/research interests, such as for the Sixteenth Century Journal’s directory
SEMS, Scholars of Early Modern Europe
• Links to pertinent professional organizations, such as the Renaissance Society of America
• The digitized collection of a particular institution or a digitized book
Such an emblem site’s usefulness is apparent, and is already present to varying degrees on
some of our existing emblem websites. In some exemplary cases, enriched texts are presented
on these sites.

Deep Portals
A more sophisticated level of emblem portal, a so-called “deep portal,” enables an entirely different level of research and access to sources, and is the type I first mentioned in Glasgow in 2001
and which emblem colleagues discussed in La Coruña.
A deep emblem portal will accomplish the following:
• Integrate access to a number of emblem digitization projects hosted on servers world-wide
• Provide search capabilities across remote corpora of data
• Allow the user to integrate the results of that search
• Customize both the search and the search results
• Permit the user to manipulate data, for example, to save hit lists and search histories, download images for research purposes
Searching across databases is a defining feature of the deep emblem portal.

Definition of an Emblem Portal
Relying on Mary Jackson’s article “The Advent of Portals” published in the Library Journal,17
I would like to define an emblem portal as a site which allows keyword searching across databases and supports controlled vocabulary and thesauri.The deep emblem portal must provide more
than sophisticated search capabilities and also allow users to capture and manipulate data for
research purposes.18 Ideally, it will enhance the users’ ability to consult with other emblem scholars and support the exchange of scholarly research.

The Emblem Portal: Practical Issues
While an emblem portal presenting all of our data could be hosted and maintained by a single institution, there are numerous practical obstacles to this approach, primarily that of funding
and proprietary issues of the websites. All of the emblem projects represented here - American,
Canadian, Scottish, German, Spanish, and Dutch19 - have struggled for years to garner the substantial funding necessary to such ambitious research projects.20 While much lip service is paid to
the idea of computing and the humanities, our projects have consistently met with a profound
lack of understanding by funding agencies, sometimes including our own universities and other
funding organizations.While we are developing best practices and international standards for text
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17 Mary Jackson,“The Advent of
Portals,” Library Journal (2002).
See http: //libraryjournal.reviews
news.com.
18 See the paper by Peter Boot in
the present volume of DigiCULT.
19 Links to these emblem websites
are provided at: http://images.
library.uiuc.edu/projects/emblems/
others.html.
20 Peter Daly’s assertion that “[i]n
itself the digitizing of the pages of
emblem books is neither a great
mystery, nor a hugely expensive
undertaking…”, woefully underrates
the labor involved in creating an
authoritative emblem website with
even the most minimal functionality.
While he makes the important difference between “Digitization as
Preservation” and “Digitization as
Enrichment,” his basic assumptions
show a profound lack of understanding of his subject. See note 14, Daly,
8-11.While it is true that scanning a
few pages from a book and mounting them on the Web is not particularly difficult, he does not address
even the most minimal issues crucial
to an authoritative website, such as
managing the emblems presented on
the site and presenting them to users.
He does not address metadata,
searchability, thesauri, open standards,
interoperability, site maintenance, and
migration of data, to name but a few
of the issues critical to such databases
and Web projects.
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and image digitization, colleagues unfamiliar with the objects of our study often fail to see the
cutting edge nature of this research and these projects.While we can lament this fact and strive
to communicate our research goals more clearly to other research and funding units, we must
acknowledge that our work and research interests continue in this less than ideal environment
and are, in fact, profoundly shaped by it.We often must tailor our work to the funding.This is
certainly true for the UIUC German emblem project, “Digital Emblematica,” even though we
have recently received generous funding.21
While the proposal by European colleagues to host an emblem portal that presents metadata
on a single server is a good idea, it is not a practical one for several projects. Certainly, funding
should be aggressively sought wherever it is available, yet most of our projects have been funded
only in fits and starts, and we have had to make some compromises along the way. (The UIUC
compromises will be addressed below.) Unless generous EU funding is awarded to the establishment of an emblem portal for the European colleagues, chances are, we will continue to work
diligently on individual projects while exploring ways to link our research in meaningful ways
that will truly reflect the international nature both of our research efforts and of our object of
study. For example, the outline of types of portals offered by Awre and Wise above, focuses on
consolidating access to national resources in the UK; in contrast, emblem scholars seek to link a
variety of national and subject oriented projects into a single emblem portal. Given the reality of
the international nature of our research, both in a historical and a modern sense, and the scarcity of appropriate funding, the solution offered by the UIUC/HAB joint project is worth further
consideration as a model.

The UIUC-HAB Emblem Portal

21 For background on the Illinois
project, see Marshall Billings,“Digital
Emblematica:The Scholarly Background of ‘Digital Emblematica’ and
its New Direction,” Florilegio De
Estudios Emblematicos.A Florilegium
of Studies in Emblematics, ed.
Sagrario López Poza (Proceedings
of the 6th International Conference
of The Society for Emblem Studies.
A Coruña, 2002).Ferrol: Sociedad
de Cultura Valle Inclán, 2004. ISBN
84-95289-45-8.
22 http://images.library.uiuc.edu/
projects/emblems/.
23 http://www.hab.de/kataloge/
de/sdd/.
24 http://www.hab.de/forschung/
de/vdf/index.htm.
25 http://www.dfg.de/.

The UIUC/HAB German emblem project aims to establish both a “shallow” and a “deep”
portal for emblem studies.The shallow portal will focus on the kinds of information outlined
above for general emblem studies, while the deep portal will focus on German emblems.The
UIUC has assumed the responsibility of developing the shallow portal, while the HAB and the
UIUC will together develop the deep portal.The UIUC/HAB German emblem portal is an
organic outgrowth of two separate projects at two very different types of institutions which found
a significant funding opportunity and relied on personal research connections between the two
institutions over a number of years. On the one hand, the UIUC project, like the projects represented by the contributors here, was born over a decade ago and grew more ambitious as technologies developed.22 It was often underfunded and relied on the good will of the participants to
maintain momentum in periods when there was no funding. Now called “Digital Emblematica,”
the project’s first goal is to present on the Web the German emblem books in the collections of
the UIUC university library.We define German emblem books as emblem books in the German
language printed in the Holy Roman Empire before 1800. (The UIUC project expects to one
day present the entire UIUC emblem collection in a Web environment.) On the other hand, the
HAB project resulted from two separate developments at that library. One initiative derives from
the Sammlung Deutscher Drucke (SDD; the Collection of German Imprints), making the HAB
the repository for German imprints of the seventeenth century with a special emphasis, among
other things, on German emblem books.23 Concurrently, and with the advent of Dr. Stäcker at
the library, who spearheaded the efforts at digitization, the library has sought to digitize important portions of its collections.There is an exemplary collection of digitized Renaissance festival
books, for example.24 Their digitization efforts in the area of emblems result primarily from a
project funded by the DFG (German Research Foundation)25 for establishing DTDs (Document Type Definition) which is called “Document Type Definitions zur Erschließung barock-
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typischer Gattungen im Internet” for several genres of seventeenth-century imprints, including
emblem books.26
The joint UIUC/HAB project necessarily builds on existing research and will link the German emblem corpora of the two collections in a mirror website.27 While the UIUC metadata is
mapped to the Dublin Core and the HAB metadata to TEI, we will share metadata, harvesting it
through the OAI.28 The databases of each institution will host the metadata of the other, thus
making both sites searchable through one interface. One compromise which the UIUC has had
to make was to use a proprietary software, CONTENTdm, for its database structure.This software allows, however, for export as XML files, thereby offering both the search and presentation
capabilities we need and the flexibility to work with other institutions, such as the HAB.The
images will be stored separately at each institution and be accessible through hyperlinks at the
individual sites.Therefore, the UIUC/HAB German emblem website will fulfill several goals of
an emblem portal, most importantly allowing a single interface to search across the metadata of
both institutions.

Project Goals
With this initial step we hope to do more than perform traditional tasks with greater efficiency, which is, in itself, a huge step forward. By presenting German emblems in a Web environment
we are restructuring research and learning in this area. By facilitating an academic user’s discovery of new resources, we will go a further step in allowing them to capture, manipulate, and integrate their results for the production of new knowledge.

The OpenEmblem Portal
http://media.library.uiuc.edu/projects/oebp/
As a result of discussions that took place at the working conference on emblem digitization in
Wolfenbüttel and that were continued thereafter, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
launched the OpenEmblem Portal. Owing to the efforts of UIUC librarian Nuala Koetter,29 this
portal, which is powered by Internet Scout, is open to the entire emblem community researchers, librarians, and students - on the Web.The public can access many features and, for
example, can browse resources, search, and follow online discussions. Emblem scholars can receive
an account number and contribute to the discussions.The portal software is Open Archives Initiative (OAI)-compliant, thus enabling the inclusion of OAI-harvested emblem metadata from
digitized emblem collections.The OAI-harvested metadata for emblem books digitized by the
University of Illinois and the Emblem Project Utrecht have already been included in the portal.
We welcome your participation. For further information, contact Nuala Koetter, nabennet@uiuc.edu.

26 http://www.hab.de/forschung/
de/barock-dtd/index.htm.
27 http://www.hab.de/forschung/
de/emblematica/index.htm.
28 http://www.openarchives.org/.
29 See her contribution in the
present DigiCULT Publication.
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BEYOND THE DIGITAL EDITION: TOOLS FOR
EMBLEM RESEARCH
Peter Boot
Utrecht University and Constantijn Huygens Institute (The Hague),
pboot@xs4all.nl

Abstract:
Large emblem corpora are being indexed, or fully digitized, and soon we may even have
an emblem portal which allows concurrent searches in all of the emblem collections.With
these objectives now in sight, we may allow ourselves some thoughts about the next steps
in digital emblem research.This paper discusses the kinds of tools that can enhance our
emblem sites’ value for the scholarly visitor.These tools will enable us, e.g., to hyperlink not
just to emblems, but to emblem searches resulting in predefined result lay-outs, to dynamically generated lists of related emblems, or to any other selection.To clarify these tasks, the
paper showcases the Public Indexing Feature (PIF) presently under construction at the
Emblem Project Utrecht website. EPU-PIF will allow scholars external to EPU to build
their own indexes to the EPU website, and to have these indexes used in selection and
display of the emblems on the EPU site.The paper suggests features like these may have
far-reaching consequences for scholarly research and communication.

Keywords:
indexing, emblems, RDF, digital tools.

Introduction
wenty-five years after the first symposia, emblem digitization is taking off. Large emblem
corpora are being indexed and fully digitized, and soon we may even have an emblem
portal that will allow concurrent searches across all of our collections.
No-one doubts the importance of being able to search in well-described and well-indexed
emblem databases.With these objectives in sight, we may allow ourselves some thoughts about
the things we will be able to do with these digitized collections.This paper discusses some possibilities for advanced use of our collections of emblems and, more specifically, the possibilities for
indexing our sites. Indexing is an activity very much at the heart of scholarly communication and
a good area for expansion of our sites’ functionality.
At the Emblem Project Utrecht (EPU) we are working on an experimental Public Index Feature: a facility where scholars external to the project will be able to add indexes to the site based
on their personal research interests.Tools like these are an important next step for our collections,
and they will decisively influence the future of scholarly communication in emblem studies and
in the wider humanities.

T

“Scholarly primitives”
In order to exploit fully the potential benefits of digitized material, we should have tools that
facilitate our use of those materials for the purposes that we as scholars use them for. It is important to realize that searchability, often named as the big advantage of digitization, serves only one
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of these activities (discovery), however important that activity may be. Availability, in its spatial
and temporal dimensions, is an enabling property for more activities. Even more important properties of digital collections are that we can refer to the resources in these collections and that we
can annotate them.
In his influential paper on “Scholarly Primitives,” John Unsworth asked “what methods do
humanities researchers have in common, and how might our tools reflect this.”1 As examples of
these activities, he mentioned discovering, annotating, comparing, referring, sampling, illustrating, and representing. Our tools, and this is the important point which Unsworth made, should
reflect these shared activities rather than the present state of our digital collections. If we build
the tools with the shared activities in mind, we are likely to facilitate not just the research on
which we currently focus. As Unsworth emphasizes, “software intended to enable these primitives should be developed and tested in the context of real scholarly use, but it should resist customization, because purpose-built or project-centered software is unlikely to provide broad
support for functional primitives.”
“Annotation” is a feature seen mainly in CD-ROM-based products. For Web editions, an
annotation tool is a mixed blessing, as one probably will not want to lose control over one’s own
annotations. Server-side bookmark facilities (“referring”) may sometimes be useful, but again,
their storage on the server takes control away from the user. Generally, they can only be accessed
after logging in, and therefore they cannot be shared among users.A toolset that serves the activities of scholarly communication (research, writing, and teaching) based on the principles of broad
usability, user control, information sharing, and public standards is necessary. That this toolset
should be open access and open source is understood.
As stated, this article will focus on the activity of indexing. Indexes facilitate a number of the
activities mentioned by Unsworth, e.g., discovery, sampling, and referring. If we want our sites to
serve our users, we should think carefully about what we can do with an index. I suggest that
scholarly communication essentially consists of annotated partial indexes to phenomena.While
scholarly communication may be more than that, scholarship about emblems generally also points
to some emblems that are related in some respects, and it comments on these emblems and the
way they are related.

Examples of advanced functionality
If we begin to think about tools which may add extra value to our digitized collections, we
are really thinking of what Unsworth, in another paper, called “second-generation digital
resources.” Second-generation digital resources are resources that are born digital, that are based
on primary resources, and that comment on, or annotate in some way, those primary resources.2
One useful tool would be one that allows a researcher to add categorizations to emblems, or
emblem fragments, on our sites.A simple example is given by the categorizations that we added
to Jacob Cats’ emblems, integrated into the EPU site at http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/catsretorica.html.3
We might also want to annotate, and make available for structured retrieval, complex events
depicted or described in the images or texts of our emblems.An experimental interface to a small
collection of events described is available at http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/lab/drh2003.
Illustration 1 shows one result of a search for what is called a ‘LookAtAction’ in that collection.

1 John Unsworth,“Scholarly Primitives:What Methods do Humanities
Researchers have in common, and
how might our Tools reflect this?”
Humanities Computing: Formal
Methods, Experimental Practice, King's
College, London, 13 May 2000,
http://www.iath.virginia.edu/
~jmu2m/Kings.5-00/primitives.html.
2 John Unsworth,“Second-Generation Digital Resources in the
Humanities,” DRH 2000, 10 September 2000, Sheffield, UK,
http://www.iath.virginia.edu/
~jmu2m/DRH2000.html.
3 This is a Dutch companion page to
Peter Boot and Els Stronks,“Ingredienten voor een succesformule?
Experimenten met een digitale editie
van Cats’ Sinne- en minnebeelden”,
Nederlandse letterkunde 8 (2003) 1:
24-40.
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Illustration 1: Structural description of events
resulting in complex retrieval actions and
highlighted results.

If our main interest is in teaching, or in otherwise showing the richness of our collections, we
might want to define paths through the collections. An example of such a facility at the Wilfred
Owen Multimedia Digital Archive is available at http://www.hcu.ox.ac.uk/jtap/pcs/.
Finally, once we have the emblems themselves digitized, we have the opportunity to study relations between the emblems. If we know how to integrate the data about inter-emblem relations
with the digital collections, we will be able to visualize those relations using sophisticated network diagramming tools. Essentially, we would want all these tools to work from the outside.
Researchers should be able to categorize, describe, and map emblems and emblem relations without necessarily being involved in one of the emblem digitization projects.The rest of this paper
describes one such tool, the Public Index Feature, now under development at the Emblem Project Utrecht.

Emblem indexes: types and possibilities

4 http://images.library.uiuc.edu/
projects/emblems/.
5 This is a feature of the CONTENTdm product. One of the
facilities of the “My Favorites”
folder is emblem comparison.
6 In the Topic Maps paradigm, the
former would be the “occurrences,”
the latter the “topics.”

The German Emblem Books Project at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign gives
us a simple example of the kind of tools we need.4 Its “My Favorites” folder facilitates personal
study of selected emblems.5 Basically, this bookmark-type folder can be saved as an HTML page,
and then stored on the users’ own computer or even on their own website.
This is an interesting feature, because what we have is in effect a partial index into the German Emblem Book site.A partial index? Yes, if users have been consistent in the kinds of emblems
placed in their favorites’ folder, the folder constitutes a partial index on the German Emblem
Books site, based on their own current research interests, whatever they are.
The next step would be to generalize this concept: strip the lay-out information from the generated webpage, define a generic data structure which can hold the information necessary for
indexing purposes, and deliver the information to the user. Users then can decide on the way
they want to use it.
The first thing we should do, therefore, is to ask what an index is, what are the kinds of things
that one indexes, and what is it that the index entry says about these things.6 If we think about
the type of things in our collections which could be indexed - the type of things about which
the researcher might want to say something - some candidates are:
• emblems;
• emblem fragments (a fragment being anything that is part of the emblem: a single word, a
group of lines, the picture, element of the picture);
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• pairs of emblems;
• pairs of emblem fragments, within a single emblem or in different emblems (or emblem
books, or even sites);
• “events”: any n-way relation between named emblem fragments.These “events” can be
used to index any thing that “happens” in the emblems, such as: Cupid looking at his
mistress, a sunflower pointing towards the sun, etc.
As to the index content, the first possibility is that the index simply lists the presence of the
occurrences.The index then is a subset or list of emblems, of emblem fragments, of emblem pairs,
or emblem fragment pairs, or n-tuples (events).Alternatively, the index may assign a value to the
occurrence of some feature or property, e.g., in an index on Iconclass terms. Finally, an index may
contain some form of annotation about the occurrence’s presence in the index, or why it has
been assigned a certain value.

The Public Index Feature at EPU
EPU is an emblem digitization project based at Utrecht University in the Netherlands.7 Its aim
is the digitization of about 25 books of Dutch love emblems.The love emblem was a specifically Dutch contribution to the emblem genre and enjoyed wide popularity all over Europe during the seventeenth century.
At EPU we are working on what we call a Public Index Feature (EPU-PIF). EPU-PIF will
allow researchers external to the project to create indexes to the emblems on the EPU site, in
order to facilitate the display of partial EPU collections without EPU involvement. Indexes can
be generated, described, built, validated, modified, and displayed. Researchers and end users will
be able to select and define the display definitions used in the display of the collection.
Recalling our earlier claim about the relation between indexes and scholarly communication,
we could say that the EPU Public Index Feature is a universal tool for the writing, exchange, and
reading of scholarly communication on the emblem.That may be an extravagant claim, and we
should qualify it. A scholarly paper will usually be more than an annotated index.The EPU site
as yet houses only a small collection of emblems, and not all necessary index types are available
there.While the PIF’s functionality perhaps needs extension, our claim about the importance of
the index concept is nevertheless valid.

Public Index Feature: Present state
EPU-PIF at present can be used for generating, building, modifying, and displaying emblem
lists. Emblem fragment lists at present can only be displayed. Building and modifying emblem
fragment lists are the next planned extensions.
Technically, the index is an XML file that contains RDF statements. EPU-PIF helps
researchers build the file, which they then save on their own machine. In a hyperlink to the
EPU-PIF page, the filename is then used to tell EPU-PIF which index data to display. The
upshot of this is that researchers now have the option of indexing the EPU site according to
their own research interests.
We chose RDF as the data format because of its ability to accommodate metadata of arbitrary
complexity.8 RDF Schema provides an ontology language that insures that complex data can still
be validated.9 For validation we use an RDF validator, such as VRP.10
The Public Index Feature works as follows. Suppose researchers create an index and place it
on their own site, let us say at the fictional site www.myresearch.org/myindex.xml. Suppose they
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7 The EPU is funded by NWO, the
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research.
8 Graham Klyne and Jeremy J. Carroll, Resource Description Framework
(RDF): Concepts and Abstract Syntax,
W3C Recommendation 10 February 2004, http://www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-concepts/.
9 Dan Brickley and Ramanathan V.
Guha, RDF Vocabulary Description
Language 1.0: RDF Schema,W3C
Recommendation 10 February
2004, http:// www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-schema/.
10 The Validating RDF Parser (VRP)
checks syntactical validity and a great
number of semantic constraints. See:
http://139.91.183.30:9090/RDF/
VRP/.
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have defined presentation definitions and saved them at www.myresearch.org/displaydef.xml.
They can then send users to their data, displayed according to their criteria, through a hyperlink
to: http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/pif/showindex.php?
subset= http://www.myresearch.org/myindex.xml
&pres= http://www.myresearch.org/displaydef.xml
The presentation file here is optional.Without the presentation file, default display definitions
will be used.
As a starting point for building an index, the EPU provides the option of saving search results
as an index.

Illustration 2: List of search results at the EPU
site, with the option of saving the set of search
results as an index to the site.

Clicking on the option results in generation of an RDF file (ill.2).

Illustration 3:The index file generated
from the search results window shown in
illustration 2.
11 Dublin Core is a popular RDF
application, used for the exchange
of metadata in many (digital) libraries
and comparable institutions. See
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set,
Version 1.1: Reference Description,
http://dublincore.org/documents/
dces/.
12 Available at
http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/
pif/pifontology.rdf.

The file contains Dublin Core metadata to describe the index (ill. 3),11 and then lists the
emblems named in the index.The ontology of classes and properties used in the index definition
(index, book, emblem) has been defined in an RDF schema.12 Researchers can save the XML file
on their own machine and manipulate it manually, or alternatively, they can put the file on their
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own Web server and display or manipulate it using EPU-PIF facilities. To build a subset from
scratch, researchers go to http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/pif/createindex.php.They select an
emblem book from the EPU site, choose the “subset” index type, and possibly a display definition to limit the amount of information shown on the next windows.

Illustration 4: Starting the creation of a new
index.

Pressing “submit” will take them to the create index window (ill. 4), where they can enter the
new index metadata (ill. 5) and data (ill. 6).

Illustration 5: Entering metadata for a new
index.
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Illustration 6: Entering the new index data,
possibly including free-form annotation.

On the window, they can (de)select the emblems, and possibly add an annotation; if they wish,
they can first click the emblem link to have a look at the full EPU presentation of the emblem.
“Submit” will create the index (ill. 7), which researchers again can save to their own machine.

Illustration 7:A newly created index.

The index can be displayed by the researcher (or anyone else) using a hyperlink of the type
mentioned above (ill. 8).
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Illustration 8: Display of the newly created
index.

But the index can also be edited, again by going to http://emblems.let.uu.nl/emblems/pif/
createindex.php, selecting “modify,” entering the index name in the “existing index” field, and
pressing “submit.”The modify option is also available when an index is being displayed.13 On the
display window, other available options include display of the full metadata, display of the index
as XML, and selection of another display format.
Another index format, at present only partially supported by EPU-PIF, is the fragment list.
Fragment lists at present can be displayed by EPU-PIF, but have to be built manually.A fragment,
in the present setup, is usually a verse line, and the display definitions can be chosen so as to highlight the indexed lines in the index display (ill. 9).

Illustration 9: Display of fragment list-type
index. Note the highlighted fragments.

Future work and discussion
The future work for the PIF is of two kinds. Obviously, the first kind is the expansion of PIF
to work with some of the mentioned index types (‘event’ indexes, emblem pair indexes, and
indexes that associate the indexed object with a value on some property or attribute). Perhaps
even more important is the exploration of PIF’s usefulness using real research examples. Only
actual use of the facility will prove whether it can fulfill a true need in scholarly communication.
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The principal question which future research should answer is the one about the PIF’s usefulness.There is, however, a host of other, more detailed questions, which further research should
help to answer. For example, what other index types might be useful? Are other fragment types
necessary, e.g., ranges of lines or fragments of images? What manipulation facilities are needed?
Are the basic ones sufficient (creation, modification of indexes), or should we provide advanced
facilities, like set operations (union, intersection) or conversion between index types? What kinds
of display facilities are needed? Should preference be given to the tool’s ease of use or to its power?
And, more technically: does RDF provide a sound platform for the realization of the PIF and
PIF-like tools?
An important final question is: how can we expand this facility to other emblem sites? The
crucial elements here are a shared data model, a way to identify an emblem’s constituent parts,
and a mechanism of data exchange between projects.The Glasgow “Spine” should help us establish the shared data model;14 for the exchange of data OAI-PMH seems to be the way forward.15
Therefore, if projects create unique identifiers for the emblem constituents, it should be feasible
to build a public index facility, capable of pointing to any emblem available on the Internet.
A facility like this will not be constructed overnight. Let us hope, however, it will not take us
another 25 years to complete.After all, the emblem was influenced, and influenced in its turn, by
a multitude of other genres. Once the possibility of indexing multiple emblem sites has been created, this could be expanded to cover florilegia, books of proverbs, fable books, occasional poetry
and prints, paintings, and all the other works of art that partook in the early modern Web of quotations of which the emblem is such a fascinating component.

14 A template defining an abstract
emblem data structure has been
developed by Stephen Rawles, Glasgow University. See his “A Spine of
Information Headings for EmblemRelated Electronic Resources” in
the present DigiCULT Publication.
15 See Carl Lagoze and Herbert Van
de Sompel, The Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting,
Protocol Version 2.0 of 2002-06-14,
http://www.openarchives.org/OAI/
openarchivesprotocol.html.
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the J. Paul Getty Trust, the Andrew Mellon Foundation, and the National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois.

Thomas Stäcker
Thomas Stäcker studied philosophy, Latin language and literature, and German literature at
University of Braunschweig, University of Essex, England, and University of Osnabrück. He
earned a Ph.D. in philosophy with a dissertation on The Function of Theurgy in the Work of
Iamblichus. He received his library education at the Herzog August Bibliothek (HAB),Wolfenbüttel, and in Köln. In 1997 he was chief librarian at the Johannes a Lasco Bibliothek, Emden.
Since 1998 he is head of the department of rare books and digitization at the HAB,Wolfenbüttel. He has various publications in the field of the humanities and on library-related topics, especially digitization and the indexing of rare books.

Mara R. Wade
Received the Ph.D. from the University of Michigan,Ann Arbor, and studied also at the University of Freiburg and the Freie Universität, Berlin. Her research has been supported by the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Fulbright, the American Philosophical Society, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, DAAD, and the American Scandinavian Foundation.
Her research focuses on emblem literature and digitization, Renaissance court festivals, and early
modern German women writers. She is co-editor with Gerhard Strasser of Die Domänen des
Emblems:Außerliterarische Anwendungen der Emblematik (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2004).
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DIGICULT: PROJECT INFORMATION
DigiCULT is an IST Support Measure (IST-2001-34898) to establish a regular technology
watch that monitors and analyses technological developments relevant to and in the cultural and
scientific heritage sector over the period of 30 months (03/2002-08/2004).
In order to encourage early take-up, DigiCULT produces seven Thematic Issues, three Technology Watch Reports, along with the e-newsletter DigiCULT.Info.
DigiCULT draws on the results of the strategic study ‘Technological Landscapes for Tomorrow’s Cultural Economy (DigiCULT)’, which was initiated by the European Commission, DG
Information Society (Unit D2: Cultural Heritage Applications) in 2000 and completed in 2001.
Copies of all DigiCULT publications can be downloaded at: http://www.digicult.info.
For further information on DigiCULT, please
contact the team of the project co-ordinator:
Mr Guntram Geser,
guntram.geser@salzburgresearch.at
Tel: +43-(0)662-2288-303
Mr John Pereira,
john.pereira@salzburgresearch.at
Tel: +43-(0)662-2288-247
Salzburg Research Forschungsgesellschaft
Jakob-Haringer-Str. 5/III
A-5020 Salzburg Austria
Tel: +43-(0)662-2288-200
Fax: +43-(0)662-2288-222
http://www.salzburgresearch.at
Project Partner:
HATII - Humanities Advanced Technology
and Information Institute,
University of Glasgow
http://www.hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk/
Mr Seamus Ross, s.ross@hatii.arts.gla.ac.uk

List of DigiCULT Publications as of February 2004
DigiCULT Thematic Issue 1:
Integrity and Authenticity of Digital
Cultural Heritage Objects,
August 2002,
builds on the first DigiCULT Forum
held in Barcelona, Spain, on 6 May 2002,
in the context of the DLM Conference 2002.
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DigiCULT Thematic Issue 2:
Digital Asset Management Systems
for the Cultural and Scientific
Heritage Sector,
December 2002,
builds on the second DigiCULT Forum
held in Essen, Germany, on 3 September 2002,
in the context of the AIIM Conference
at DMS EXPO.
DigiCULT Thematic Issue 3:
Towards a Semantic Web for Cultural and
Scientific Heritage Resources,
May 2003,
builds on the third DigiCULT Forum
held on 21 January 2003,
at Fraunhofer IPSI, Darmstadt, Germany.
DigiCULT Thematic Issue 4:
Learning Objects from Cultural
and Scientific Heritage Resources,
October 2003,
builds on the fourth DigiCULT Forum
held on 2 July 2003,
at the Koninklijke Bibliotheek - National
Library of the Netherlands,The Hague.
DigiCULT Thematic Issue 5:
Virtual Communities and Collaboration
in the Heritage Sector,
January 2004,
builds on the fifth DigiCULT Forum
held on 20 October 2003,
at Napier University, Edinburgh, Scotland.
DigiCULT Technology Watch Report 1:
New Technologies for the Cultural
and Scientific Heritage Sector,
February 2003
DigiCULT Technology Watch Report 2:
New Technologies for the Cultural
and Scientific Heritage Sector,
February 2004
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ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
All images are used with the courtesy of person or organisation as acknowledged below.
Cover and page 33: Peter Isselburg, Emblemata Politica (Nürnberg 1617),“Pro Grege”. Illustration
courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” Library of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Page 10: Peter Isselburg, Emblemata Politica (Nürnberg 1617), Emblem 7, “Sic Orbis Iter”. Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” Library of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Page 29:Alciatus, Emblematum libellus. Paris: Christian Wechel, 1534, Emblem 22,“Mutuum auxilium” (The halt leading the blind). Illustration courtesy of The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek.
Page 30:Valerius Maximus, Des faits et des paroles mémorables, f. 321r (Koninklijke Bibliotheek,
KB 66 B 13). Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 31: Otho Vaenius, Emblemata Horatiana. Amsterdam: Hendrick Wetstein, 1684, Emblem 31,
“Niet te haestig” (Festina lente). Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague,.
Page 31: Printer’s device of Reinerius Velpius,“Ingenium plus quam vires”. Illustration courtesy
of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 31: Book of Hours, f. 60v (Koninklijke Bibliotheek , KB, 135 E 22): Ostrich with horseshoe
(border decoration). Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 32: Geffrey Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes. Leiden: Franciscus Raphelengius, 1586, Emblem
51,“Nil penna sed usus”. Illustration courtesy of University Library, Leiden.
Page 32: One of the printer’s devices of Daniel Willemsz van der Boxe, “Nil penna sed usus”.
Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 34: Julius Wilhelm Zincgreff, Emblematum ethico-politicorum centuria. Heidelberg:Theodor
de Bry, 1619, Emblem 2,“Pro Grege” (the watchful dog). Illustration courtesy of Mnemosyne.
Page 34: Giovo’s Dialogo dell’Imprese Militari et Amorose. Lyon: Guillaume Rouville, 1574, Emblem,
cranes as vigilance. Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 34: Printer’s device of Jean Cordier. Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The
Hague.
Page 36: Printer’s device used in 1618 by Jan Lamrinck (Franeker). Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 36: Printer’s device used in 1627 by Herman Theunisz Kranepoel (Haarlem). Illustration
courtesy of Mnemosyne.
Page 36: One of several variants of the printer's device that was frequently used by Arnoud Leers
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(Rotterdam) in the second half of the 17th century. Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 37: Joannes de Boria, Moralische Sinn-Bilder. Berlin: Johann Michael Rüdiger and Ulrich
Liebpert, 1698, Emblem LI:“Verstand geht über die Kräfte” (Ingenium vires superat). Illustration
courtesy of the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
Page 39: Anonymus, Triumphus Amoris. Augsburg: Joseph Friderich Leopold, 1695, Emblem 37,
“Die Liebe ist listig,” Atalante and Melanon. Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,”
Library of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Page 39:The Last Judgement, from a Book of Hours, c. 1495. Koninklijke Bibliotheek 135 G 19,
f. 81v. Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 40: Daniël Heinsius, Emblemata amatoria,“iam demum emendata.”Amsterdam: Dirck Pietersz Pers, 1608. Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 40: Jacques Callot, Lux Claustri. Augsburg: Kolb, 1720, Emblem 10, “Captiva sed secura.”
Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” Library of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Page 41: Jacques Callot, Lux Claustri.Augsburg: Kolb, 1720, Emblem 12,“Die Hitze zu löschen.”
Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” Library of University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Page 42: Crucifixion from a Missal. Koninklijke Bibliotheek 128 D 29, f. 128v. Illustration courtesy of Koninklijke Bibliotheek,The Hague.
Page 48: Gabriel Rollenhagen, Selectorum Emblematum centuria secunda… Arnhem: J. Janson, 613,
emblem II, 20 (BSB: Res/4 L.eleg.m. 180). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek,
Munich.
Page 49: Johann Michael Dilherr, Augen- und Hertzens-Lust. Nürnberg: Endter, 1661, p. 218 (BSB:
Res/4 Hom. 2403 g). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 50: Emblematische Gemüths-Vergnügung. Augsburg: Kroninger / Goebel, 1693, pl. 18 (BSB:
Res/4 L.eleg.m. 86 m). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 51: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, p. 5
(ZIKG: SB 327/6 R). Illustration courtesy of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte, Munich,
and of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 52: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer Parnassus. Part 3, Augsburg: J. Wolff, 1730,
emblem no. 4 (p. 4, detail, enlarged; ZIKG: SB 327/6 R). Illustration courtesy of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte, Munich, and of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich
Page 52: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer Parnassus. Part 3,Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, p. 4
(ZIKG: SB 327/6 R). Illustration courtesy of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte, Munich,
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and of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 53: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer Parnassus. Part 3,“Applicatio Moralis,” Augsburg: J.Wolff, 1730, p. 3 (ZIKG: SB 327/6 R). Illustration courtesy of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte, Munich, and of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich
Page 54: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer Parnassus. Part 3, Augsburg: J. Wolff, 1730,
emblem no. 278, p. 51 (detail, enlarged; ZIKG: SB 327/6 R). Illustration courtesy of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte, Munich, and of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich
Page 55: Laurentius Wolfgang Woyt, Emblematischer Parnassus. Part 3, Augsburg: J. Wolff, 1730,
emblem no 329, p. 59 (detail, enlarged; ZIKG: SB 327/6 R). Illustration courtesy of the Zentralinstitut für Kunstgeschichte, Munich, and of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 56: Franz Xaver Dorn, Litaniae Lauretanae. Augsburg: J. B. Burckart, 1750, plate 29 (BSB:
Chalc. 249). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 57: Paul Aler, Foedus leonis et aquilae. Köln, P.W. v.Alstorff, 1685, folio E 1 recto (BSB: Res/
2 Bavar. 296 a). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 58: Chrysostomus Hanthaler, Quinquagena symbolorum heroica. Augsburg / Linz: F. A. Ilger,
1741, p. 11 (BSB: Res/2 L.eleg.m. 61). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek,
Munich.
Page 59: Lieb über alle Liebe. Munich: P. König, 1629, folio B 1 verso (BSB: Rar. 1426). Illustration
courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 60: Lieb über alle Liebe. Munich: P. König, 1629, emblem no 6 (BSB: Rar. 1426). Illustration
courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 61: Lieb über alle Liebe. Munich: P. König, 1629, folio B ij (BSB: Rar. 1426). Illustration
courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 62: Antipathia amoris divina et humani. Salzburg: J. B. Mayr, 1694, p. 55 (BSB: Res/ L. eleg.m.
70 m). Illustration courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich
Page 62: Lieb über alle Liebe. Munich: P. König, 1629, folio E 8 verso (BSB: Rar. 1426). Illustration
courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 63: Lieb über alle Liebe. Munich: P. König, 1629, emblem no. 37 (BSB: Rar. 1426). Illustration
courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 64: Lieb über alle Liebe. Munich: P. König, 1629, folio F 1 recto (BSB: Rar. 1426). Illustration
courtesy of the Bayrische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.
Page 73: Example of a TEI Header for Isselburg’s Emblemata Politica. Courtesy of the Herzog
August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
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Page 74: XML structure for Emblem 2,“In pace quæ belli sunt” from Isselburg’s Emblemata Politica (shelfmark Uk 40). Courtesy of the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
Page 74: Subject indexing for an Emblem 2.“In pace quæ belli sunt” from Isselburg’s Emblemata
Politica, Courtesy of the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
Page 75: List of mottos from Isselburg, Emblemata Politica (1617). Illustration courtesy of the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
Page 76: Example of the search mask for the project “Frühneuzeitliche Gattungen” (Early Modern Genres) and the subcategory “Emblembuch” (Emblem Book), using the search term for the
motto (“Sine numine frustra”) and showing the user how to identify the three parts of an emblem
— motto, pictura, and subscriptio. Courtesy of the Herzog August Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
Page 76: Screen shot showing the results of the search (see above). Courtesy of the Herzog August
Bibliothek,Wolfenbüttel.
Page 82: Image from Johann Heinrich Traugott Müller, Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß. Frankfurt &
Leipzig: n.p., 1704, p. 39. Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” University of Illinois
Library.
Page 83: CONTENTdm metadata for image from Müller, Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß (see above).
Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” University of Illinois Library.
Page 83/84: XML metadata file for image from Müller, Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß (see above). Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” University of Illinois Library.
Page 85: OCLC SiteSearch metadata exported for image from Müller, Himmlischer Liebes-Kuß (see
above). Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” University of Illinois Library.
Page 86/87: Sample OAI file of descriptive metadata for image from Müller, Himmlischer LiebesKuß (see above). Illustration courtesy of “Digital Emblematica,” University of Illinois Library.
Page 100: Federation of digital libraries:Architecture of the System. Illustration courtesy of Laboratorio de Bases de Datos, Universidade da Coruña.
Page 102: Federation of digital libraries: A Concept Tree. Illustration courtesy of Laboratorio de
Bases de Datos, Universidade da Coruña.
Page 104: Fragment of Mapping Tree for the Emblem Book Database. Illustration courtesy of
Laboratorio de Bases de Datos, Universidade da Coruña.
Page 104:Table of XML query and the generated SQL for the Emblem Literature database. Illustration courtesy of Laboratorio de Bases de Datos, Universidade da Coruña.
Page 104: Query to Early Spanish Press database. Illustration courtesy of Laboratorio de Bases de
Datos, Universidade da Coruña.
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Page 108: Emblem Project Utrecht: Project description. Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 108: Emblem Project Utrecht: Project description, continuation. Illustration courtesy of the
Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 108: Emblem Project of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek: Project description. Illustration
courtesy of the Emblem Project of the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, München.
Page 109: English Emblem Book Project: Definition of an emblem. Illustration courtesy of the
English Emblem Book Project,The Pennsylvania State University Libraries, Department of Special Collections.
Page 110: English Emblem Book Project: Navigational bar and contents page. Illustration courtesy of the English Emblem Book Project,The Pennsylvania State University Libraries, Department of Special Collections.
Page 110: English Emblem Book Project: Bibliography and table of contents links. Illustration
courtesy of the English Emblem Book Project, The Pennsylvania State University Libraries,
Department of Special Collections.
Page 111: English Emblem Book Project: Listing of the emblems contained in Christopher Harvey’s The School of Heart. Illustration courtesy of the English Emblem Book Project,The Pennsylvania State University Libraries, Department of Special Collections.
Page 111: English Emblem Book Project: Emblem “The Infection of the Heart” from Christopher Harvey’s The School of Heart. Illustration courtesy of the English Emblem Book Project,The
Pennsylvania State University Libraries, Department of Special Collections.
Page 112: Listing of emblem books currently available in the University of Glasgow’s Emblem
Studies Website. Illustration courtesy of the Centre for Emblem Studies, University of Glasgow.
Page 112:The “scholar’s study” entrance point. Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project of the
Universidade da Coruña, Spain.
Page 123: Emblem Project Utrecht: Search sign structures: Structural description of events resulting in complex retrieval actions and highlighted results. Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 125: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: List of search results at the EPU site,
with the option of saving the set of search results as an index to the site. Illustration courtesy of
the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 125: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: The index file generated from the
search results window shown in illustration 2. Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project
Utrecht.
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Page 126: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: Starting the creation of a new index.
Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht
Page 126: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: Entering metadata for a new index.
Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 127: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: Entering the new index data, possibly
including free-form annotation. Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 127: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: A newly created index. Illustration
courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 128: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: Display of the newly created index.
Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
Page 128: Emblem Project Utrecht: Public Index Feature: Display of fragment list-type index.
Illustration courtesy of the Emblem Project Utrecht.
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